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ABSTRACT
ALBERTO GONCALVES MACHADO. An IBM PC Data Base Design for Sao
Paulo Air Pollution Network (under the direction of Harvey
Jeffries) .
A data base system for the Sao Paulo Air Pollution
Network data was  designed  and  implemented using an  IBM TM
Personal Computer. The data base was intended to be an image of
the data produced by the network , keeping reliability in a small
space due to diskette storage capacity. The whole system was
TMimplemented in Turbo Pascal -^^ using utility programs to support
the data base. A magnetic tape containing a dump of the network
data was used as a source of testing material for the data base.
Three main programs were written that are used to convert
Sao Paulo Network data files to the PC data base. These include
TM
real number conversions from the network host (PHILIPS PW 800 )
to IBM PC, validating, invalidating, changing values, and
selecting pieces from data base to feed external software
packages. The programs work in an interactive mode with the
operator and reports are made for further follow-up. The program
user guides are also described in this report.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Great Metropolitan Area Of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has a
population of around 12 million people. There are about 40,000
industries in the same area. One of the consequences of an
unplanned growth is the problem of air pollution. This is
especially true in this case due to topography and predominant
wind directions.
The State Company for the Environmental Protection,
CETESB, has a Computerized Air Pollution Network with fixed
stations located in most critical areas, as well as in developing
and residential sites. This network has been operating since
1981. It supplies information in real time base for the control
staff for directing field actions in the most polluting
industries, especially in the winter, when atmospheric
temperature inversions are frequent. Other uses for the enormous
variety of data produced are mathematical models, special studies
focusing on micro regions, and trend follow-ups to verify the
efficiency of the control policies.
Although CETESB has a network data bank and issues monthly
summary reports based on the information collected, the
extraction of selected data is still complex and more flexibility
is desired. One option to solve this problem is to use a micro
computer to work out the task of producing reports using software
packages like LOTUS TM^ ^^^^^  TM^ SYSTAT ™.   etc.
The objective of this research was to design and
implement, on a small scale, a data base system for the Sao Paulo
Air Pollution Network using an IBM TM personal Computer. The data
base was intended to be an image of the data produced by the
network. At the same time, the system has to be reliable while
using a small space due to diskette storage capacity. The utility
programs which support the data base were written in TURBO
TMPASCAL . A magnetic tape containing a dump of the network data
was used as source testing material for the data base.
Three main programs were developed that are responsible
for converting Sao Paulo Network data files to the data base.
These include real number conversions from the network master
TMcomputer (PHILIPS PW 800 ͣ^'') to IBM under Turbo Pascal format,
validating, invalidating, changing values, and selecting pieces
from the data base to feed external software packages. The
programs work in an interactive mode with the operator, and
detailed reports are made for further follow-up of the procedures





The Air Pollution Monitoring Network that produced the
data used in this research has twenty-seven remote stations
located in both the most critical areas and in developing and
residential sites. The network has been operating since 1981. The
reliability of the data was exhaustively tested during the
installation phase of the network. Every monitor was approved
after it had passed a five stimuli test within 10 % range. The
State Company has trained personnel dedicated to operating and
maintaining the whole system.
The network is situated in the area called the Great Sao
Paulo region, which has an average South Latitude of 23°36 00
(minimum 23°27 30 , maximum 23°53 31 ) and West Longitude of
46°30 00 (minimum 46°22 57 , maximum 46°46 30 ). The
configuration, including station name and number, site
classification, monitor number, and parameters measured, may be
found in Appendix Al. The determination methods for the monitors
used in the network, as well as the hardware channel to which
they are connected, the measuring units, and scale ranges, are
included in Appendix A2.
2.2. Data Processing Network Operation
Twenty-five of the twenty-seven stations are connected by
private telephone lines to the master station. Once every minute.
the master scans all stations connected and requests a data block
containing the last minute information about the remote monitors,
including station status. From this minute information the master
computer reduces the data to an hour base and stores them on
disk. Every 24 hours the system makes an automatic calibration in
two points (zero & span) in all the monitors of S02, NOX, HC, and
CO (+ zero every 4 hours) . The 03 monitors are calibrated
internally every measuring cycle (90 sec). At the end of each
day, the master computer reduces the hour data to a daily base.
The other two stations are not connected by telephone, and the
information generated is transferred to the master computer by
paper tape punch.
Each station has its own microprocessor. This unit is
responsible for control and measurement of the automatic monitors
that are connected. In case of a communication failure this unit
keeps the last 48 hours of data in memory , The master computer
is a model PW 856 and the remote microprocessors are model PW
9000 manufactured by PHILIPS. All are dedicated to the network.
2.3.  Magnetic Tape Data Presentation
The data contained on the magnetic tapes are dumps from
the hourly results generated by the network master computer. They
are in a station sequence and monitor sequence number in blocks
of 200 words, in which each block is data for 24 hours. In this
way, the first 200-word block containing the 24 hour results for
the first monitor of station # 1 for that particular date appears
after an EOF (End of File Marker), In sequence, after an EOR (End
of Record Marker), comes the second monitor of station # 1 and so
on until the last monitor of the last station number. Consecutive
days are separated by EOFs.
Table 1.  Dump from Magnetic Tape Data on Diskette
MS-DOS File Dump Utility V4.01 07/24/85
Copyright 1985   Value Added Software Tools, Inc.
Dump of block     0 of     B:SPN001.DAT at 09:33:41 on 07-31-85
Options = Word, Hex
0201 * S. . .........S. . .
4040 * . .p)EL. .S.....i§
FCFF *  ...S.....N.....
0601 * S.....P.ZP. .S. . .
7856 * . .U. ] . , ,S.....Vx
FCFF * MX. .S.....z._3. .
OAOl * S.....V.-r. .S. . .
4C4C * . .K. = . . .S.....LL
F9FF * &". .3.....T.n. . .
OEOl * S.....U. .&. .S. . .
F54A * . .M.sT. .S.....J.
F8FF * P". .3.....Qb9. . .
1201 * S.....w.3h. .S. . .
F970 * . .U!wX. .S.....p.
FBFF * A. ..3.....d.v...
1601 * S.....a. J. . .S. . .
0000 0553 0101 0101 0000 0000 0000 0553
0010 0101 2970 4C45 FBFF 0553 0301 0101
0020 1C20 FCFF 0553 0401 0101 B54E BCOD
0030 0553 0501 0101 DB50 505A FCFF 0553
0040 0101 8855 F25D FCFF 0553 0701 0101
0050 584D FCFF 0553 0801 0101 9C7A 6A5F
0060 0553 0901 0141 8956 725E FDFF 0553
0070 0101 AF4B B03D FCFF 0553 OBOl 0101
0080 2226 FBFF 0553 OCOl 0101 9854 8C6E
0090 0553 ODOl 0101 AB55 2600 F7FF 0553
OOAO 0101 194D 5473 F8FF 0553 OFOl 0101
OOBO 2250 F8FF 0553 1001 0101 6251 BC39
OOCO 0553 1101 0101 EF77 6833 F8FF 0553
OODO 0101 2155 5877 FAFF 0553 1301 0101
OOEO 0041 FAFF 0553 1401 0101 A864 9276
OOFO 0553 1501 0101 FB61 924A FCFF 0553
MS-DOS File Dump Utility V4.01 07/24/85
Copyright 1985  Value Added Software Tools, Inc.
Dump of block     1 of     B:SPN001.DAT at 09:33:41 on 07-31-85
Options = Word, Hex
0000 0101 FD52 2454 FCFF 0553 1701 0101 A662 *
0010 9275 FCFF 0553 1801 0101 4141 9C20 FDFF *
0020 FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF 0000 0000 *
0030 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 *
0040 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 *
0050 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 *
0060 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 *
0070 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 *
0080 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
*
0090 0553 0101 0201 9E49 247A 0200 0553 0201 *
OOAO 0201 2848 1214 0200 0553 0301 0201 6464
*
OOBO 3032 0100 0553 0401 0201 0241 5107 0200
*
OOCO 0553 0501 0201 0354 265F 0200 0553 0601
*
OODO 0201 4E79 FA51 0100 0553 0701 0201 DE73
*
OOEO 9644 0100 0553 0801 0201 4974 784F 0100
*















Table 1 shows the network data image as produced by a PC
utility program. This was a dump from file SPN001.DAT,  from
05/01/1985 monitor #1, station #1 on block 0 and part of block 1
(until address $8E).
The scheme of each one of the hour results is presented in
Table 2, where Wl is word #1.
Table 2.  Word Format in Generating Block
Wl - YYMM  - YY (last two digits of year)
MM (month)
W2 - DDHH   - DD (day)
HH (hour)
(if invalid, HH= -99)
W3 - SNMC   - SN (station number)
MC (monitor code)




W5 - HHH2   -     (2nd term real three word)
xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.xxxx
*> - mantissa
W6 - HHH3   -     (3rd term real three word)
XXXX.XXXX.XXXX.XXXX
*  : "> - mantissa cont'd
Note that due to the architecture used by the PC
microprocessor 8088 the position of the two bytes inside each
word is reversed. In this way the left byte is the least
significant while the right byte is the most. For example, the
first set of 6 words in Table 1 is :
0553 0101 0101 0000 0000 0000
Where : year   = 53 in hexadecimal or 83 in decimal base,
month   = 05 in both bases, (May)
day    = 01 in both bases.
hour    = 01 in both bases, first hour of the day.
station = 01 in both bases.
monitor = 01 in both bases, S02 (see Appendix Al).
real Wl = 0000
real W2 = 0000
real W3 = 0000
In the example above, the real value for that date and
time is zero, due to the one-hour calibration time. This value is
invalidated by the master computer.
In fact, only the first 144 words (24 * 6) contain data,
while the rest were used for blocking purposes by the network
master computer. The program list that generated the mag tape
dumps is included in Appendix A3.
CHAPTER 3
DATA BASE DESCRIPTION
3.1.  Data Base Design
The first step was to choose a computer language that was
capable of handling data files and had easy access to the level
of bytes or even bits. The capability of making sophisticated
output reports was not needed because this step would be handled
by commercial software packages. Turbo Pascal was selected
because it is a fast, efficient and inexpensive compiler for the
IBM PC. The next task was to learn this language.
The information supplied by the network had to be
preserved. On the other hand, a smaller amount of storage was
needed because of limits on storing this data base on magnetic
media 5 l/4ii diskette. The chosen method was to build up random
access files, in which the access to each individual hour could
be made by calculating the relative address from the beginning of
the block. For example, to reach the 10'^^ hour of a 24 hour
monitor block, the access would be made at 10 * 'length of each
hour'.
Another obvious way to decrease the output file length was
to eliminate the unusable space occupied by zeros at the end of
each monitor block. This space was allocated at the master
computer side for compatibility with the blocking being used by
the network.
When random access is used, there might be another way to
control the validity of each one of the results. In the new data
base, 2 words were used at the heading of the monitor block as
storage space for validation. One IBM PC word has 16 bits and the
first word was used for the first 16 hours while the second holds
this information for the remaining 8 hours. The 9*^^, 10^^, and
11 bits of the second word are used for three extra values
allowed in this implementation. The last 5 bits are not being
used.
The header was stored in the first 5 words of each monitor
block. Thus, the first word contains the year and month in
decimal form shifted by a factor of 100 in a decimal base. The
second word contains day and the integer 25 (decimal) and the
third word contains station number and the monitor code in the
same manner as the first word. The last two words hold the
validity information. A bit set to zero was used when the
corresponding hour is invalid and set to one when it is valid.
The following example illustrates the header.
Year = 83, month = 05, day = 02, station = 1, monitor = 5,
hours 1,2,3,4,8,9,15,16,and 23 are valid.
W 1: (83 * 100) + 05 = 8305 in decimal or 2071 hexadecimal
W 2: (02 * 100) + 25 = 225 on decimal or OOEl hexadecimal
W 3: (01 * 100) + 05 = 105 in decimal or 0069 hexadecimal
W 4: 01 02 03 04 - XX XX XX 08 - 09 XX XX XX - XX XX 15 16
bits 1111 0001 1000 0011
F 1 8 3
= F183.
W 5: XX XX XX XX - XX XX 23 XX - XX XX XX XX - XX XX XX XX
bits  0000    0010    0000    0000
0 2 0 0
10
= 0200
Complete header  : 2071  00C9  0069  F183  0200.
The monitors in the data base are sequenced according to
the network version on that date. If, for instance, a monitor
block is missing on the generation data for any reason, a null
block is inserted containing the header with date, station,
monitor, and all invalid hours. This guarantees a logical
sequence for the data base, easing the access of the supporting
programs.
After the header, the individual real values for the 24
hour results are stored in a sequence as random access data.
There are three extra positions actually being used for storing
the daily average, minimum and maximum values. These results are
calculated when the data base is created from the mag tape.
The storage of floating point real numbers in the network
master computer uses 3 words for each value. The first and second
words contain the mantissa in inverse base 2 binary form, with
the leftmost bit holding its signal. The exponent is stored in
the third word with the signal in the first left bit. On Turbo
Pascal, the real number storage is different, although it uses 3
words (6 bytes). The exponent is stored in the first byte of the
first word and the mantissa in the next five bytes with the least
significant byte first. The exponent uses binary format with an
offset of $80 (hexadecimal 80) while the mantissa is always
normalized having its signal stored in bit 7 of the fifth byte.
The procedure R800IBM described in chapter 4.1.22 converts the
master computer format on the IBM PC format.
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A complete monitor block for 24 hours including the header
and the converted real values occupies 90 words. These blocks are
arranged sequentially to form a day file. The day file name
contains the date of that particular day to inform the access
programs. As the number of monitors varies according to any
changes in the network setup, the day files change in size,
though 122 monitors can be considered an 'average'. With this
number, the day file length is 23,400 bytes. One double sided,
double density, 5 1/4" diskette can contain 15 files which
corresponds to 24 diskettes for all hours and monitors in a year.
What normally happens is that when one is operating in a
year base, the access to an hour value is not necessary, because
they might already be reduced to a day or even month base.
Assuming this premise, the actual number of diskettes to be
handled would be smaller, making the data base operational. The
use of a 10 Megabytes hard disk would ease the access because it
could contain one whole year of hourly results data. The system
as designed can work either with diskettes or hard disk.
Table 3 shows the converted file as produced by a PC
utility program. This was a dump from file SN830501.DAT, from
83/05/01. This file was converted using the program CNVSPNMT (see
section 4.3.2 .
On the first block, (dump block # 0) the first monitor
block starts at address $0000 (hexadecimal). The first five
words, as explained, contain the header and are :
2071 007D 0065 7FFF FFEO
Where : 2071  hexadecimal is 8305 in decimal which means
year and month.
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007D  hexadecimal is 0125 in decimal which means
day and the controller number 25.
0065  hexadecimal ) is 0101 in decimal which means
station and monitor code (302).
7FFF  hexadecimal indicating that hours 2 through
16 are valid.
FFEO  hexadecimal indicating that hours 17 through
24, daily average, minimum, and maximum are
valid.
After the header, comes twenty-seven real numbers in Turbo
Pascal format (three words each). The remaining four words to
complete the ninety word length are not used. They are spares.
The second block starts at address $00B4 of the first dump
block. The file dump shows an image of the data base generated.
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3.2  Data Base Implementation
The first step for implementing the designed data base was
to read the magnetic tape files. This was necessary because the
conversion program expected an input file as image of the mag
tape dump on a diskette. One alternative would be to read it on
the VAX/VMS computer from the School of Public Health. Another
would be to use the IBM mainframe from the Computational Center
of the University of North Carolina (UNCCC).
At first, PRECIS utility package at UNCCC was used. The
output of this run did not show any correspondence with the real
data on the tape.
Next, a normal read on the VAX was tried even though ANSI
tapes cannot be properly read. The results were, as expected,
none. .
Then, the COPY utility program with PARM=HEXLIST was tried
at UNCCC producing an enormous file (147K on diskette) and having
EBCDIC conversion attached with all printing spaces included.
This made the transfer to the data base become difficult, and
this option was abandoned.
In the next step, the same COPY utility was used at UNCCC
but with PARM=NOLIST having tried the key TRTCH=E (translate
character) in either INPUT or OUTPUT of the DCB. No results at
The last and final solution was to use a modified FORTRAN
program from the AIRSTAFF group, which accesses the tape drive in
a direct channel of the VAX, The results were excellent and
completely solved one of the difficult barriers. The output file.
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a true image from the mag tape, was stored temporarily at the VAX
and downloaded to an IBM PC disk. These files were used to test
the supporting programs of the data base.
Three main programs were written in Turbo Pascal. They
were used in the implementation of the data base and also for
selecting desired data sets to be supplied to external
subroutines or printing programs. A brief description of those
will be given below. Detailed descriptions may be found in
chapter 4.3 .
CNVSPNMT - This program is intended to convert an input
file stored on diskette, as an image of the SPN Mag Tape written
on P800 Philips machine, to a file format shorter in length and
in a strict sequential form, which will then be handled by the
system designed access programs. The output sequential file will
be stored in a day base containing all monitors of the network in
a crescent sequence of station and monitor code in a hour base.
Any missing block on the original Mag Tape will be inserted with
invalid status. This program also has all network setup versions
which are used to process the various operations. Date sequence,
station sequence, monitor sequence, real value within minimum and
maximum limits checks are performed. The daily average minimum
and maximum results are also calculated and appended to the data
base. All messages, alarms and options are stored on disc as
ASCII file for printing, if desired.
SPNDTINV - This program is intended to access the data
base and execute invalidations and value changes. The user has a
certain number of invalidation blocks and all the information is
stored on disk. Any invalidation block can be accessed directly
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or in sequence. The starting and ending points for each
invalidation can be dates or start date and number of hours. A
maximum of 750 invalidations can be executed on each invalidation
block. A report of the real accessed data is stored on disk for
printing, if desired. .
SPNDTSEL - This program is intended to access the data
base and select any data set transferring either ASCII or real
value files to the user. A certain number of selection blocks are
available and the user may specify station, monitor, start and
final dates, or start date and number of hours, data set
averages, minimum data sets, maximum data sets, and output
column. Any invalidation block can be accessed directly or in
sequence. Due to large data handling, dynamic allocation buffers
were used. The user can choose either ASCII or real value types
as the output file .
For all the programs described above, a security password




The array structure was extensively used through all the
programs developed for supporting and implementing the data base.
In this way, the accesses to the data blocks, as well as to the
differents buffers for input and output (I/O) transfers, were
made by the use of pointers, which are integers calculated to
inform the programs of the relative displacement of a specified
word or byte. Turbo Pascal handles this array structure with
pointers very well, allowing the written code to be efficient.
A complete listing, of the programs that were developed
are included in Appendix A.
4.1    Description of Procedures
A procedure is a block within a program which executes
certain tasks. In Turbo Pascal, procedures are used like
subroutines, that can be "called" almost anywhere and execute a
defined operation. After completing a procedure the pointer
returns to the main body of the program. It is possible to build
chains of procedures in which there are procedures within
procedures.
Described below, in the sequence that they appear in the
programs, are the various procedures needed by the programs of
this research. It is assumed that the reader has basic knowledge
of Turbo Pascal language.
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4.1. 1  lOCHECK
Call  :  lOCHECK (lADDR, lOVAL, IPRT)
Where :  lADDR =  Integer, indicates the caller.
lOVAL  =  Integer, on return informs I/O error
code from DOS system.
IPRT   =  Boolean, if TRUE message is printed
if FALSE only the program is informed
This procedure was a version modified (Borland, pg: 19-3;
19-4, 1984) in which the option for printing and the originated
address of the point where the I/O failed was introduced but the
original structure of the program was preserved.
Basically, the procedure checks the result of a register
through the defined function in Turbo, lOresult. If it is zero,
indicating that the I/O was successful, nothing is done and
return to the program is made. If, on the other hand, the result
is different than zero, the procedure compares the result with
the I/O error codes already defined, and prints a message on line
24. It then returns to the program as soon as the operator
presses any key. Lines 24 and 25 are cleared and the cursor
returns to its last position on the screen.
4.1. 2  REALINTG
Call  :  REALINTG (RIN,lOUTA,lOUTB,lOUTC)
Where :  RIN   = Real, input number.
lOUTA  = Integer, word # 1.
lOUTB  = Integer, word # 2.
lOUTC  = Integer, word # 3.
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This procedure is used most frequently for I/O operations
when the buffers are integers and some real numbers have to be
transferred together with variable positions.
It converts an input real number to three output integers.
As stated earlier it is stored in three words. It uses the
global variable RCNV as the transfer point defining the
assignment of the local variables (lOUTA, lOUTB, lOUTC) to the
memory location of RCNV segment and offset addresses.      .
4.1. 3  INTGREAL
Call  :  INTGREAL (UNA,IINB,INNC,ROUT)
Where :  UNA  :  Integer, input word #1.
IINB  :  Integer, input word # 2.
UNO  :  Integer, input word # 3.
ROUT  :  Real, output number.
This procedure is used in the same I/O operations as its
precursor (REALINTG).
It converts 3 input integers to an output real value. It
works in the opposite direction of REALINTG, using the same
method of assignments to absolute memory locations (segment and
offset).
4.1. 4  GETTIME
Call  :  GETTIME (DOSYY,DOSMM,DOSDD,DOSHH,DOSMI,DOSSS)
Where :  DOSYY  =  Integer, Year.
DOSMM =  Integer, Month.
DOSDD =  Integer, Day.
DOSHH  =  Integer, Hour.
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DOSMI  =  Integer, Minute.
DOSSS  =  Integer, Second.
This procedure is used basically for system timing on
reports or screen displays.
It gets a time from the operational system DOS, using a
Turbo Pascal procedure MSDOS through the IBM PC registers. DOS
supplies years as four nibbles and they are subtracted from 1900
to convert it to the format compatible with the data base. The
month, day, hour, minute, and second are transferred to the
caller without alteration. No format is imposed in this
operation.
4.1. 5  STRFORMT
Call  :  (ICODE5,INTl,INT2,INT3,STRl_2,STR12_5,STR123_8)







INTl     =  Integer, input A.
INT2 = Integer, input B.
INT3 = Integer, input C.
STR1_2 = String 2, 2 characters output.
STR12_4 = String 5, 5 characters output.1
STR123_8 = String 8, 8 characters output.
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This procedure is used for formatting screen outputs,
generated reports, and filenames where dates are present.
It formats 3 input integers (A, B, C), according to input
codes (format above) keeping leading zeros, to 3 output buffers
(STR1_2, STR12_5, STR123_8) with 2, 5, and 8 characters length.
It uses functions of DELETE and INSERT according to the format
requested to guarantee the insertion of zeros when each
individual input is less than 10.
4.1. 6  PRTTIME
Call  :  PRTTIME {IC0DE3,AUXBUF)
Where :  IC0DE3  =  Integer, = 1 standard format.
AUXBUF  =  String 80, output buffer.
Calls :  GETTIME, STRFORMT.       -
It prints a system date & time header. It calls GETTIME to
obtain the DOS system time, formats all parameters using
STRFORMT, and fills the output buffer to the caller.
This procedure is used by reports and screen outputs.
4.1. 7  PRTDOC
Call  :  PRTDOC (IC0DE2,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IMONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNEW,
PRTBUF)
Where :  IC0DE2  :  Integer
=  0 Reset clear and select output file name.
=  1  Value invalidated message as below
" STN: __ MON: __ DATE: YY:MM:DD:HH  VALUE INVALIDATED"
= -1  Value validated message as below
" STN: __ MON:    DATE: YY:MM:DD:HH  VALUE VALIDATED"
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=  2  Changed value message as below
" STN: __ MON: __ DATE: YY:MM:DD:HH  CHANGED VALUE FROM:_
For monitor code <> 7, then X.XXX+XX TO: X.XXX+XX
For monitor code =  7, then  S:XX %:XX  TO S:XX %:XX
=3  Print buffer received from user on PRTBUF
=10  Store 200 x 80 buffer on disk.
:  YY      :  Integer, year.
:  MM      :  Integer, month.
:  DD      :  Integer, day.
:  HH      :  Integer, hour.
:  ISTATN  :  Integer, station number.
:  IMONCD  :  Integer, monitor code.
:  RVLOLD  :  Real, old value.
:  RVLNEW  :  Real, new value.
:  PRTBUF  :  String 80, buffer received to be stored.
Calls :  lOCHECK, PRTTIME, REALINTG, STRFORM.
This procedure prints a set of messages received or built
to a set of 200 lines file (Max 99 files) and stores them on
disk. It was designed to avoid excessive I/O during a program
run, which would happen if every message had to be written to a
disk file. The file name is set by user according to an index in
*
YY at call with IC0DE2 = 0. The file names selected will be
appended with the index 00 through 99 indicating the file
sequence. In this way, the procedure receives a series of
messages and waits until the 200 lines by 80 characters buffer is
full, then makes an I/O and stores it to a disk. If there are
more messages, the buffer is cleaned, the file name index is
incremented and it starts all over again. At the end of a support
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program, at a call with IC0DE2 = 10, any amount of messages are
stored on disk for completion.
4.1. 8  SPNSTDTA
Call  :  SPNSTDTA (ICODE,INTGl,INTG2,OUTINT,RYYMMDD,STRNG4,FBOOL)
Where :  ICODE   :  Integer.
=  1 Given Date + Station, get monitor defini¬
tion in bit setting as system sequence.
=  2 Given monitor code, get monitor channel.
=  3 Given monitor channel, get monitor code.
=  4 Given monitor code, get monitor name.
=  5 Given Station + Monitor code + Date, get
monitor sequence in the system. If monitor is
not defined, IMONSQ = -1.
= 15 as above, without NOX counting
=  6 Given Station + Monitor code + Date, get
monitor sequence in the station. If monitor
is not defined, IMONSQ = -1.
= 16 as above, without NOX counting
=  7 Given monitor code, get monitor range. If
INTG2 = 1 return minimum, else maximum.
=  8 Given monitor code, get monitor decimal
point position.
=9 Given monitor code, if involved in calibra¬
tion FBOOL = TRUE.
= 10 Given monitor code, get monitor unit name
=11 Given index sequence, get monitor code.
= 12 Given monitor code, get moving average
24
hours.
= 13 Given monitor code, get minimum moving
average hours for valid value.
INTGl   :  Integer, input #1.
INTG2   :  Integer, input # 2.
OUTINT  :  Integer, output value.
RYYMMDD :  Real with the format YY * 10000 + MM * 100 +
DD for Date information.
STRNG4  :  String 4, name output.
FBOOL   :  Boolean, TRUE if operation successful.
Calls :  Internal Procedure CHKRANGE for finding the correct
network version according to the date entered.
This procedure gives Sao Paulo Network specific setup
information to users. It contains all network versions to present
and all checks are made based on it. The monitor definition is
stored as bit settings in a word, according to relative
positioning of that monitor in a sequence of monitor codes. The
channel refers to the hardware channel information for software
access. The moving average hours are defined for calculations for
comparison with the limits foreseen on Brazilian regulations and
that are equal to the current US EPA standards. The minimum
number of hours adopted in the system is 75 % of all averages. If
this condition is satisfied, the calculated value is valid. If
not it is invalid, no matter how many averages are in the data
set. In any request FBOOL informs if the operation was
successful.
4.1. 9  CHKHR
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Call  :  CHKHR (INHR,FHROK)
Where :  INHR    :  Integer, input hour.
:  FHROK   :  Boolean, TRUE if hour range is OK,
This procedure checks an input integer to be within the
acceptable hour limits, 1 and 24. If it is FHROK = TRUE.
4.1.10 CHKMON
Call  :  CHKMON {INMON,FMONOK)
Where :  INMON   :  Integer, input monitor code.
:  FMONOK  :  Boolean, TRUE if monitor code exists.
This procedure checks  if an input  integer exists as
monitor code according to the possible values.
4.1.11 CHKSTN
Call  :  CHKSTN (ISTN,FSTNOK)
Where :  ISTN   :  Integer, station number.
:  FSTNOK :  Boolean, TRUE if station number is valid.
This procedure checks if an input station number is in
range. If it is, FSTNOK = TRUE,
4.1.12 CHKTIME
Call  : CHKTIME (lYYMM,IDDHH,FDTOK,YY,MM,DD,HH)
Where : lYYMM : Integer, having YY * 100 + DD.
: IDDHH : Integer, having DD * 100 + HH,
: FDTOK : Boolean, TRUE if date is OK.
: YY : Integer, year decoded.
: MM : Integer, month decoded.
: DD : Integer, day decoded.
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: HH : Integer, hour decoded.
This procedure determines whether the composed year-month
and day-hour integers are within the acceptable ranges for year,
month, day, and hour. This composed date structure is used on the
data base. If all are acceptable, FDTOK = TRUE and the decoding
is done.
4.1.13  CHKMONST
Call  :  CHKMONST {ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STMM,STDD,FMCSTO)
Where Integer, station number
Integer, monitor code.
Integer, year 00 - 99.
Integer, month.
Integer, day.
Boolean, TRUE if monitor is defined at that
date.
SPNSTDTA.
This procedure determines whether a monitor was defined at






























This procedure calculates a final time (Y,M,D,H) after a
number of hours have elapsed from an input time (Y,M,D,H). It






DYY     :  Integer, year.
DMM     :  Integer, month.
DDD     :  Integer, day.
ICODEl  :  Integer,
=0  Calculate number of days in the year.
=1  Calculate number of days between IREFYY
and the date specified.
:  IREFYY  :  Integer, reference year.
:  NUMDAYS :  Integer, output number of days.
This procedure calculates the number of days in the year
or relative to any given year. It takes into account leap years.
4.1.16  NUMHOURS
Call  :  NUMHOURS (D1YY,D1MM,DIDD,DIHH,D2YY,D2MM,D2DD,D2HH,DFHRS,
FNHR)  .
Where :  DIYY    :  Integer, start year.
:  DIMM    :  Integer, start month.
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DIDD    :  Integer, start day.
DIHH    :  Integer, start hour.
D2YY    :  Integer, final year 00 - 99.
D2MM    :  Integer, final month.
D2DD    :  Integer, final day.
D2HH    :  Integer, final hour.
DFHRS   ;  Integer, output difference of hours.
FNHR    :  Boolean, TRUE if datel and date2 are OK.
Calls :  CHKTIME, DAYYEAR.
This procedure calculates the number of hours between 2
given dates (datel and date2). If datel is after date2, the
number of hours is negative. It uses the procedure CHKTIME for
verifying both dates and DAYYEAR for calculating each date number
of days relative to year 1980 (the data base runs after 1981).
Leap years are taken into consideration.
4.1.17  PASSWORD
Call  :  PASSWORD
Calls :  lOCHECK.
This procedure handles password access control to the data
base. It is at the very first instruction on each of the
supporting programs and protects the environment from an
anauthorized user. There is a master password which takes control
of the procedure and allows password reviews and changes. There
are foreseen 10 different passwords that can only access the
programs. The password changes are not allowed. If more than 3
wrong passwords are given in only one session, the procedure
halts the COM file being used and exits to DOS. If more than 3
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times 3 wrong passwords are tried, the procedure halts the COM
file, and destroys it on disk.
4.1.18  READDTTI
Call  :  READDTTI (CODE,YY,MM,DD,HH,STPINP)
Where :  CODE    :  Integer,
=1  Amended 'START' to the text message
=  2  Amended 'FINAL' to the text message
YY      :  Integer, year.
MM      :  Integer, month.
DD      :  Integer, day.
HH      :  Integer, hour.
STPINP  :  Boolean, TRUE if program has to be stopped.
Calls :  lOCHECK, CHKTIME. '  ͣ
This procedure prompts and reads the date and time from
the operator and checks them. If one is lower than zero, it
informs the calling program to stop input sending STPINP flag =
TRUE. The operator enters date as real number (YYMMDDHH) and the
procedures decodes them and checks the date and time validity. If
they are invalid, an informative message is printed, and a new
prompt is made within the procedure. CODE informs if START or
FINAL have to be amended to the prompt text message.
4.1.19 READSNMC
Call  :  READSNMC (ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STMM,STDD,STPINP)
Where :  ISTATN  :  Integer, station number.
:  IMONCD  :  Integer, monitor code.
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:  STYY    :  Integer, year.
:  STMM    :  Integer, month.
:  STDD    :  Integer, day.
:  STPINP  :  Boolean, TRUE if program has to be stopped.
Calls :  lOCHECK, CHKSTN, CHKMON, CHKMONST,
This procedure prompts and reads the station number and
monitor code from the operator and checks them. If one is lower
than zero, it informs the calling program to stop input by
sending STPINP flag = TRUE. A monitor name monitor code table is
printed. The check made comprises a verification if on that date
entered before, for example using READDTTI, the monitor being
input was defined in the network. If not, informative messages
are printed and a new prompt is made.
4.1.20  DTACCESS















Integer, number of hours.
Integer, I/O code,
=  -2  Invalidate data.
=  -1  Change data base real from real array.
=   0  On return indicates I/O not successful.
=   1  Get data from data base to real array.
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= 2 Validate data.
: RVLAR : Transfer real array (750 reals max.)
Calls : lOCHECK, STRFORMT, SPNSTDTA, PRTDOC, INTGREAL, REALINTG,
NEXTHRS.
This procedure accesses, invalidates, validates, gets, and
changes data at the Sao Paulo Network data base environment. It
also sends messages to PRTDOC and the operator to guide him on
diskette changes. The procedure assembles the start file name
access (first day) using the information received in
(YY,MM,DD,HH). Then, it determines whether that file name is on
the undefault drive. If it is, access is started. If not,
operator request for insertion of that diskette is made. After
access is made, the requested I/O operation invoked by lOCD is
performed. The real array RVLAR works as transfer buffer between
procedure and calling program and vise versa. If NHRS added to
start time overpass day change, the procedure takes care of the
needed calculations for controlling the forward accesses. The
procedure expects a non interruptive data sequence in the
environment and invalidated data is transferred as real -1.0,
which is understandable by the callers. The invalidation and
validation requests are made by accessing the validity words # 4
and # 5 at the beginning of the monitor block and changing the
bit setting from off to on or vise versa respectively.
4.1.21 HRSREQ
Call  : HRSREQ (IC0DE6,HRSl,HRS2)
Where : IC0DE6  :  Integer, = 1 standard mode.
: HRSl    :  Integer, output hour  1 to 16.
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:  HRS2    :  Integer, output hour 17 to 24.
Calls :  roCHECK.
This procedure prompts the operator and reads hour
selection entered supplying them to the calling program. The
following text is shown as the prompt:
" H : 000000000111111111122222"
R : 123456789012345678901234"
" ENTER + ON HOURS WANTED  : " : -
After the third line of the prompt, the operator can
select the hours by signaling with ' + ' at the hour column. The
procedure uses standard Turbo Pascal procedures LPOS, DELETE, and
INSERT to 'read' each bit, thus assembling the output words HRSl




:  Integer, first of three P 800 real input.
:  Integer, second of three P 800 real input.
:  Integer, third of three P 800 real input.
:  Integer, first word IBM format real output.
:  Integer, second word IBM format real output.
: Integer, third word IBM format real output.
This procedure converts a 3 word real number in a P 800
format to IBM PC under turbo support. What it does is check the
bits setting in the 3 input words, according to mantissa and
exponent positions taking care with their signals, and assembles
a real number representing that configuration. In sequence, this








real number is separated in three words by the procedure REALINTG
and the output is fed.
4.2 Description of Functions
Functions are blocks within a program which executes
certain tasks and the value calculated or manipulated is returned
as variable at the point the function name is encountered.
4,2.1  Function PRTHEX
Call  :  PRTHEX (INTl)
Where :  INTl    :  Integer, input number.
Return:  STRING4 :  String 4, output hexadecimal representation
of INTl.
This function returns a 4 character string based on an
hexadecimcil representation of an input integer (INTl). It uses
hexadecimcil masks and checks bit by bit of the input number for
assemblincr the output buffer. Although the Turbo Pascal stores on
disk the least significant byte first, the function reverts it
and the most significant byte is shown first.
4.3 Desci'iption of Programs
This section describes the supporting programs CNVSPNMT,
SPNDTSEL, and SPNDTINV used in the data base. It is assumed that
the reader already has the information about each of the
procedures and functions given in sections 4.1 and 4.2 . Further
comments about these programs may be found on CHAPTER 5, PROGRAM
USER GUIDES. The program listings are included in the Appendix A.
The size of each individual program in Turbo Pascal is
around 62,000 bytes. In the implementation of the supporting
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programs, this space was not enough. For a more efficient
handling of the individual procedures needed by each individual
program, it was created the file GENPROCl. This file is a series
of procedures grouped together and having a common declaration
session. It contains REALINTG, INTGREAL, GETTIME, STRFORMT,
PRTTIME, PRTDOC, SPNSTDTA, CHKHR, CHKSTN, CHKTIME, CHKMONST,
READDTTI, READSNMC, NEXTHRS, DTACCESS, DAYYEAR, and NUMHOURS.
GENPROCl should be included in all programs that access this data
base. .
Due to a different memory requirements, and also the fact
that CNVSPNMT creates the data base, it has its own procedures
declared and GENPROCl is not used.
4.3.1  CNVSPNMT
This program is intended to convert an input file stored
on diskette, as an image of the SPN Mag Tape written on the P800
Philips machine, to a file format shorter in length and in a
strict sequential form which will then be handled by the system
designed access programs.
After the program is loaded in memory and starts running,
it checks the operator's password for data base access privilege.
Further details about PASSWORD may be found on section 4,1.17.
If the operator is authorized, the program initializes
PRTDOC by giving the name of the file that will be generated,
prints a header which contains program name, copyrighted author,
DOS system date and time, and prompts the operator :
" INPUT DATA GENERATING FILE NAME : "
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This file name is from the magtape image which is expected
to be on diskette. After a valid file name has been entered,
including the disk drive if not default, the program checks if it
exists. If not, a warning message is printed and the operator has
another chance for entering.
Ne5:t, is prompted the message :
" WAS READING PROCESS ABORTED ? (Y/N) : "
If for any reason the reading process was aborted at the
last time, the operation can continue at the point it stopped, in
this case the answer should be 'Y'.
" INPUT BLOCK YEAR :___ MONTH :___ DAY :___ "
Here it expects the date of the file when the abort
occurred.  After  checking  if  this  file  exists  it  proceeds,
otherwise the prompt is remade.
" INPUT START SEQUENCE : "
This asks for the point the abort occurred. If the number
entered is within the possible range (greater than 0 and lower
than 123) the program continues, if not, the same prompt is made
again.
In continuation,  the program reads the input file in
blocks of the monitor block size to identify its date. If it
finds an EOF, the following message is printed on the screen and
also sent to PRTDOC. :
" FIRST BLOCK ERROR - FOUND EOF"
Then, the program exits indicating a file error. If the
date is correct (checked by CHKTIME), the program assembles the
output file name and opens it. The length of this file is
determined, by the OUTBUFF record which is :
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OUTBLKMONMAX * OUTBLKSEQMAX = 124 * 90 = 22,320 bytes
The; number 124 was chosen due to the number of actual
monitors in the network. 90 is the block length of each monitor
block (see; section 3.1).
The;n, the program clears the output buffer according to
the network definition for that particular date, read from the
input file, stores the monitor header, and clears the remaining
locations with zeros. The validity words # 5 and # 6 are zeroed
indicating that all data is invalid. In sequence, it positions
the input file pointer at the first record (INBUFF) or at the
sequence entered. At this point the program is ready to start
reading the monitor blocks.
Among all monitors of the network, the only case that the
number trejatment has to be different is wind direction. In this
particular case, it is needed the wind direction sector and the
correspondent permanency. The sector ranges from 1 to 16, 22.5°
wide each, and the permanency varies from 1 to 100 % . These two
numbers are then treated as 2 integers. The first, sector, is
stored in the first word and the permanency is stored in the
second word of the three normally used for real numbers. The
whole datci base takes care of this distinction.
Thetre are two main loops in this program. One, uses the
variable MONSQ (monitor sequence) and the other inner loop uses
INBLKHR (hour sequence). MONSQ is used to perform a sequence of
readings from the input file, which are 24 hour monitor blocks,
and supplies them to the INBLKHR. The last loop executes decoding
of each hour within that monitor block, sending them to the
output buffer.
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The program description continues by the MONSQ loop. If at
any reading it detects EOF, it considers that the input file
finished and exits storing the output file. If not, INBLKHR takes
action and scanning from 1 to 24, checks date, station, station
sequence, monitor, and monitor sequence in the system. If any is
wrong it discards that hour block keeping it invalid. An
informative message containing the identification and reason for
the block discarded is sent to PRTDOC.
The real value in P 800 format is sent to R800IBM
procedure for converting it to IBM under Turbo Pascal format. The
converted value is stored in the output buffer at its location
determined by the pointers.
The; program also checks some point related to the overall
validity within each station. If monitor is wind velocity,
monitor code 17, and the hour value is less than 0.3 m/s, which
means the wind is so calm that the wind direction sensor can give
erratic values, wind direction monitor code 7, is invalidated.
This invalidation occurs only at the correspondent bit in the
validity vfords, the real value remains the same.
If everything is correct, the program verifies the
validity of the value at the generating side and transfers it to
the output buffer still in memory.
At the 24th hour the program starts to calculate the daily
average, the minimum, and the maximum values for that running
monitor block. Once more the exception is wind direction. In this
case it calculates the sector with the greatest number of
permanence (most predominant among the others) and the
correspondent summation of all percentage occurrences on this
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sector. The daily average, minimum and maximum are stored in the
25th, 26th, and 27th words of the monitor block, respectively.
The wind direction parameters are stored in the 25th word. These
calculations are made automatically in the network, but were not
present in the dumps to diminish data length.
After the last monitor in that particular date is
processed, the program reads an EOF and goes to final process.
Then, PRTDOC exit call (code 10) is made. When return is made to
CNVSPNMT, indicating the message buffer is properly stored on
disk, the following two messages are printed on screen :
" LAST INPUT FILE PROCESSED NAME : " + filename
" READ OTHER FILE ? (Y/N) : "
The first message informs the operator the last file read.
Sometimes the screen can be full of run time messages and the
last file name does not appear. The second is for continuation
purposes. In the last case, as PRTDOC does not know that the
process is; continuing, the next generated file will overwrite the
last CNVEXE00.DOC (file generated by PRTDOC which contains the
messages from the actual run). To avoid this, there is a internal
routine tnat renames the last CNVEXE00.DOC to CNVEXE99.DOC and
all subsequent CNVEXE to suffix 98, 97, etc.
4.3.2  SPNDTSEL
This program accesses the data base, selects any data set,
and output:s an ASCII or real value file.
After the program is loaded in memory and starts running,
it is verified if the operator can access the data base by
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checking his password. Further details about PASSWORD may be
found on ejection 4.1.17.
If the operator is authorized, the program initializes
PRTDOC by giving the DOC filename SELREQ, and prints a header
which contains program name, copyrighted author, DOS system date
and time, and the MENU. The MENU is where the operator can choose
the type of operation to be performed and is as follows :
"SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM"
"ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS 01"
"EXECUTE SELECTION ON DATA 02"
"EXIT TO DOS  , 03"
"ENTER CODE : "
The; first, Code 1, is for entering the information needed
for the program to select the data. All information is stored on
disk to ease possible future retries of selecting the same data
pieces. The operator is responsible for maintaining and storing
the DOC files needed for future accesses or follow ups of the
operations performed. The supporting programs at each start, open
new DOC files and any wanted previous information is permanently
lost. >
Supposing  the  operator  has  chosen  the  first  option
(CODE = 1) the next prompt is :
"DOES ENTEIR SELECTION CONTINUE ? (Y/N) : "
If the operator wants to edit a previous selection, the
answer is 'Y', if is starting a new section, the answer is 'N'.
In the case of 'Y' it is prompted :
"SPECIFIC DATA BLOCK ACCESS DESIRED ? (Y/N) : "
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This case is for editing an specific selection block and
the reply should be 'Y' . In this chain, the next step is the
prompt :
"ENTER BLOCK NUMBER TO GO TO : "
Then, the operator enters the number of the block desired.
The program checks if that block number exists and if so the
selection restarts at that block level. If the reply is 'N', this
means the operator wants to add new selections to those already
made, the program jumps to the last block plus 1 block number.
"DOES ENTER SELECTION CONTINUE ? (Y/N) : " If the answer
is 'N', this means that the array which generates the DOC file is
erased, sequence pointer is set to 1, and the selection process
starts at the very first block.
The; program prints a selection block header identifying
the actual block being edited :
" SELECTION BLOCK # : __"
" ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS (IF # < 0, STOP ENTER"
The; parameters to be entered are checked and if one is
negative, the program knows that the operator wants to stop enter
and proceeds. This option has to be used only when the user wants
to interrupt an already started selection. In most of the cases,
the normal procedure at the end of selection, will be used for
exiting to option MENU.
The selection of start and final dates, station number and
monitor codes, are individual for each block in a session. The
selection of options like hours, minima, maxima, etc. , are only
defined at block number 1. They are common for all blocks due to
the way the file is composed. The identifier column (column # 0)
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contains the information for each row, and all columns have to
have the same selection options.
The first selection within a block, is date and time. The
format used, as described on READDTTI (4.1.18), is YYMMDDHH. This
means, yeair (0 to 99), month, day, and hour of the piece of data
start point. These parameters have to be entered without space or
any character among them, because they will be interpreted as a
real number.
The next selection is the station number and monitor code.
A separated prompt for each one is made. For the station number,
a verifica.tion if the entered number is within the accepted range
(greater than 0 and lower than 28) is performed. For the monitor
code, a ta.ble is printed before the prompt, the correspondence of
monitor desired and monitor code number is facilitated. When the
monitor code is entered, the program checks if on that date and
on that station the monitor code number just entered was defined
by the network version table. If it was not, an error message is
printed and another chance is given.
Now the selection within a defined data base is performed.
" SELECTING DATA WITHIN A DATA BASE"
"24 HOURS; RESULTS ONLY ? (Y/N) : "
In the case the operator wants only the 24 hours without
anything else the answer is "Y". Otherwise, if selection of
specific hours has to be done or minimum, maximum, etc... the
answer should be 'N'. In the first case, the program jumps the
following prompts to get the final information.
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Supposing the operator wants specific selection. A prompt
made by the procedure HRSREQ prints a line where the desired
hours can be marked with a '+'. See HRSREQ in section 4.1.21.
" SPECIAL AVERAGES AT 24 HOURS WANTED ? (Y/N) : "
This prompt is like the last one, but with the option
where a special average can be taken from the specified hours.
The average is taken considering the valid hour values, divided
by the number of invalid hours in the set. If the daily average
is desired, what is the default, the 24 hours are selected and a
new daily average is calculated. The daily average calculated at
the time the data base was converted is not taken into
consideration because some invalidation or even change could have
happened (in this case the validity bit indicates invalid).
Next step in the selection process for this block is
minima and maxima. The way these two work is the same so only one
is explained. The selection of minima is like the specific hours,
with HRSREQ prompt. If the minimum of the 24 hours is desired,
the default, the requests are for all hours. If a minimum among a
specific set of hours continuous or not is desired, only those
hours should be entered. It is not possible in the way the
program was implemented to have selected more than one minimum on
a day.
In sequence the final date option is selected.
" SELECT MODE : # OF HOURS [1] OR FINAL DATE [2]"
" ENTER MODE : "
Either one can be selected. The access procedure DTACCESS
uses hours instead of final date. In case the operator has chosen
final date, the correspondent number of hours related to the
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start date is calculated by the procedure NUMHOURS. Maximum
number of hours for each selection is limited by arrays lengths
and equals 750. This means one month of data. If an overlimit
happens, a.n error message is printed and other chance is given.
The last item to select is the output column of this
block.
" FILE OUTPUT BLOCK POSITION SELECTION"
" ENTER BLOCK COLUMN POSITION (1..5) : "
The program then checks if that position is not yet
occupied by another block within the same section. If it is, an
error message is printed and another chance is given. The maximum
number of blocks is limited to 5 due to a design characteristic
to have maximum output file length of 80 characters.
Th6' last, prompts if the just entered block is valid,
invalid, 'goto', or resume.
"IS THIS E.LOCK VALID (V), INVALID (I), GOTO (G), OR RESUME (R) ?"
Thei operator has a chance of editing any other block
already entered, including the first that has the options. If
resume is chosen, the selection process is interrupted and
control is transferred to the MENU. If invalid is the case, the
selection restarts at the same block number.
After the selection of the last block is made, the program
stores the selection buffer on disk, and PRTDOC receives a series
of buffers; containing the selections for all blocks. In the case
of specific hours, minima, and maxima, is sent each generated
word by HRSREQ. In this case, the printing will be two times 4
nibbles each one, indicating the hour by bit positioning. For
example. If first word equals 80F3 and the second word equals
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4400 the hours requested are : 01,09,10,11,12,13,16,17,19, and 23
hours. The file generated can be printed by the operator as
normal ASCII file using any DOS function like PRINT, TYPE, or
COPY (to printer).
Wh<;n this part is finished, the command returns to MENU.
If the operator decides to execute the selection, CODE 2 must be
entered.
The execution of the selection starts by reading the file
recently stored and decoding each individual block contains. The
program then sends the information needed to DTACCESS (see
section 4.1.20) and waits for its completion. DTACCESS executes
the operation requested and finishes the selection. It fills the
transfer buffer RVLAR and exits.
The blocks received from DTACCESS are stored for
assembling the output ASCII file in the array RTMPARR {temporary
store). This array was implemented totally as dynamic memory
because the space allowed by Turbo Pascal was not enough for the
entire allocation. Dynamic allocation works like a normal memory
with the only difference that pointers are used to access each
word.
The assembling of the output file happens in a line base
due to memory limitations. In this case, each line is assembled
and an I/O is made to write it on disk, building up the output
file. For the user, this makes no difference because it receives
a file that contains many lines as needed by the selection
requested,
The first column of the output file contains the
identification for that line as follows :
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YYMMDDHHSTMCOP




ST  station number,
MC  monitor code number,




Note that the hours that were used to generate the
average, minimum, and maximum are not shown. The operator is
responsible to control and supply these informations for the
external software package, if they are needed.
After the execution ends, control is transferred to MENU
and a new selection can begin. Exit to DOS through CODE = 3 is
another option.
4.3.3  SPNDTINV
This program is intended to access the data base and
execute validations, invalidations, and value changes.
This program uses the same way of selecting the data to be
accessed in order to invalidate, validate, and change as the
program SPNDTSEL does (see 4.3.2). The description given here
will present only the differences between them.
After loading into memory, SPNDTINV has the password
prompt and checks the access authorization. The initialization of
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PRTDOC is made sending CODE = 0 and giving the DOC filename
INVREQ. The start header is printed and the type of operation can
be chosen.
"SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM"
"ENTER INVALIDATION PARAMETERS 01"
"EXECUTE INVALIDATION ON DATA 02"
"EXIT TO DOS 03"
"ENTER COEiE : "
In the first, the options to access in sequence or a
specific block of information are the same. After the options
were made, the program starts the first or any other already
chosen block and prompts for the starting date, station number,
and monitor code. These prompts use the same format as explained
on 4.3.2 .
Nov7 the difference begins when the operational code is
chosen. The following prompts are printed :
" OPR. CODE   = 1   (INVALIDATE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS)"
" OPR. CODE   = 2   (CHANGE VALUE)"
" OPR. CODE   = 3   (VALIDATE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS)"
" ENTER OPR. CODE : "
Operational codes number 1 and 3 are self explained. In
these two the number of hours refers to the starting date already
entered. Code 2 refers to change in the values contained in the
data base.
The change of value implementation assumes that only a
very few values can be changed. This is due to the fact that this
data base works with data generated by the network, and so does
not need frequent and multiple changes. What happens is that, for
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every value to be changed a new invalidation block has to be
entered with date, station, monitor, etc. One use of this option
can be to recover some data that was generated by an wrong
calibration. After a new calibration is performed, the factor can
be applied to the stored values correcting them.
In all options selected and in which a change in the data
base is performed, a document file in ASCII is generated and can
be checked for follow up. This file has detailed information
about every hour a validation, invalidation, or change was really
performed in the data base. Again, the operator is responsible to
print and keep the DOC files because every time this program is
used, the already existent files are overwritten.
At the end of the selection process, a sort is made on the
selection blocks. The sort is performed in ascending order of
start date (year, month, day, and hour), station number, and
monitor code. This is done for diminishing as maximum as possible
diskette changes.
The termination of the selection is also equal to
SPNDTSEL. The DOC file has all the selection blocks in ascending
order and with all entered variables.
After the selection is finished, command is transferred to
the MENU. Then, the operator can choose between executing the
changes requested, or exiting to DOS.
The first step of the execution process is to read the
selection file from disk. When it is in the memory, the program
starts a loop to scan all the selections and their respective
requests. Each pass of this loop reads the information within
each block and assembles the parameters for calling DTACCESS
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procedure (see section 4.1.20). The procedure executes the
requests eind any change or even an incomplete access is sent to
PRTDOC for later follow up.
When all is done, the command is transferred to MENU and




This section covers run time informations needed by anyone
who is going to use the software developed for the implementation
of the Sao Paulo Air Pollution Network data base. The
informations contained in Chapter 4 - SOFTWARE DEVELOPED, are
assumed to be already assimilated by the reader. Also the fact
that the reader is a current IBM PC user and familiar with its
basic functions and operations is assumed. The program listings
are included in the Appendix A.
The minimum system requirements for using the programs
CNVSPNMT, SPNDTSEL, and SPNDTINV is as follows :
^ -    IBM TM PC, Portable PC, XT ™,
256K RAM memory.
- Two floppy disk drives or one floppy disk drive and
one hard disk drive.
Mono or color adapter and monitor.
- Printer.
PC/MS-DOS ™ 2.0 or higher.
Likely the system can run in 100 %   IBM PC compatible but
there were not made any tests in this field.
5.1  CNVSPNMT
The first step to run CNVSPNMT is to have processed in
another machine the data files as an image of the files produced
mk by the pi'ogram MTHRRS (see Appendix A3). These data files are
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expected by CNVSPNMT to be on diskette and with the format
specified in Chapter 3 - DATA BASE DESCRIPTION.
After CNVSPNMT as Turbo Pascal source file is compiled,
the COM file is produced. This is the generation of CNVSPNMT.COM,
which is ready to run in the micro computer.
Next, the user has to make a DOS formatted disk by using
the system commands. This disk will be used to store the
converted files building up the data base. The operational
sequence given is suggested.
01 With computer ON boot DOS system.
02 On disk drive A the generating data files.
03 Disk containing CNVSPNMT.COM in drive B.
04 A>b:cnvspnmt command.
05 DOS formatted disk on drive B.
06 Program is loaded and prompts "PASSWORD".
07 Authorized password is given.
08 " INPUT DATA GENERATING FILE NAME : "
09 The desired file name is entered.
10 " WAS READING PROCESS ABORTED ? (Y/N) : "
11 Supposing reply is Y, else go to 16.
12 " INPUT BLOCK YEAR :___ MONTH :___ DAY :___ "
13 Year, month, and day of the file that just the abort
has occurred.
14 " INPUT START SEQUENCE : "
15 Sequence of abort is entered. The message informing
the actual station and monitor code is printed on the
screen at the time that information is processed.
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Looking at the screen after the abort has occurred
it is possible to know in what sequence it was.
16 Wait for program processing.
17 Converted file is written to drive B.
18 " LAST INPUT FILE PROCESSED NAME : " + filename
19 " READ OTHER FILE ? (Y/N) : "
20 If another file conversion is needed reply Y and
go to 8. Else, reply N and the program exits.
21 If desired, print using DOS commands the generated
document file (CNVEXE7 7.DOC)
5.2  SPNDTSEL
The; first step to run SPNDTSEL is to have the data base
implement€;d and stored in very well documented disks. SPNDTSEL
assumes a rigorous sequence on the data files. This means that if
for any reason a missing day is in the data base, it has to be
replaced by a dummy day file. This file has to have the same
configuration of monitors of the network as that day missing and
with all hours invalidated.
Assuming that SPNDTSEL as Turbo Pascal source file is
compiled and the run file SPNDTSEL.COM is ready, the sequence
below is suggested.
01 With computer ON boot DOS system.
02 On disk drive A the data base files. If the files of
the selection period are not in drive A, a request to
replace disks will be given.
03 Disk containing SPNDTSEL.COM on drive B.
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04 A>b:spndtsel command.
05 Program is loaded and prompts "PASSWORD".
06 Authorized password is given.
07 MENU is printed.
"SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM"
"ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS 01"
"EXECUTE SELECTION ON DATA 02"
"EXIT TO DOS 03"
"ENTER CODE : "
08 Select function desired.
09 If CODE entered is 1, then
10 "DOES ENTER SELECTION CONTINUE ? (Y/N) : "
11 If user wants to edit a previous selection, reply Y,
else, reply N and go to 16.
12 "SPECIFIC DATA BLOCK ACCESS DESIRED ? (Y/N) : "
13 If the user wants to edit a specific block, reply Y,
else, if addition is wanted the reply is N and go to
16.
14 "ENTER BLOCK NUMBER TO GO TO : "
15 Enter block number to be edited.
16 " SELECTION BLOCK # : __"
" ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS (IF # < 0, STOP ENTER"
17 Enter start date, station, and monitor code in reply
to the prompts.
18 " SELECTING DATA WITHIN A DATA BASE"
" 24 HOURS RESULTS ONLY ? (Y/N) : "
19 If selection of 24 hours only, reply Y and mark the
hours wanted with '+'.
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20 " SPECIAL AVERAGES AT 24 HOURS WANTED ? (Y/N) : "
21 If special averages, same as 19.
22 If minima desired, same as 19.
23 If maxima desired, same as 19.
24 " SELECT MODE : # OF HOURS [1] OR FINAL DATE [2]"
" ENTER MODE : "
25 Enter option desired.
26 " FILE OUTPUT BLOCK POSITION SELECTION"
" ENTER BLOCK COLUMN POSITION (1..5) : "
27 Enter position desired.
28 "IS THIS BLOCK VALID {V), INVALID (I), GOTO (G), OR
RESUME (R) ?"
29 Enter option desired.
30 If invalid, requests for the same block are remade.
31 If goto.  Jump to other block in reply to other
prompt.
32 If resume, stop input and go to MENU.
33 If valid, start new block within this selection.
34 As 9, if CODE = 2, start execution of the selection.
35 In execution, supply the requested disks.
36 When execution finishes, return to MENU.
37 As 9, If CODE = 3, exit to DOS and terminate.
38 If desired, print document files (SELREQ, SELEXE).
5.3  SPNDTINV
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SPNDTINV has almost the same selection method used in
SPNDTSEL. It also assumes a rigorous sequence on the data files
and obviously the data base has to be implemented for its use.
Assuming that SPNDTINV as Turbo Pascal source file is
compiled and the run file SPNDTINV.COM is ready, the sequence
below is suggested.
01 With computer ON boot DOS system.
02 On disk drive A the data base files. If the files of
the selection period are not in drive A, a request to
replace disks will be given.
03 Disk containing SPNDTINV.COM on drive B.
04 A>b:spndtinv command.
05 Program is loaded and prompts "PASSWORD".
06 Authorized password is given.
07 MENU is printed.
"SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM"
"ENTER INVALIDATION PARAMETERS 01"
"EXECUTE INVALIDATION ON DATA 02"
"EXIT TO DOS 03"
"ENTER CODE : "
08 Select function desired.
09 If CODE entered is 1, then
10 "DOES ENTER INVALIDATION CONTINUE ? (Y/N) : "
11 If user wants to edit a previous selection, reply Y,
else, reply N and go to 16.
12 "SPECIFIC DATA BLOCK ACCESS DESIRED ? (Y/N) : "
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13 If the user wants to edit a specific block, reply Y,
else, if addition is wanted the reply is N and go to
16,
14 "ENTER BLOCK NUMBER TO GO TO : "
15 Enter block number to be edited.
16 " INVALIDATION BLOCK # : __"
"  ENTER  INVALIDATION PARAMETERS  (IF #  <  0,  STOP
ENTER"
17 Enter start date, station, and monitor code in reply
to the prompts.
18 " OPR. CODE   = 1    (INVALIDATE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF
HOURS)"
" OPR. CODE   = 2   (CHANGE VALUE)"
" OPR. CODE    = 3    (VALIDATE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF
HOURS)"
" ENTER OPR. CODE : "
19 Enter operational code desired.
20 If validation or invalidation, enter final date or
number of hours.
21 "IS THIS BLOCK VALID (V), INVALID (I), GOTO (G), OR
RESUME (R) ?"
22 Enter option desired.
23 If invalid, requests for the same block are remade.
24 If goto, jump to other block in reply to other
prompt.
2 5   If resume, stop input and go to MENU.
26   If valid, start new block within this invalidation.
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27 As  9,  if  CODE  =  2,  start  execution  of  the
invalidation.
28 In execution, supply the requested disks.
29 When execution finishes, return to MENU.
30 As 9, If CODE = 3, exit to DOS and terminate.




In this chapter, the major findings of the research are
summarized, and a few suggestions are offered for additional
research.
6.1.  Major Findings of the Research
1) Transfer of data between systems usually requires most of
the time investments of manpower and money. This is specially
true when one of the systems is dedicated to a determined task,
and for this reason, the specificity of commands are much
greater. In the special case of the Sao Paulo Air Pollution
Network, which has a system with limitations in memory expansion,
the output of its data in ASCII format is practically impossible.
The output of data in ASCII seems to be the easiest way of doing
such transfers, though interpreter programs for these files
sometimes have to be developed.
2) The data base designed in this research can be used for
other systems in which some similarities, like outputs in fixed
intervals, limited number of information generated, and types of
different data produced, can be achieved. The complexity of
changing this data base depends on how different this network is
from the other system. The procedure SPNSTDTA, which supplies
specific information from this network, would have to be the
first adapted to the new situation. Further changes in the area
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allocated for the internal buffers and for the data files are
also under the same scope.
3) The programs developed for the implementation of the data
base were partially tested in a real run, although CNVSPNMT
proved to generate the overall environment. The other two
programs, which access the data base, were tested under certain
circumstances, but a few changes may be needed for final
operation. In any case, the designed system proved to be
operational, and seems to be capable of accessing pieces of data,
giving more flexibility to the data user.
4) The final development of programs can only be achieved by
observing the system operation. The software has to be dynamic
and accommodate, with some limits, new requests that may appear
during its use.
5) The majority of software was written without the test
data. In this situation, it was more difficult to test the
programs because, when the data was ready, there were many pieces
of code to be checked all together. The length of time spent
reading the magnetic tape brought to the U.S. thus delayed the
research.
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6.2.  Further Research
1) Modify the system designed in this research to be applied
to another network. Implement the software for final operation
and make detailed tests with the whole system operating.
2) Using the same data, select and extract pairs of data for
NOX and nommethane hydrocarbons in an hour base and predict the
ozone concentration by modeling. Compare the calculated
concentration with the real ozone to be extracted from the same
data set.
3) Select and extract sulfur dioxide and suspended particle
matter concentrations from this data set, and map the
isoconcentration lines around each station.
4) Compare concentrations selected and extracted from this
data set to other data results obtained in other parts of the
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APPENDICES
1.  NETWORK ORGANIZATION
STN CLASS NAME PARAMETERS
01 downtown P.D. Pedro S02 DUST,WD,WV, 03 NOX CO,HC,T,H
02 res. Santana 802 DUST,WD,WV
03 mix. Mooca 302 DUST,WD,WV, 03 NOX CO
04 ind. Cambuci S02 DUST
05 res. Ibirapuera S02 DUST,WD,WV,
06 mix. N.S. do 0 S02 DUST
07 ind. S. Caetano 302 DUST,WD,WV
08 mix. Congonhas S02 DUST, 03 NOX CO
09 mix. Lapa S02 DUST,WD,WV, 03
10 mix. Cerqueira C. S02 DUST, NOX CO
11 mix. Penha S02 DUST
12 mix. V. Formosa S02 DUST
13 ind. Guarulhos S02 DUST,WD,WV
14 mix. S. Andre S02 DUST,WD,WV
15 ind. Diadema S02 DUST
16 ind. S. Amaro S02 DUST,WD,WV
17 ind. Osasco S02 DUST,WD,WV
18 ind. Capuava S02 DUST,WD,WV
19 ind. V. Pauliceia S02 DUST,WD,WV
20 mix. Taboao da S. S02 DUST
21 mix. Sao Miguel S02 DUST,WD,WV
22 mix. Maua S02 DUST
23a res. S. Parnaiba S02 DUST
23b mix. Cubatao V.N. S02 DUST, 03 r HC
24a mix. S.B. Centro S02 DUST
24b res. Cubatao C. S02 DUST, 03 r CO
25a mix. Mogi das C. S02 DUST
25b mix. Cubatao V.P. S02 DUST,WD,WV
26 mix. Cubatao V.P. S02 DUST,WD,WV, 03 ,NOX CO,HC,T,H
27 res. Juquitiba S02 DUST,WD,WV, 03 ,NOX CO,   T,H
STN - Station number





mix. = res. + ind.
- This station contains a temperature vertical profile
- This refers to a change on the station sites.
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A.    2 MONITOR  CHARACTERISTICS
TYPE MC CH DESCRIPTION UNITY SCALE METHOD
S02 01 02 sulfur dioxide ppm 0-1.000 coulometric
CO 02 08 carbon monoxide ppm 0-100.0 NDIR
N02 03 07 nitrogen dioxide ppm 0-1.000 gas chemilum
NO 04 06 nitrogen monoxide ppm 0-1.000 gas chemilum
DUST 05 01 particulate matter ug/m3 0-1000 beta absorp.
WD 07 03 wind direction sec % 1-16 120o resist.
TEMP 08 09 temperature oC 0-50.0 resistive
HUM 09 10 humidity % 10-100.0 hair-potenc.
WV 17 04 wind velocity m/s 0-35.0 light bean
03 19 05 ozone ppm 0-0.500 solid chemil
NMHC 26 12 non methane he ppm 0-5.00 GC-FID
CH4 28 11 methane he ppm 0-5.00 GC-FID
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A. 3.  Magnetic Tape Dump Generating Program
/HSF HTIIRRS
HATE  S5 /03 /26
LABEL = SAO 000














































































































DATE =  84  08  13  1215PACK NBR =  0000    BETOFORO
IDENT  MTIIRRS        SAO PAULO    840S14
PROGRAMMER  A. MACHADO .
DIMENSION  IEBBGN(206)»IEBBCO(206)
DIMENSION  IEBPRT<20)













IF <<IUNGEN.NE.0>.ANi:!. (lUNGLN.NC.D) GO TO 11000
IMTC0P=13-IMTGEN
FILL THE BUFFER
lEBBGN < 1 > =:*8000 . OR . IMTGEN
IEBBGN<2)=IABMGE
IEBBGN<3)=400

















WRITE <2,'<"0INrUT  > NUMBER OF FILE:
READ (2,'<I2)')INFILE
URITE (2,'("0".t')
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INUFL=INUFL+t-    --------
ITOTBL=-ITfJTPL+INUBLK__  _  _ _     _
CALL SIOU <*22»IECBMC»IsVcdP)
IF (ISTC0P.EQ.9> GO TO 9250
IF <JBTST<IGTC0Pf9)> GD TO 9100
GIVE  MESSAGE T
WRITE <2f'<5Xf"E Q F">')
IF (INUFL.LT.INFILE) GO TO 1000
GO TO 15000
C
C     WRITE SECOND 'EOF' ON COPY UNIT
C
8000  CALL SIOW <*22»IECBMCfISTCOPJ
IF (ISTCOP.Ea.9) GO TO 9250
c
C     GIVE  MESSAGE
C
URIT£ (2f'<10Xf"E 0 F")')
IF <JBTST(ISTC0Pf9>) GO TO 9100
GO TO 15000
FOUND 'EOT' ON GLNUNIT
GIVE MESSAGE AND EXIT  "
IEOT=IMTGEN
GO TO 9200
FOUND 'COT' ON COfUNlT
GIVE MESSAGE AND EXIT
IEOT = IMTCOP  '"' ""'  ".""
WRITE (2»'<" FOUND ON UNIT : ".If2X.
WRITE <2»'<" PROGRAM AEBORTED")^)
GO TO 20000
'WRITE ERROR'






















C     'MTUNIT ERROR'
C     GIVE MESSAGE AND EXIT
Z
11000 WRITE (2f'<" unit CRRUR")')
GO TO 9250
C
C    COPY FINISHED
C
15000 WRITE i1*'\"-   COPY FINISHED")')
WRITE <2»'(" WRITTEN : "»I5»"
--  «" FILES" )'^ITOTBLtINUFL
C





_128       END









BLOCNS TN : '»I2.
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Listing of: 8:CNVSPNMT.PAS
PROGRAM! CNVSPN.MT;
FUNCTION  ; CONVERT MAGTAPE DATA FROM SAO PAULO NETWORK IN FORMAT
P8CC (PHILIPS) TO IBM-PC, UNDER TURBO CONTROL.
PROGRAMMER
VERSION 07-25-1985
Copyright (C) A. Machsdo 1985
14  {$
LABEL


































200; : ,: ;
24;
5;
55;  ͣ .
130;
90;        ͣ
124;










[1..INSLKHRMAX] OF ARRAY [
[1..ITAILMAX] OF INTEGER;
.IN8LKWRMAX] OF INTEGER;
ARRAY [1..0UT8LKM0NMAX] OF ARRAY [1..0UTBLKSEQMAX] OF INTEGER;
STRING [4];       .    -.>
STRING [2];





FILE OF OUTBUFF;        - ͣ ,'
INBUFF;
OUTBUFF;
ARRAY [1..INBLKHRMAX: OF INTEGER;
ARRAY [1..INBLKHRMAX] OF INTEGER;
ARRAY [1..i5] OF INTEGER;
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ͣJ 1 ICNTSEC : ARRAY [ 1..15] OF INTEGER;
52 RAVEUF : ARRAY [1..INBLKHRMAX] OF REAL
53 IPNTRl , IPNTR2 , IPNTR3  . IPNTR4 IPNTR5  ,
54 INDEX1 , ir^DEX2 , IMDEX3  , INDEX4 INDEX5  ,
JJ IMONSQ , INBLKHR , INBLKHIR , OUTBLKMON 0UT8LKSEQ,
55 IMONSQST , 8LKYY , BLKW  , BLKOO ISECT  ,
57 IPERC , VALA , VALB   , IMONCD lAV    , .
53 IKAXSEC , IMAXPER , IMONSEQ , II^EWDIF lOLDOIF ,
58 ISTMCl , KLSTN , KLf.ON  , KLSEQ MONSQ
ICNT , RENFLC , INDEX1Q : INTEGER;
51 RAV , RVLMIN , RVLMAX  , RMIN RMAX : REAL;
62 BLKFG , SLK01FG , BLKVAL : BOOLEAN;
S3 { }











INVALMASK : ARRAY [1..16] OF INTEGER = ($7FFF,$8FFF,$DFFF,$EFFF,
/ $F7FF,$FBFF,$F0FF,$FEFF,
ͣ . $FF7F,$FFBF,$FFDF,$FFEF,
..  .   V      . :  $FFF7,$FFF8,$FFFD,$FFFE);
31 BLKSEQMAX = 90;
32 8LKM0NMAX = 125;
33 I Oval : Integer =0;
34 lOErr : Boolean = False;
35 PRTON ' ͣ : BOOLEAN = TRUE;
35 PRTOFF ; BOOLEAN = FALSE;
07 HONTDAYS : ARRAY [1..1 2] OF INTEGER = (31,23,31
39 TYPE
nn STRING2 = STRING [2];
01 STRING4 = STRING [4];
32 STRINGS = STRING [5];
no STRINGS = STRING [8];
34 STRING80 - STRING [80] *
35 DOCBUF - RECORD
96 STOEUF : ARRAY [1.. 15000] OF CHAR;
97 END;
99 VAR
30 ICOOE  , ISTATN ,INTG2 ,OUTINT .lYYMM  ,IDD
oii RS30A  , ^8008  ,R800C ,RI8MA  ,RISMB  .RIBMC
1,30,31,31,30,31,30,31);
Program Lister, Copyright 1983 Borland International
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Paga
1 no INHR ,INMON ,ISTN ,IINC .IDDHH ,YY
103 m ,DD .lOUTA , I OUTS ,IOUTC ,IINA
104 IINB ,HH ,IADDR ,ISTMC ,JYY .Jf^M
105 JOO ,JHK ,J0 ,J1 .J2
105 11 ,12 ,H0 ,IST1 ,IEN1 ,H24
107 N1 .INDEX? ,INDEX8 .INDEXS ,C0DE1 ,IAC1
108 IREFYY .IN'JMCAYS.DCSYY ,DOSMM ,DOSDD ,DOSHH  ͣ,
109 DOSMI ,DOSSS ,IC0DE4 ,IC0DE3 ,IC0DE2 ,IC0DE5 ,
110 i)\ i i ,INT2 ,INT3 ,LPOS INTEGER;
111 RIN ,ROUT .RYYffiDD ,RVLOLD ,RVLNEW ,RCNV REAL;
112 FHROK ,FMONOK ,FSTNOK ,FDTOK ,BLKOK ,FYY
113 RT2 ,RT3 ,FBOOL BOOLEAN;
114 DCCREC D0C8UF;
115 DOCFILE FILE OF D0C8UF;
115 STRNG2 STRING2;
1 i 1 STRNG4 STRING4;
118 STRNG5 STRIN65;
119 STRNG8 STRINGS;
120 STRINOS STRING [1];  .
121 STRYY ,STRMM ,STRDD ,STRHK ,STR2YY ,STR2MM ,
122 STR2DD ,STR2HH ,STR2!*1I ,STR2SS ,STR1YY ,STR1MH ,
1 0-3 STRIDD ,STR1HK ,STR1STN ,STR1M0N ,STRSECl ,STRSEC2 ,
124 STRPER1 ,STRPER2 ,STRINT1 ,STRINT2 ,STRINT3 STRING [2];
1 OC
r C-J STR1_2U STRING2;
m STR12_5ySTR123_8U,STRYMD ,STRHMS STRING5;STRINGS;
128 FLNAf^E' STRING [14];
129 HEMFLNAM E STRING [14];
130 DOCFILENAME STRING [12];
1 0 1





135 AUXBUF    ,PRT8UF    .MESBUF -. :    STRING80;     .
135     { }
:37  PROCEDURE lOCHECK (lADDR : INTEGER ; VAR lOval : INTEGER ; IPRT : BOOLEAN);
138 {
139 CHECKS I/O, IF NOT SUCCESFUL INFORM CAUSE AND REGION TO USER.





:45 Ch : Char;
:47 LASTX, L\STY ; INTEGER;
148 begin
:4S lOVal :^ lOresu t;
150 lOErr ;= (lOVal <> 0);
;51 IF NOT (IPRT) THEN GOTO EN; .
si ͣ IF lOERR THEN







































Write(Chr{7), '** I/O ERROR **   LOCATION
case lOVal of
$01 : WriteCFile does not exist');
$02 : Write('File not open for input');
$03    :   lilrite('File not open for output');
$04 : Write('File not open');
$05 ; 'iKrite('Can"t read from this file')









'iii'riteCError in numeric format');
Writ8('Operation not allowed on a logical device');
Write('Not allowed in direct mode');
Write('Assign to standard files not allowed');
WriteCRecord length mismatch');
WriteCSeek beyond end of file');










WRITE (}!$D,S$A,S$A,'HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE : ');
Read(Kbd,Ch);
GOTOXY (1,23);   ,   . ;:
CLREOL;
GOTOXY (1,25); • '/, ,
CLREOL; '  , • ^
GOTOXY (LASTX,LASTY)
end,
'87  EN:end; { of proc lOCheck } ,
183  { }
:S9  PROCEDURE REALINTG (VAR RIN : REAL ;VAR IOUTA,I0UT8,I0UTC : INTEGER)
190 {
















RCNV := RIN; ' -l
lOUTA := MEMW [SEG(RCNV):OFS(RCNV)+0];
I0UT8 := MEMW [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+2];
lOUTC := MEMW [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+4]; " ͣ   V'"
END; ͣ    :.   .   . .
( 1
PROCEDURE INTGREAL (VAR UNA, IIN8, IINC : INTEGER ;VAR ROUT : REAL);
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204 CONVERTS 3 INPUT INTEGERS TO OUTPUT REAL (3 WORDS).
205 VERSION : OS-12-1985
BEGIN
MEMHI [SEG(RCNV):OFS(RCNV)+0]  := UNA;
mm [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+2]  := IINB;
mm  [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+4]   := IINC;
ROUT := RCNV;
END;   - ͣͣ "     .:^ i\
214 { }
215 PROCEDURE 6ETTIME (VAR IC0DE4,D0SYY,D0SMM,D0SBD.D0SHH,D0SHI,D0SSS :  INTEGER);
216 {






219 VERSK : 06-07-1985





















DOSYY := RSET.CX - 1300;
DOSMM := RSET.OX SHR 8;






= RSET.CX SHR 8;
= RSET.CX AND $FF;
= RSET.DX SHR 8;
PROCEDURE STRFORMT (ICODE5,INT1,INT2,INT3:INTEGER;VAR STR1_2:STRING2;VAR STR12_5:STRI*{G5;VAR STR123_8:STRING8);
FORMATS 3 INPUT INTEGERS, ACCORDING TO INPUT COOES KEEPING LEADING ZEROS.














FILLCHAR (STRl 2,SIZE0F (STR1_2),$FFFF);
FILLCHAR (STR12 5,SIZE0F (STRi2 5),$FFFF);
FILLCHAR (STR123 S.SIZEOF (STR123 S),$FFFF);
STR (INT1:2,STRINT1);






IF INT2 < 10 THEN
BEGIN ͣ'   ͣͣ
DELETE (STRINT2,1,1); ...  ,
'URBO PASCAL Program Lister, Copyright 1383 Borland International  Page  6
.Isting of: B:CNVSPNI*!T.PAS
255    INSERT ('C ,STRINT2,1);
255 END;
257 STR (INT3:2,STRINT3);
258 IF INT3 < 10 THEN
259 BEGIN :  -
250    DELETE (STRINT3,1,1);             ^ ;^
261     INSERT ('0',STRINT3,1);
252 END;
253 IF IC0DE5 = 1 THEN {AA-BB-CC FORMAT}
254 STR123_8 := STRINT1+'-'+STRINT2+'-'+STRINT3,
255 IF IC0DE5 = 2 THEN {AA:BB:CC   FORMAT}
255 STR123J := STRINT1+':'+STRINT2+':'+STRINT3;
257 IF IC0DE5 = 3 THEN
268 STR123_8 := STRINT1+STRINT2+STRINT3;
25S IF IC0DE5 = 4 THEN
270 STR12 5 := STRINTl+'-'+STRINT2;
271 IF IC0DE5 = 5 THEN
272 STR12 5 := STRINT1+':'+STRINT2;
273 IF IC00E5 = 5 THEN
274 STR12 5 := STRINT1+STRINT2;
275 IF IC0DE5 = 7 THEN
276 STR1 2 := STRINTl;
277 END;
•^-ROCEDURE PRTTIME (VAR IC0DE3 : INTEGER ;VAR AUXBUF : STRING80);
{






283 VERSION : 05-07-1985                                           .  ' >
234 }              -^ /                                                 . ͣ' ͣ;   ;:
285 BEGIN '       '   - ͣ                                              v. .':
286 IF (IC0DE3 = 1) OR (IC0DE3 = 2) THEN - . ',
2S7 BEGIN ͣ; , "
288 IC00E4 := 1;                                     :  ,;:
239 GETTIME (IC00E4,DOSYY,D0SMM,DOSDD,D0SHH,D0SMI,DOSSS);
290 STRFORMT (1,D0SYY,D0SMM,D0SDD,STR1_2U,STR12 SU.STRYMD);
291 STRFORMT {2,D0SHH,D0SMI,D0SSS,STRr2U,STR12"5U,STRHMS);
292 FILLCHAR (AUXBUF,SIZEOF (AUXBUF),$FFFF);
293 IF IC0DE3 = 1 THEN
2S4 BEGIN                                               ͣ :;  ͣ;. ͣ
295 AUXBUF :=S$D+' SYSTEM DATE: '+STRYMD+' TIME: '+STRHMS+' ';
96 END; -,
297 IF IC0DE3 = 2 THEN ,,.. ;
298 BEGIN :   -
299 END; '^   . ',.:-   ^  .   .,              y
300 END; ^-              ,•" ͣ           -  '_
301 END;
302 { }
303 PROCEDURE PRTOOC (IC0DE2.YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IM0NCD : INTEGER ; VAR RVLOL0,RVLNE!il : REAL ; VAR PRTBUF : STRING80);
PRINTS A SET OF MESSAGES RECEIVED OR BUILT TO A SET OF 200 LINES FILE
TURBO PASCAL Program Lister, Copyright 1S83 Borland International  Page
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{CLEAR WORK AREA, RESET POINTERS}
{STORE HEADER AT FIRST LINE   }















IC0DE3 := 1; :;; ͣ
PRTTIME (IC0DE3,AUX28UF);
PRT8UF := AUX2BUF + »$D + 1?$A + »$A + S$A + fi$40;
MOVE (PRTBUF [1],ST0BUF [1],LENGTH (PRT8UF));
GOTO EPR1;
END;






AUX2BUF := 3$D +' STN: ' + STR1STN + ' MON:'' + STRIMON + ' DATE:
STRYHD + STR1HH + ' ';
END;
IF IC0DE2 = 1 THEN AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'VALUE INVALIDATED'; {17}
IF IC0DE2 = -1 THEN AUX2BUF := AUX28UF + 'VALUE VALIDATED';
IF IC0DE2 = 2 THEN
BEGIN ͣ  V
IF IMONCD IN [1,2,3,4,13,25,28] THEN    ,
BEGIN
STR (RVL0LD:7:3,STRR0LD); .„ , '
STR (RVLNEIil:7:3,STRRNEW);
END; ,:, '
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357 STR (RVLNElil;7:0,STRRNEW); .
358 END;





354 IF IMONCD = 7 THEN .  ;
355 BEGIN                                            ͣ -
365 REALINTG (RVL0LD,I0UTA,I0UT8,I0UTC);  ͣ„
357 STR (I0UTA:2,STRSEC1);




372 AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'CHANGED FROM S: ' + STRSECl +'%:'+ {40}
373 STRPERl + ' TO S: ' + STRSEC2 +'%-.' ͣ^  STRPER2;
374 END;
375 IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN ,   :
375 BEGIN
377 AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'CHANGED VALUE FROM: ' + STRROLD + ' TO: ' + STRRNE'A',
378 END;
379 END;
330 IF IC0DE2 = 3 THEN                 '             ͣͣͣ ^ ^     ' ͣ-,
3EGIN              '            -:
AUX2BUF := S$D + PRTBUF;
383 END; -^ ''     ͣ \
384 IF IC0DE2 <> 10 THEN , "    -   v      - ͣ
335 BEGIN                         '•', ' -\  "
385 FOR INDEX8 := 1 TO 15000 DO
387 BEGIN
388 IF STOBUF [IN0EX8] = «$4C THEN
339 BEGIN
390 FILLCHAR (PRTBUF,SIZEOF(PRTBUF),$FFFF);
391 PRTBUF := AUX28UF + fi$A + ?!$40;
392 IF (LENGTH (PRTBUF) + INDEX8) > 15995 THEN GOTO Q;




337 SHRITELN (»$D,S$A' GENERATION OF DOC FILE ERROR, RESULTS INCOMPLETE',S|A);
338 S:FILLCHAR (MESBUF.SIZEOF (MESBUF),|FFFF);
399 FILLCHAR (AyX2BUF,SIZE0F (AUX2SUF),$FFFF);  ;
400 FILLCHAR (PRTBUF,SIZEOF (PRTBUF),IFFFF);
IGl GOTO EPRl;            ',                 ., '
402 END;
404. Q:STRFORMT (7,INDEX9,MM,DD,STR1 2U,STR12 5U,STR123 8U);
405 FILLCHAR (DOCFILENAME,SIZEOF (DOCFILENAME),$FFFF);
406 DOCFILENAME := OOCFLNAME [FLNMINJ+STRIJU+'.DOC;
401^ ASSIGN (DOCflLE,DOCFILENAME);








414 INDEX3 := INDEXg + 1;  ,-  ͣ
415 IF IC0DE2 <> 10 THEN
415 BEGIN
417 FILLCHAR (STOB'JF.SIZEOF (STOBUF),$FF);
418 IC0DE3 := 1;
419 PRTTI^E (ICODE3,AUX2BUF);
420 AUX2BUF := AUX28UF + ft$D + 8$A + S$A + «$A;
421 MOVE (AUX2BUF [1],ST0BUF [1],LENGTH (AUX2BUF));
422 MOVE (PRTBUF [1],ST08UF [43],LENGTH (PRTBUF));
423 END;




429 PROCEDURE SPNSTDTA (ICODE:INTEGER;VAR INTG1,INTG2,0UTINT:INTEGER;VAR RYYMMDD:REAL;VAR STRNG4:STRING4;VAR FB00L:800LEAN);
430 {
431 GIVES SAO PAULO NETWORK DATA INFORMATION SETUP TO USER.   '
VERSION : 07-19-1985 ^ .   ;.;.
434 }    - ͣ „ ' ͣͣ' ' ͣ '   ͣ   .   --: ͣ; ͣ• '"      \
435 LABEL
436 EOP; " ^
437 CONST ͣ , :
438 STNDATA : ARRAY [1..5,1..27] OF INTEGER =
433  { } ͣ ͣ       - .. .. ͣ     ^ . i
44G  { R810101 }








C48 { } ͣ. ͣͣ ͣ - ͣ      \. -     ͣͣ -..  ^
450 { R820503 } :''.::.
451 ($FFF8,$8C80,$FCD0,$8800,$8C80,$8800,$8080, '-.- '
452 ͣ•  ;     $F850,$8000,$F810,$0800,$8800,$8080,$SC80,$8800,$8080,$8080,      - ͣ       :    ;.
453 $8080,$8080,$8800,$8080,$8800,$8800,$8800,$8800,$FEF8,$FF00),
454 { } . ,/:  ^     ͣ      ;
455 { R340221 } _ ^ .   -
i55          ($FFF8,$8C80,$FCD0,$8300,$3C80,$8800,$3080,
f57_      : $F85Q,$8000,$F810,$8800,$8800,$8080,$8080,$8800,$8080,$8C80,
$8080,$8080,$8800,$8Ce0,$8800,$8860,$8800,$8800,$FEF8,$FFF8),       .;
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459 { } -^
450 { R840813 }
451 ($FFF8,$8CS0,$FCDC,$8800,$8080,$8800,$8080,
452 $F850,$8000,$F81Q,$8800,$8800,|8C80,$8C80.$8800,$8080,$8080,
453 - ͣ ' $SCSC,$8C80,$8800,$8080,$8800,$8850,$8850,$8080,$FEF8,$FFF8));
454 { }
455 MONCOD : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER  = (1,2,3,4,5,7,3,8,17,19,25,27,28);
455 { }
MONCHN : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER  = (5,1,7,17,19.4,3,2,8,9,25,0,28);
458 { }
459 «ONNAME : ARRAY [1..13] OF STRING[4] = (' S02',' CO ',' N02',' NO ','DUST',
470 ' WD ','TEKP',' HUM',' iHV ',' 03 ','N«HO',' NOX',' 0H4');
471 { }




475 WNDPP : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER     = (-3,-2,-3,-3,0,0,-1,-1,-1,-3,-2,-3,-2);
477 { )
478 MONCAL : ARRAY [1.. 13] OF BOOLEAN  = (TRUE,FALSE,TRUE,TRUE,FALSE.FALSE,
479 FALSE,FALSE.FALSE,FALSE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE);
480 { }
481 MONUNIT : ARRAY [1..13] OF STRING[4] = (' PPM',' PPM',' PPM',' PPM','UGM3',
'S %','DGRC',' % ',' M/S',' PPM',' PPM',' PPM',' PPM');  -«po
izmW mmoyM -. array [i..i3] of integer   = (24,8,24,0,24,0,0,0,0,0,3,0,3);
485 { )
435 MCNMOVMI : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER  = (15,5,16,0,15,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,2);
487 { 1
438 VAR
489 lOONFG, IMONCD, IMONOH, IRANGE, INDX1,
490 INDX2 , INDX3 , IMONSQ : INTEGER;
481 IRETl , IRET2 , IRET3              : BOOLEAN;
492 { }
493 PROCEDURE CHKRANGE (VAR INTGl, IRANGE : INTEGER ;VAR RYYMMDD : REAL);
494 1
495 INTERNAL SPNSTDTA PROCEDURE HIHICH CHECKS NETWORK CONFIGURATION RANGE
495 )
497 BEGIN
488 IF (RYYMMDD >=^ 810101.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 820401.0) THEN IRANGE := 1;
489 IF (RYYMMDD >= 820401.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 820603.0) THEN IRANGE := 2;
500 IF (RYYMMDD >= 820503.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 840221.0) THEN IRANGE := 3;
501 IF (RYYMMDD >= 840221.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 840813.0) THEN IRANGE := 4;
502 IF (RYYMMDD >= 840813.0) THEN IRANGE := 5;
503 END; ^ — -  .:
304 BEGIN
505 FBOOL := FALSE;
505 { lOODE = 1, GIVEN DATE + STATION, GET MONITOR DEFINITION }
507 IF lOODE = 1 THEN
5CS BEGIN                                 • ͣ   ͣ  "
30^1^ CHKRANGE (INTGl,IRANGE,RYYMMDD);
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SIC    ICONFG := STNDATA [IRANGE.INTGI];






515 { ICODE --  2, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MONITOR CHANNEL }
516 IF ICODE = 2 THEN
517 BEGIN
518 IMONCD := INTG2;
519 IMONCH := 0; '     • ͣ•" ͣͣ
520 FOR IN0X1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN '
521 IF MONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN IMONCH := MONCHN [INDX1];
522 END;
523 OUTINT := IMONCH;
524 IF IMONCH <> 0 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
525 END; ͣ ͣ
525  { }
527 { ICODE = 3, GIVEN MONITOR CHANNEL (INT62), GET MONITOR CODE }
528 IF ICODE = 3 THEN
529 BEGIN
530 IMONCH :- INT62; ^ ͣ •  ͣ-     ^         ''                              ,'
531 IMONCD := 0; ' X
532 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
533 IF MONCHN [INDX1] = IMONCH THEN IMONCD := MONCOD [INDX1];
53^  END;53"  OUTINT ;= IMONCD; '
535 IF IMONCD <> 0 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;  ,
537 END; ,   .                                            X  ^,.
538 { ICODE = 4, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INT82), GET MONITOR NAME }
540 IF ICODE = 4 THEN
541 BEGIN
542 FILLCHAR (STRNG4,SIZE0F(STRNG4),$FFFF);
543 IMONCD := INTG2;
544 IRET3 := FALSE; T ;                 ;
545 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN :   ^
54S IF MONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN
547 BEGIN "                         ,
548 IRET3 := TRUE; •• /
549 STRNG4 := MONNAME [INDX1];
550 END; :
551 END;
552 IF IRET3 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;  ^  .-
553 END;
554 { 1
555 { ICODE = 5, GIVEN STATION + MONITOR CODE + DATE, GET MONITOR SEQ. IN THE SYSTEM }
555 {  IF MONITOR IS NOT DEFINED IN THAT STATION, IMONSQ := -1 }
357 { ICODE = 6, GIVEN STATION + MONITOR CODE + DATE, GET MONITOR SEQ. IN THE STATION }
558 { IF ICODE = 15 OR 15, GET MONITOR SEQUENCE WITHOUT NOX FOR SYSTEM OR STATION   )
559 IF ICODE IN [5,5,15,15] THEN
5&0A BEGIN







IF ICODE IN [ 5, 6] THEN IRET2 := FALSE;
552 IF ICODE IN [15,16] THEN IRET2 := TRUE;
553 IF ICODE IN [ 5,15] THEN IRET1 - FALSE;
554 IF ICODE IN [ 5,16] THEN IRETl := TRUE;
555 IMONCD :- INTG2;
565 CHKRANGE (INT61, IRANGE, RYYMMDD);
557 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
558 IF MONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN INDX3 := INDX1;
559 END; ͣ   ͣ   - '   .
570 IMONSQ := -1;
IF ((STNDATA [IRANGE,INTG1] AND VALMASK [INDX3]) <> 0) THEN
2 IMONSQ := 0;
OUTINT := IMONSQ;
74 IF IMONSQ < C THEN GOTO EOP;       •
FOR INDX2 := 1 TO INDX3 DO BEGIN
575 IF ((STNDATA [IRANGE,INTGl] AND VALMASK [INDX2]) <> 0) THEN
577 BEGIN
578 IMONSQ := IMONSQ +1;
579 IF IRET2 AND (INDX2 = 12) THEN IMONSQ := IMONSQ - V;
580 END;
581 END;
582 OUTINT := IMONSQ; ^ ,; ͣ,
533 FSOOL := TRUE;
584 IF IRET1 THEN GOTO EOP;
53^  FOR INDX1 := 1 TO (INT61 - 1) DO BEGIN53" FOR INDX2 := 1 TO 15 DO BEGIN
3S7 IF ((STNDATA [IRANGE,INDX1] AND VALMASK [INDX2]) <> 0) THEN
588 BEGIN
589 IMONSQ ;= IMONSQ +1;
590 IF IRET2 AND (INDX2 = 12) THEN IMONSQ := IMONSQ - 1;
591 END;
592 END; '  ͣ;  /''       ,-^
593 END; :
594 OUTINT := IMONSQ; :    \
5S5 END;
595 ( }
597 { ICODE = 7, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG1), GET MONITOR RANGE }
598 { WHEN INTG2 = 1, RETURN MINIMUM (RYYMMDD); WHEN INTG2 = 2, RETURN MAXIMUM)
399 IF ICODE = 7 THEN
6GC BEGIN
601 IMONCD := INT61;    "  '          <
332 RYYMMDD -.= -999.98;
503 FOR INDXl := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
504 IF MONCOO [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN RYYMMDD := MONRANGE [INTG2,IN0X1];
505 END;
505 IF RYYMMDD 0 -999.98 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
END;Cfll
c n 0   f \
509 { ICODE = 8, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MONITOR DECIMAL POF POSITION }
510 IF ICODE = 8 THEN
^11^ BEGIN
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512 IMONCD := INTG2;        ͣ          :  ,
613 OUTINT := 10;   '                "'
%M FOR IN0X1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
615 IF MONCOD [IN0X1] = IMONCD THEN OUTINT := MONOPP [INDX1];..
515 END;
517 IF OUTINT <> 10 THEN FBOOL := TRUE; ͣ :        ;':
518 END; .     ͣ       ͣ * -v
519 { } '                            '   ' ͣ ͣ
620 { ICODE = 9, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), IF MONITOR INVOLVED IN CALIBRATION]
521 { THEN FBOOL = TRUE, ELSE FALSE }
522 IF ICODE = 9 THEN
523 BEGIN
524 IMONCD := INTG2;
525 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
525 IF MONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN FBOOL := MONCAL [INDX1];
527 END;
528 END; .  .   - .^:  ͣ   .
528  { }
530 { ICODE = 10, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MONITOR UNIT NAME }
531 IF ICODE = 10 THEN
632 BEGIN
533 FILLCHAR (STRN64,SIZE0F(STRNG4),$FFFF);  , .'
534 IMONCD := INTG2;
635 IRET3 := FALSE;                        ͣ/      '^-
63^  FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN53" IF MONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN
538 BEGIN
539 IRET3 := TRUE;                          _.;
54C STRNG4 := HONUNIT [INDX1];  ..
541 END; ' ͣ >
542 END;
543 IF IRET3 THEN F800L := TRUE;
544 END; ,     ͣ " ͣ
545 { }
545 { ICODE =11, GIVEN INDEX (INTG2), GET MONITOR CODE        }
547 IF ICODE = 11 THEN
548 BEGIN
543 IF (INTG2 >= 1) AND (INTG2 <= 13) THEN
550 BEGIN
551 OUTINT := MONCOD [INTG2];
552 FBOOL -.= TRUE;
553 END; : -      '   '-
:!' END;                        .-. ͣ/;
;-  { } ͣ          -:      ͣ ^   -   . ͣ  .
555 { ICODE = 12, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MOVING AVERAGE HOURS }
557 IF ICODE = 12 THEN ͣ - ͣ
558 BEGIN '
553 IMONCD := INTG2;
550 OUTINT := -1;
5«1 _   FOR INDXl := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN OUTINT := MONMOVAV [INDXl];







IF OUTINT <> -1 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
END;
556 { }
557 { ICODE = 13, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MINIMUM MOVING AVERAGE HOURS }
IF ICODE = 13 THEN
BEGIN
IMONCD := INTG2;
OUTINT := -1; "'':   ''
FOR INDX1 ;= 1 TO 13 00 BEGIN















580 PROCEDURE CHKHR (VAR INHR : INTEGER ;VAR FHROK : BOOLEAN);
581 {
582 CHECKS HOUR, IF OK FHROK = TRUE.
SS4    VERSION : 06-07-1985 ,,:
535  }
585  BEGIN   ,
SSj^ FHROK := FALSE,68^ IF (INHR >=1) AND (INHR <= 24) THEN FHROK := TRUE;
689  END; ͣ ; ^
580  { }
591  PROCEDURE CHKMON (VAR INMON : INTEGER ;VAR FMONOK : BOOLEAN);
532  {
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7U PROCEDURE CHKSTN (VAR ISTN : INTEGER ;VAR FSTNOK : BOOLEAN);
715 (                                                             ͣ ͣ   ͣ / :,
715 CHECKS STATION NUMBER, IF OK FSTNOK = TRUE.                   ͣ'' "
7*8 VERSION : 06-07-1985   :
710 }         ͣ,;.- . ^  - ͣ       ' /.,   -  ͣ,. " ^ -
720 BEGIN
721 FSTNOK := FALSE; /'       ''
722 IF (ISTN >= 1) AND (ISTN <= 27) THEN FSTNOK := TRUE;.
723 END;
724 { } '                                ^                :
725 PROCEDURE CHKTIME (VAR IYYMM,IDDHH : INTEGER ;VAR FDTOK : BOOLEAN ;VAR YY,MM,OD,HH : INTEGER);
726 {
727 CHECKS TIME (Y,M,D,H), IF OK FDTOK = TRUE. ^^ , .
729 VERSION : 05-07-1985
TO n 1,                              —      .;--. ͣͣ""
731 BEGIN : ͣ
732 FDTOK := TRUE; ͣ : •  :   ͣ  •
733 YY := mm  DIV 100;
734 MM := lYYMM - (YY * 100);
735 DO := IDOHH DIV 100;
735 HH := IDOHH MOD 100;                            ^  ' ' < , ͣ'
737 IF (YY < 1) OR (YY > 99) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;                  ;
73^ IF (MM < 1) OR (MM > 12) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;73^ IF (DD < 1) OR (DD > 31) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
740 IF (HH < 1) OR (HH > 24) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
741 END; ,-
742 { } :^   ͣ
743 PROCEDURE CHKMONST (VAR ISTATN,IM0NCD,STYY,STMM,STDD:INTE6ER ; VAR FMCSTO:BOOLEAN); '
744 {
745 CHECKS IF A MONITOR WAS DEFINED AT A GIVEN TIME ACCORDING TO NETWORK
745 CONFIGURATION, IF OK FMCSTO = TRUE.               ^
748 VERSION : 05-07-1985
749 } ͣ;  ͣ                ͣ      '     :',:        ͣ     . ., ..   ͣ  ,  ^  ' :: , /
750 VAR
751 RYMD ; REAL;                 -:,
752 STR ; STRING [4];
753 BEGIN
754 FMCSTO := FALSE;
755 RYMD  := STYY * 10000.0 + STMM * 100.0 + STDD;
"55 ICODE ;= 5;                                '^'
757 SPNSTDTA (ICODE,ISTATN,IMONCD,IMON5Q,RYM0,STR,FB00L); ., ',
758 IF IMONSQ > 0 THEN FMCSTO := TRUE; :
:'59 END;               ,.           •; ':-':; ͣ                                   ;.. ' ͣ.; ' ͣ   ͣ
750 { } "   ~    ͣ                           ͣ         "         :
51 PROCEDURE NEXTHRS (VAR STYY,STMM,STDD,STHH,NHR,ENYY,ENMM,ENDD,ENHH : INTEGER);   ,     '
62 '
CALCULATES A FINAL TIME (Y,M,D,H) AFTER A NUMBER OF HOURS ELAPSED FROM
AN INPUT TIME (Y,M,D,H). - - '-\ ,' ͣ v
ͣͣͣSI
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771 JO := NHR;
772 ST2:J2 := JO DIV 24;
773 RT2 := FALSE;   ^ ;•
774 IF NHR = 0 THEN
775 BEGIN
775 JYY := STYY;
777 JMM := STHH;
778 JDO := STDO;
779 JHH := STHH;
780 GOTO EN2;
781 END;
782 IF J2 > 1 THEN
783 BEGIN
784 RT2 := TRUE; -
785 JO := JO - 24;
785 := 24;
END;
788   IF J2 < 1 THEN J1 ;= JO MOD 24;
7Sg^ IF J2 = 1 THEN Jl := 24;79" JHH := STHH + J1;
791 FYY := FALSE;
792 IF JHH <= 24 THEN GOTO EN2;
793 JDD := STDD +1; •
734   IF JDD <= MONTDAYS [ST^] THEN GOTO EN2;
795   IF STMM = 2 THEN
795   BEGIN
797 IF STYY MOD 4 = 0 THEN FYY := TRUE;
798 IF (FYY) AND (JDD =29) THEN GOTO EN2,
799 END;
30C   JDD := JDD - MONTDAYS [STMM];
301   IF FYY THEN JDD := JDD - 1;
802   JMM := JMM +1;
303   IF JMM <= 12 THEN GOTO EN2;  :. ...
m := JMM - 12;
JYY := JYY + 1;
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817 VERSION : 06-25-1985
818 } : ; _           • ^  ,^
819 BEGIN ^                          -; :      -  ͣ
820 NUMDAYS := DDD;
821 IF DMM > 1 THEN -       ' ',
822 BEGIN ' ͣ   - '  ;'                       ^   ͣ
223 FOR INDEX7 := 1 TO D«M - 1 DO         ,•'•                        : '
824 BEGIN                                 ,. ,• '
325 NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS + MONTDAYS [IN0EX7];
826 IF (INDEX7 = 2) AND (DYY MOD 4 = 0) THEN NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS + 1;
827 END; ͣ ' "'
828 END;
829 IF IC0DE1 = 1 THEN "                                     . > '
83C BEGIN                                  •
831 FOR INDEX7 := IREFYY TO DYY - 1 DO
832 BEGIN
833 NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS + 365;
834 IF (INDEX7 = 2) AND (INDEX7 MOD 4 = 0) THEN NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS + 1;
835 END;
838 END;       - .   ͣ ͣ            .,  ͣ%
837 END; --                                             ͣ'
838 { } ͣ ͣ ͣ ͣ ͣ             ͣ -
839 PROCEDURE NUMHOURS (VAR D1YY,D1MM,D1DD,D1HH,D2YY,D2MM,D2DD,D2HH,DFHRS:INTE6ER;VAR FNHR:B00LEAN);
84" CALCULATES NUMBER OF HOURS BETWEEN 2 GIVEN DATES. IF DATE 1 IS AFTER DATE 2
842 THEN NUMBER OF HOURS IS NEGATIVE.
344 VERSION 05-25-1985      •' \ .                , ^ .,845 } ͣ• ͣ '     ^ .       ͣ                  /' -; ' .
846 VAR ..                                 ͣ
347 ROFHRS : REAL;  . ^:                                ^343 BEGIN       :'^             ,". ' ^ '                        7'-
349 FNHR := TRUE;
350 lYYMM := D1YY * 100 + DiMM;   ' A--;;
S51 IDDHH := DIDD * 100 + DIHH;
852 CHKTIME (lYYMM,IDDHH,FDTOK.YY,MM,DD,HH);
853 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN FNHR := FALSE; "     \,
354 lYYMM := D2YY * 100 + 02MM; ' '
355 IDDHH := D2DD * 100 + D2HH;
855 CHKTIME (lYYMM,IDDHH,FDTOK.YY,MM,OD,HH);
857 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN FNHR := FALSE;
358 IF FNHR THEN ͣ,-;,":
359 BEGIN :,7       -. ͣ-: ͣ
850 C0DE1 := 1;            ..                   ͣ" ͣ^    \       '
361 IREFYY := 30;                                   ,,;
352 DAYYEAR (D1YY,D1MM,D10D,C0DE1,IREFYY,INUMDAYS);
353 lACl := INUMDAYS, . .  ' '
354 DAYYEAR (D2YY,D2MM,02DD,CODEi,IREFYY,INUMDAYS); -,-
355 RDFHRS - (INUMDAYS- lACl) * 24 - D1HH +
8sA  DFHRS := ROUND (ROFHRS);










{}      '
FUNCTION PRTHEX (VAR INTIO : INTEGER) : STRING4;
{

























HEXBUF : ARRAY [1..15] OF CHAR = ('O'.'l','2','3','4','5','5','7','8','9','A','B','C','D','E'
KASKSP : ARRAY [1..4] OF INTEGER = ($00OF,$OOFO,$OFO0,$FO00);
VAR
KIND       : INTEGER;     - , ͣ
KAUX1,KAUX2  : INTEGER;
BPRTHEX    : STRING [4];
BEGIN '' ͣ--.
KAUX1 := INTIO; •   - '
FOR KIND := 1 TO 4 00 .   ' : '
BEGIN
KAUX2 := KAUX1 AND MASKSP [KIND];
KAUX2 := ASS (KAUX2 SHR ((KIND - 1) * 4));
IF (KAUX2 >= 0) AND (KAUX2 <= 15) THEN INSERT (HEXBUF [KAUX2 + 1],BPRTHEX,1);
END; ͣ '  ͣ
PRTHEX := BPRTHEX; -.      v
END;
{ } "   ͣͣ   ͣ '
PROCEDURE R800IBM (VAR R80CA,R800B,R800C,RIBMA,RIBMB,RIBMC : INTEGER);     .,

































1034 FOR LIND := 2 TO 18 DO
1035 IF R800A AND VALMASK [LIND] <> 0 THEN
1035fl||   RVLl - RVL1 + EXP ( - (RLN2 * (LIND - 1));
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1038 FOR LIND := 1 TO 16 DC
1038 IF R8C0B AND VALMASK [LIND] <> 0 THEN
1040 RVL1 :=  RVL1 + EXP ( - (RLN2 * (LIND + 15)));
1042 IF R80QA AND VALMASK [1] <> 0 THEN RVL1 := - RVL1;
1043 IF R800C AND VALMASK [1] = 0 THEN ITST := TRUE
1044 ELSE ITST := FALSE;
1046 FOR LIND := 1 TO 15 DO  '
1047 BEGIN
1048 IF ITST THEN IF R800C AND VALMASK [17 - LIND] <> 0 THEN
1049 RVL2 := RVL2 + EXP (RLN2 * (LIND -1));
1050 IF NOT (ITST) THEN IF R800C AND VALMASK [17 - LINO] = 0 THEN
1051 RVL2 :- RVL2 + EXP (RLN2 * (LIND-D);
1052 END;
1053 IF NOT (ITST) THEN RVL2 := -(RVL2 +1); V ^
1054 RVL2 := EXP (RLN2 * RVL2);
1055 RVL1 := RVL1 * RVL2; ͣ- >  -^'^ ^
1055 REALINTG (RVL1, RIBHA.RIBMB.RIBMC);
1057 END; ͣ; ;..:.:^^
1058 { } '      ...
1053 { } :               ͣ \
1060 { }                                 : ͣ
1C5^teEGINiCs" WITH INREC 00
1063 BEGIN                                    '
1054 WITH OUTREC DO :  -
1055 BEGIN {START CNVSPNMT}
1065 PASSWORD;
1067 WRITELN ('            *« PROGRAM CNVSPNMT ***');
1058 lOCHECK (G1,I0VAL,PRT0N);
1059 WRITELN (' Copyright (C) A. Machado 1985');
1070 lOCHECK (02,IOVAL,PRTON);
1071 RENFLC := 99;
1073 I:  PRTDOC (0,4,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IMONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF); ͣ




1G78 WRITE (' INPUT DATA GENERATING FILE NAME : ');
1079 lOCHECK (04,IOVAL,?RTON);
1080 READLN (FILENAMEIN); ,:;
1081 lOCHECK (05,IOVAL,PRTON);    \=-    : ;
1082 ASSIGN (INPFILE,FILENAMEIN);
1083 RESET (INPFILE); I.
1084 lOCHECK (06,IOVAL,PRTOFF);
1085 IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN
1085 BEGIN
10S7M    WRITELN («$D,8|A,8$A,'INPUT ERROR - FILE NAME NOT FOUND')
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1QS8       GOTO I;
1089 END;
1090 PRTBUF -.^  'INPUT FILE NAME : ' + FILENAMEIN + ft|A;
1091 PRTDOC (3,YY,M!*;,0D,HH,ISTATN,I!*!0NCD,RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRT8UF);
1092 5:  WRITE (»$D,«$A,«$A,' WAS READINS PROCESS A8B0RTED ? (Y/N) : ');
10S3 lOCHECK (07,IOVAL,PRTON);    •.   -
1094 READ (K8D,INCHR);
1095 WRITELN (INCHR,S$A);
1095 INCKR := UPCASE (INCHR);
1097 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y','N']) THEN GOTO 5;
1093 IF INCHR = 'N' THEN
10.99 BEGIN
1100 IMONSQST := 1;    ..:^ ' ͣ    '-
1101 END; ͣ :.
1102 IF INCHR = 'Y' THEN
1103 BEGIN
1104 1: WRITE (S|D,S$A,S$A,' INPUT BLOCK YEAR (YY) : ');
1105 lOCHECK (08,IOVAL,PRTON);
1105       READ (YY); I
1107 lOCHECK (09,lOVAL.PRTON);
1108 WRITE (' MONTH (MM) : ');
i 11
1110





• WRITE (' DAY (DO) : ');     '  '  , *:' .
lOCHECK (12,I0VAL,PRT0N);
ni4 READ (DO);                          -
1115 lOCHECK (13,I0VAL,PRT0N};
1116 STRFORMT (3,YY,MM,DD,STR1_2U,STR12_5U,STRYM0);




1121 IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN
1122 BEGIN










1133 IF (IMONSQST < 1) OR (IMONSQST > IMONSQMAX) THEN "•
1134 ^  BEGIN
1135 WRITELN (' INPUT ERROR - START SEQUENCE');
1136 ͣ lOCHECK (19,I0VAL,PRT0N);
1137 _ GOTO
) I Ou


























































IF INCHR = 'r  THEN
BEGIN
ICNT := 0;       -     '
IF EOF (INPFILE) THEN
BEGIN








lOCHECK (51,I0VAL,PRT0N);  .      I ;:
IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN GOTO 9;   ,.
ICNT := ICNT +1; ͣ        '
IF ICNT > 50 THEN GOTO 500;
lYYMM := (LO (INBLK [1,1]) *
IDDHH := (LO (INBLK [1,2]) *
CHKTIME (lYYMM,IDDHH,FDTOK,YY,H
IF (HH = 25) AND (NOT (FDTOK))
IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN GOTO 9;
RYYMKDD := YY * 10000.0 + Wi *
FOR KLSTN := 1 TO 27 DO
BEGIN -    -
FOR KLMON := 1 TO 13 DO '
BEGIN
SPNSTOTA (15,KLSTN,MONCOD [KLMON],KLSEQ,RYYMMDD,STRN64,FB00L);
IF KLSEQ < 0 THEN GOTO P;
100) + HI (INBLK [1,1]);
100) + HI (INBLK [1,2]);
1,DD,HH);
THEN FDTOK := TRUE;
100.0 + OD;
0UT8LK [KLSEQ.1] = lYYMM;       ͣ  ͣ   •
OUTBLK [KLSEQ,2] = DO * 100 + 25;
0UT8LK [KLSEQ,3] = KLSTN * 100 + MONCOD [KLMON]
OUTBLK [KLSEQ,4] = 0;
OUTBLK [KLSEQ,5] = 0;
FILLCHAR (OUTBLK [KLSEQ,6],170,0);
END;
END;                      *  ;:,:- ,







FOR HONSQ := IMONSQST TO IMONSQMAX DO  '.
BEGIN
IF EOF (INPFILE) THEN GOTO 400;
READ (INPFILE,INREC);
lOCHECK (20,IOVAL,PRT(3N);    :
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im" IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN GOTO 10;                    ,^    ͣ
1131 FILLCHAR (RAVBUF.SIZEOF (RAVBUF),0);
1132 FILLCHAR (lAVSBUF.SIZEOF (IAVS8UF),0); r  :'               "V
1193 FILLCHAR (lAVPBUF.SIZEOF (IAVPBUF),0);
1194 FILLCHAR (ICNTSEC.SIZEOF (ICNTSEC),0); ͣͣ_,;'
]]% FOR INBLKHR := 1 TO INBLKHRMAX DO           .,/'•  ͣ:.
1137 BEGIN "   ' -       ͣ• '
1138 BLKFG := TRUE;                                       ͣ
11SS lYYMM := (LO (INBLK [INBLKHR,1]) * 100) + HI (INBLK [INBLKHR,1]);
1200 IDDHH := (LO (INBLK [INBLKHR,2]) * 100) + HI (INBLK [INBLKHR,2]);
1201 CHKTIME (IYYMH,rDDHH,FDTOK,YY,MI*!,DD,KH);
1202 IF (HH = 25) AND (NOT (FDTOK)) THEN FDTOK := TRUE; ͣ'          : ͣ.
1203 STRFORMT (1,YY,MM,DD,STR1_2U,STR12_5U,STRYMD);
1204 STRFORMT (7,HH,MM,DD,STR1HH,STR12 5U,STR123 8U);
1205 STR (M0NSQ:4,STR1SQ); '     '                ::.
1206 STR (INBLKHR:2,STR1HR);
1207 IF ((INBLKHR = 1) AND (MONSQ = 1)) OR (NOT (8LK01F6)) THEN "
1208 BEGIN
1209 SLK01FG := TRUE; ,  -\ , . ' '
1210 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN ͣ ' •.
211 BEGIN
212 PRTBUF := 'FIRST BLOCK - DATE: •+STRYMD+' ERROR, SEQUENCE: '+STR1SQV HOUR: '+STR1HR;
213 .  WRITELN (lf$D,«$A,«$A,PRT8UF,S$D,S$A);
•lOCHECK (21,I0VAL,PRT0N);
PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IM0NCD,RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF); .'   .
1215 BLK01FG := FALSE;
1217 END;                       ' -' ͣ
1213 ͣ IF NOT (BLK01FG) THEN GOTO 250;
YY; v-^: ,-1219 BLKYY
1220 .        BLKMM
1221 BLKDD := DD; ,
1222 STRFORMT (3,YY,MM,DD,STR1 2U,STR12 5U,STRYM0);      '        ..'
1223 FILENAMEOUT := 'B:SN'+STRYMD+'.DAT'; V ' ,/ ;'•
1224 STRFORMT (1,YY,MM,DD,STR1_2U,STR12_5U,STRYMD); ͣ
1225 ASSIGN (OUTFILE,FILENAMEOUT);   " -
1225 REWRITE (OUTFILE); ~ ; ,
1227 lOCHECK (22,I0VAL,PRT0N);
1228 WRITE (OUTFILE,OUTREC); ...
1229 lOCHECK (2222,IOVAL,PRTON);   -^ :       ' „
1230 RESET (OUTFILE);
1231 lOCHECK (2223,IOVAL,PRTON); ,
1232 END;
1233 IF HI (INBLK [INBLKHR,3]) = 27 THEN GOTO 300; { MONCOD= 27, JUMP}  '
1234 IF (NOT (FDTOK)) AND (INBLKHR <> 1) AND (MONSQ <> 1) THEN
1235 BEGIN
123S IF (((YY = 255) AND (MM = 57)) OR ((DO = 256) AND (HH = 57))) THEN GOTO 250;
1237 ͣ   IF (((YY = 0) AND (MM = 99)) AND ((DD = C) AND (HH = 0))) THEN GOTO 250;
1238 ^ ͣ  ,   IF (((YY = 0) AND (MM = 0)) AND ((DD = 0) AND (HH = INBLKHR))) THEN GOTO 250;
:233_^        IF (((YY = 0) AND (MM = 0)) AND ((DD = BLKDD) AND (HH = INBLKHR))) THEN GOTO 250;
PRTBUF := 'SLOCK - DATE: '+STRYMD+'-'+STR1HH+' ERROR, SEQUENCE: '+STR1SQ+' HOUR: '+STR1HR;
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1241 WRITELN («$0,S$A,8$A,PRTBUF,»$D,»$A);
1242 lOCHECK (23,I0VAL,PRT0N); -  /
1243 PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IM0NC0,RVL0LD,RVLNEiil,PRTBUF);       ͣ
1244 BLKFG := FALSE;
1245 END;
124S IF NOT (BLKFG) THEN GOTO 250; ',
1247 FDTOK := TRUE;
1248 IF BLKYY <> YY THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
:249 IF BLKMM <> MM THEN FDTOK := FALSE; ,.,, .
1250 IF BLKDD <> DD THEN FDTOK := FALSE; ͣ; ; ͣ:   '  /  „
1251 IF INBLKHR <> HH THEN FDTOK := FALSE;  •     .^
1252 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN      ...    :-   .; v, .\'^
1253 BEGIN
1254 ,       IF (((YY = 256) AND (MM = 57)) OR ((DD = 255) AND (HH = 57))) THEN GOTO 250;
1255 IF (((YY = C) AND (MM = 99)) AND ((DD = 0) AND (HH = 0))) THEN GOTO 250;
1255         IF (((YY = 0) AND (MM = 0)) AND ((DD = 0) AND (HH = INBLKHR))) THEN GOTO 250;
1257 IF (((YY = 0) AND (MM = 0)) AND ((DD = BLKDD) AND (HH = INBLKHR))) THEN GOTO 250;




1252 ' BLKFG := FALSE;
1253 END;
1254 - IF NOT (BLKFG) THEN GOTO 250;
M125S'"^ ISTATN := LO (IN8LK [INBLKHR,3]);
1257 IHONCD := HI (INBLK [INBLKHR,3]);
1258 . STR (ISTATN:2,STR1STN);
1259 STR (IM0NCD:2,STR1M0N);     . . V/
1270 CHKSTN (ISTATN,FSTNOK); :     . •      ' ͣ ' '
1271 IF NOT (FSTNOK) THEN        ' -' ^  \ '
1272 BEGIN
1273 IF ISTATN = 255 THEN GOTO 250;
1274 PRTBUF := 'STATION: '+STR1STN+' OUT OF RANGE DETECTED ON SEQUENCE: '+STR1SQ+' HOUR: '+STR1HR;
1275 ' ,   WRITELN (»$D,8$A,8$A,PRTBUF,}t$D,S$A);
1275 lOCHECK (25,I0VAL,?RT0N);
1277 PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IM0NCD,RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF);
1278 BLKFG := FALSE;
1279 . END;
1280 IF NOT (BLKFG) THEN GOTO 250; '
1281 ' CHKMON (IMONCD,FMONOK);
1232 IF NOT (FMONOK) THEN
1283 BEGIN
12S4 PRTBUF := 'MONITOR CODE: '+STR1M0N+' OUT OF RANGE DETECTED ON SEQUENCE: '+STR1SQ+' HOUR: •+STR1HR;
1285 HIRITE'.N (t$0,8|A,8$A,PRTBUF,«$D,8$A);     ' ;  ,.
1285 lOCHECK (25,IOVAL,?RTON); / ' ͣ
1287 PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IHONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNElil,PRTBUF);
1288 BLKFG := FALSE;
1289 ͣ    ͣ ' END;
12S0 IF NOT (BLKFG) THEN GOTO 250;
129'A RYYMMDD := YY * 1C000.0 + MM * 100.0 + DD; ,'
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SPNSTDTA (5.ISTATN,lOCD,IM0NSEQ,RYYMMDD,STRNG4,FBOOL);
1293 INEWDIF := MONSQ - IMONSEQ;                               I:, " -
1234 ^ IF INEHiDIF <> lOLDOIF THEN   ,^ :                    "   '         ",,                                                     ''
1295 BEGIN
129S PRTBUF := 'MONITOR CODE: '+STR1M0N+' ON STATION: '+STR1STN+' OUT OF SYSTEM SEQUENCE: '+STR1SQ+' HOUR: '+STR1HR;
•297 HIRITELN (»$D,»$A,«$A,PRTBUF,S$D,»$A); ͣ
1298 lOCHECK (27,I0VAL,PRT0N); ., -/"
1299 PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IK0NCD,RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF); , ;
1300 BLKF8 := FALSE; : • ^    ;,.  ͣ •          ;. . I :
1301 END;
1302 lOLDDIF := INEWOIF;
1303 IF NOT (BLKFG) THEN GOTO 250; ':\
1304 . SPNSTDTA (15,ISTATN,IMONCD,IM0NSEQ,RYYMMDD,STRNG4,FB00L);
1305 ͣ OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,1] := lYYMM; {YYM} ^
1305 0UT8LK [IM0NSEQ,2] := DD * 100 + 25;               iDD25}
mi OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,3] := ISTATN * 100 + IMNCD;          {SNMC} ͣ
1308 .             { OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,4] := 0; VAL.
1309 OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,5] := 0; VAL.},         '      '         '   \
1311 R800A := INBLK [INBLKHR,4]; ;' /
1312 R800B := INBLK [INBLKHR,5];
1313 R800C :-'  INBLK [IN8LKHR,5];











1325 IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN INTGREAL (RIBMA,RIBMB,RIBMC,RAVBUF [INBLKHR])  ͣ
1325 . ELSE
1327 BEGIN
1328 lAVSBUF [INBLKHR] := RIBMA; ':
1329 lAVPBUF [INBLKHR] := RIBMB;
1330 END;
1331 IF INSLKHR <= 16 THEN OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,4] ;= OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,4] OR VALMASK [INBLKHR];
1332 IF INBLKHR > 15 THEN OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,5] := OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,5] OR VALMASK [IN8LKHR-16];
1333 BLKVAL := TRUE;
1334 IF (INBLK [INBLKHR,4] = 0) AND (INBLK [INBLKHR,5] =0)
1335 AND (INBLK [INBLKHR,.6] = 0) THEN
1335 BEGIN                              (HOUR VALUE INVALID)
1337 , IF (INBLKHR = 1) AND (IMONCD IN [1,3,4,26,27,28]) THEN BLKVAL :=  FALSE;
1338 IF (INBLKHR > 7) AND (INSLKHR < 17) AND (IMONCD = 19) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
IF (IMONCD IN [2,8,9,17]) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE; ͣ• '
40 "  IF IMONCD = 5 THEN '^:
41 ͣ - BEGIN
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1343 J1 := -1;
1344 FOR JO := MONSQ DOWNTO (MONSQ - 15) DO .
1345 BEGIN
1346 IF (JO > 0) THEN IF (0UT8LK [JO,3] = ISTMC1) THEM J1 := JO;
1347 END;
1348 IF Jl > 0 THEN
1349 BEGIN
1350 IF (INBLKHR <= 16) THEN IF ((0UT8LK [Jl,4] AND VALMASK [IN8LKHR]) = 0) THEN 8LKVAL := FALSE;




1355 INDEX? := 1; .   ͣ ;
1355 SPNSTDTA (7,IM0NCD,INDEX7,0UTINT,RVLMIN,STRNG4,FB00L);  ;  .
1357 INDEX7 := 2; : .^   .V' :  '
1358 SPNSTDTA (7,ITONCD,INDEX7,011TINT,RVLMAX,STRNG4,FB00L); -'v   ' ;
1359 IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN . /
1360 BEGIN
1351 IF RAVBUF [INBLKHR] < RVLMIN THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
1362 IF RAVBUF [INBLKHR] > RVLMAX THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
1353 END;            ' ͣͣ
1364 IF IMONCD = 7 THEN \             '
1365 BEGIN                                                 -
1355 IF (IAVS8UF [INBLKHR] < 1) OR (lAVSBUF [INBLKHR] > 15) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
135^ IF (lAVPBUF [INBLKHR] < 1) OR (lAVPBUF [INBLKHR] > 100) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;I35SP END;
1359 IF (IMONCD = 17) AND (RAVBUF [INBLKHR] < 0.3) THEN
1370 BEGIN
1371 ISTMC1 := ISTATN * 100 r 7;
1372 . Jl := -1;
1373 FOR JO := MONSQ DOWNTO (MONSQ - 16) DO
1374 BEGIN
1375 IF (JO > 1) THEN IF (OUTBLK [JO,3] = ISTMC1) THEN Jl := JO;
1376 END;
1377 IF Jl > 0 THEN
1378 BEGIN
1379 IF INBLKHR <= 15 THEN OUTBLK [J1,4] := OUTBLK [J1,4] AND INVALMASK [INBLKHR];
1380 IF INBLKHR > 15 THEN OUTBLK [J 1,5] := OUTBLK [J 1,5] AND INVALMASK [INBLKHR-16];
1381 END; .
1382 . END;             '   ͣ_                                                                                  ;   ͣ
1383 IF NOT (BLKVAL) THEN
138.4 BEGIN
1385 . IF INBLKHR <= 16 THEN OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,4] ;= OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,4] AND INVALMASK [INBLKHR];
1386 IF INBLKHR > 16 THEN OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,5] := OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,5] AND INVALMASK [INBLKHR-16];
1387 END;
1389   250:  IF INBLKHR = 24 THEN '.  ,'      ' ;                         ͣ'
1330 BEGIN                                          ,v ͣ.  ;   -  . .
1391 RAV := 0.0;
1392 RMIN := 9399.9;  ;-.. ͣ;". "   -V '  ' .'
133^^ RMAX := -1.0;
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I3S4 FILLCHAR (lAVSECSIZEOF (IAVSEC),0);             ;. .           ^    ^
1395 IPNTR3 := 0;
1395 FOR IPNTR2 := 1 TO INBLKHRMAX 00    {CALCULATE DAILY AVERAGE}
1397 BEGIN •
1398 8LKVAL := TRUE;
1399 IF (IPNTR2 <= 15) THEN IF ((OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,4] AND VALMSK [IPNTR2]) = 0) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
1400 ͣ IF (IPNTR2 > 15) THEN IF ((OUTBLK [IM,0NSEQ,5] AND VALMASK [IPNTR2-16]) = 0) THEN BLKVAL := FALSE;
1401 . IF BLKVAL THEN
1402 BEGIN                                           ͣ: ͣ -
\m IPNTR3 := IPNTR3 + 1;     ./
1404 IF IMONCD = 7 THEN
1405 BEGIN                                         ^      '
\m               . ICNTSEC [lAVSBUF [IPNTR2]] := ICNTSEC [lAVSBUF [IPNTR2]] + 1;
1407 lAVSEC [lAVSBUF [IPNTR2]] := lAVSEC [lAVSBUF [IPNTR2]] + lAVPBUF [IPNTR2];  ,
1408 - END
1409 ELSE =   .           :   ,
1410 ͣ BEGIN
1411 RAV := RAV + RAVBUF [IPNTR2];
1412 IF RAVBUF [IPNTR2] > RMAX THEN RMAX := RAVBUF [IPNTR2];
1413 IF RAVBUF [IPNTR2] < RMIN THEN RMIN := RAVBUF [IPNTR2];
1414 - . END;
1415 END;-                                       .      -^
1415  ͣ END;         ͣ ' ͣ               '^        r^
1417 IF (IMONCD <> 7) AND (IPNTR3 > 0) THEN RAV := RAV / IPNTR3;         ͣ     ' '       -
141^ IF (IMONCD = 7) AND (IPNTR3 > 0) THEN14liP BEGIN
1420 IMAXSEC := 0; .
1421 IMAXPER := 0;
1422 FOR INDEX10 := 1 TO 15 DO
1423 ;  BEGIN • .
1424 IF lAVSEC [INDEX10] > IMAXPER THEN
1425 BEGIN
1425  ; ͣ - IMAXSEC := INDEX1C;
1427 IMAXPER := lAVSEC [INDEX10];
1428 END;
1429 .  END; ^
1430 RIN := lAVSEC [IMAXSEC] / ICNTSEC [IMAXSEC]; ͣ:
1431 IMAXPER := ROUND (RIN); .,  '
1432 OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,IPNTRU3] := IMAXSEC;
1433 OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,IPNTR1+4] := IMAXPER; ;      \
1434 ͣ END '    •
:435 ELSE
1438 BEGIN
1437 ' REALINTG (RAV,IOUTA,IOUTB,IOUTC);
1438 . OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,IPNTR1+3] := lOUTA;                 '                \-  ::
1439 OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,IPNTR1+4] := lOUTB;
1440 OUTBLK [IM0NSEQ,IPNTR1+5] := lOUTC; ;  -  , -,;
1441 ͣ : ͣ ;  END;
\U2 ͣ  " IF IPNTR3 >= 15 THEN
1443 BEGIN
\m^ OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,5] := OUTBLK [IMONSEQ,5] OR VALMASK [9];
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:i« IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN   ' '            . , • ,
"445 BEGIN
1447 0UT8LK [IMONSEQ.S] := 0UT8LK [IMONSEQ.S] OR VALMASK [10];
1448 OUTBLK [IMONSEQ.S] := 0UT8LK [I!*!0NSEQ,5] OR VALMASK [11];
1449 END;
1450 ͣ END;
1451 PRT8UF := 8$D + ' STATION; ' + STR1STN + ' MONITOR: ' + STR1M0N +
1452 - ' VAL1= ' + PRTHEX (0UT8LK [I«0NSEQ,4]) + ' VAL2= '+
1453 PRTHEX (0UT8LK [imNSEQ,5]);
1454 WRITE (PRT8UF); -
1455 ' -  lOCHECK (5Q,ICVAL,PRT0N);            ͣ     —
1455 PRTDOC (3,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IM0NCD,RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF);
1457 END;
1458 END; { END HOUR LOOP }
1459 300:END;
1460 400:OUTBLK [1,90] := (0UT8LK [1,30] AND $FFOO) OR I^ONSQ; {FIRST MONCOD HAS)




1455 CLOSE (INPFILE); '
1456 lOCHECK (63,IOVAL,PRTON);
1467 WRITELN (»$D,fi$A,fi$A,??$A,' LAST INPUT FILE PROCESSED NAME: ',FILENAMES);
1468 lOCHECK (54,lOVAL.PRTON);





1474 lOCHECK (30,lOVAL.PRTON); ,        ͣ  '  .
1475 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y'.'N']) THEN GOTO 500;
1475 IF INCHR = 'Y' THEN
1477 BEGIN
1478 PRTDOC (10,YY,MM,DD.HH.ISTATN,IMONCD,RVLOLD.RVLNEW.PRTBUF);
1479 FOR INDEX8 := Q TO 20 DO
1480 BEGIN
1481 STRFORMT (7,INDEX8,MM,DD,STR1 2U,STR12 5U,STR123 8U);
1482 FILLCHAR (DOCFILENAME.SIZEOF (DOCFILENAME),|FFFF); ͣ   "'
1483 DOCFILENAME := 'CNVEXE' + STR1 2U + '.DOC;
1484 ASSIGN (DOCFILE.DOCFILENAME); '
1485 RESET (DOCFILE); v • "
1486 lOCHECK (31.lOVAL.PRTOFF); '
1487 IF lOVAL = 0 THEN ' "
1488 BEGIN -.::                       ^
1489 FILLCHAR (RENFILENAME.SIZEOF (RENFILENAME).$FFFF);
1490 ͣ RENFILENAME := DOCFILENAME;
14S1 DELETE (RENFILENAME.7,2);
1492 '  STRFORMT (7.RENFLC,I1,I2,STR1 2U,STR12 5U,3TR123 8U);
1493 INSERT (STR1 2U,RENFILENAME,7); ^ "
1494 RENAME (DOCFILE,RENFILENAME);
14S5A lOCHECK (32,lOVAL.PRTON);
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.436 RENFLC := RENFLC - 1;
ͣ:437 END;
' r- nc> END;                  ͣͣ ͣ- ͣ
',4SS GOTO I;    -  ͣ :
1500 END;                              -" ' ͣ
1501 PRTDOC (10,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IKONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF);
1502 END;
1503 END;        :,                  ^i
15C4 END.      '.'                       ,  ͣ




FUNCTION  : SAO PAULO NETWORK DATA SELECTOR MODULE.
5 PROGRAMMER : A. MACHADO
7 VERSION  : 07-29-198&
9 Copyright (C) A. Machado 1985




17 1, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50, 55, 57, 58, 50, 62, 70, 75, 80, 90.
18 I. J. JL, JH. K, L, LI, L9, Ml. P. EOP. ENIN, SI;
20 CONST
21 IMAXSEL =5;
22 FILENAME = 'SPNSELEC.OTA';
23 MAXSELHR = 750;
24^I?«AXASC = 55;
26 TYPE
27 IN1BUF = RECORD
28 MAXBLK  : INTEGER;
29 INBLK  : ARRAY [1. .IMAXSEL,1 ..25] OF INTEGER;
30 END;
32 ASCBUF « RECORD
33 ASC8LK  : ARRAY [1. .IMAXASC] OF CHAR;
34 ENB;
36 VAR
37 STYY , SIMM  , STDD , STHH , ENYY
38 ENMM , ENDD  , ENHH , NUMHRS , lOCGDE
39 RNEWOT , IMCNCD , OPCODE , IMONCH , INDEX!
40 CODE , MODE  , ISTR , JENl , NHR1
41 IN0EX6 , LYY   , LMM , LDD , LHH
42 ICD , NH1   , IND6 , ISECT , IPERC
43 I ZERO , HR01_16 , HR17.24 , HRMIN1 , HRMIN2
44 HRMAXl . HRKAX2 , HRAvil , HRAVG2 , FLTYPE
45 MAXCOLM , MAXVERT , SELCOLM . I END , ACTCOLH
46 ACTVERT , RNGIND : INTEGER;
47 RVALUE , MAXPRED , LOCOLM REAL;
48 STPINP , FCHN6  . N08LK , FNHR , RT4 t
49 RT5 BOOLEAN;
50 1I^IIREC : INIBUF;























187 PROCEDURE HRSREQ (IC0DE6 : INTEGER ; VAR HRS1,HRS2 : INTEGER);
188 {
1.89 SUPPLY REQUESTED INFORMATION FROM USER BY SELECTING DESIRED HOURS.





196 FILLCHAR (INCHR24,SI2ECF (INCHR24),}!$20);
197 IF IC00E6 = 1 THEN
198 BEGIN
199 WRITELN (' H : 000000000111111111122222');
200 lOCHECK (230,IOVAL,PRT0N);
201 WRITELN (' R : 123455789012345678901234');
202 lOCHECK (231,I0VAL,PRT0N);





203 FOR INDIO := 1 TO 24 DO
209 BEGIN
210 LPOS := POS ('+',INCHR24);
211 IF INDIO <= 16 THEN
212 BEGIN
213 IF LPOS = IND10 THEN
214 BEGIN
215 HRS1 := HRS1 OR VALHASK [LPOS]; '
216 DELETE (INCHR24,LP0S,1);
217 INSERT {' ',INCHR24,LPOS);
218 END;
219 END;
220^ IF INDIO > 16 THEN
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221 BEGIN
222 IF LPOS = INDIO THEN
223 BEGIN
224 HRS2 := HRS2 OR VALMASK [LPOS-16];
225 DELETE {INCHR24,LPOS,l);






232 FUNCTION PRTHEX (VAR INT10 : INTEGER) : STRING4;
233' {
234 RETURNS A 4 CHARACTER STRING BASED ON AN HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION OF AN
235 INPUT INTEGER.
237 VERSION : 06-25-1985
238 }
239 CONST
240 HEXBUF : ARRAY [1..16] OF CHAR = ('O','!','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','A','B','C','D','E'.'F');241 MASKSP : ARRAY [1..«] OF INTEGER = ($000F,$O0FC,$OFO0,$FOO0);
242 VAR
243 KIND : INTEGER;
244 KAUX1,KAUX2  : INTEGER;
245^BPRTHEX : STRING [4];241 -"gin
247 KAUXl := INTIO;
248 FOR KIND := 1 TO 4 DO
249 BEGIN
250 KAUX2 := KAUXl AND MASKSP [KIND];
251 KAUX2 := A8S (KAUX2 SHR ((KIND - 1) * 4));
252 IF (KAUX2 >= 0) AND (KAUX2 <= 15) THEN INSERT (HEXBUF [KAUX2 + 1],8PRTHEX,1);
253 END;





259 BEGIN {START SPNDTSEL)
260 WITH I1REC DO
261 BEGIN
262 PASSWORD;
263 WRITELN (' *** PROGRAM SPNDTSEL ***');
264 lOCHECK (Ol.IOVAL.PRTON);
255 WRITELN ('          Copyright (C) A. Machsdo 1985');
266 lOCHECK (02,IOVAL,PRTON);
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272^^WRITELN (' SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM');
273 lOCHECK (04,IOVAL,PRTON);
274 WRITELN (8$D,S$A,' ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS      Of);
275 lOCHECK (05,IOVAL,PRTON);
276 KRITELN («$0,9$A," EXECUTE SELECTION ON DATA       52');
277 lOCHECK (06,IOVAL,PRTON);
278 WRITELN («$D,W.' EXIT TO DOS 03');
279 lOCHECK (07,IOVAL,PRTON);





285 IF OPCODE = 2 THEN GOTO LI;
285 IF OPCODE = 3 THEN SOTO L9
ifi' IF OPCODE <> 1 THEN GOTO I




293 lEND := IMAXSEL;
284 WRITE (INCHR,8$A);
295 lOCHECK (17,lOVAL.PRTON);
236^^ RT5 := FALSE;










307 ISTR := KAXBLK + 1;






314 IF NOT (INCHR IN [•Y','N']) THEN GOTO JL;
315 IF INCHR = "N" THEN GOTO K;
316 RT5 := TRUE;




321 IF NOT (INDEX1 IN [1..MAX8LK]) THEN
322^ BEGIN
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327 ISTR := INOEXl;
328 lEND := INDEXl;
329 GOTO K;
330 END;
331 IF UPCASE (INCHR) = 'N' THEN
332 L:B£GIN
333 FILLCHAR (INBLK,SIZEOF(INBLK),$FFFF);
334 ISTR := 1;
335 END;
336 IF UPCASE (INCHR) <> 'N' THEN GOTO J;
337 K:FOR INDEXl := ISTR TO lEND DO
338 BEGIN
339 1: WRITELN («$D,)rjA,«$A.' SELECTION SLOCK 5 : '.INDEXl);
340 lOCHECK (2!,I0VAL,PRT0N);
341 WRITELN (' ENTER SELECTION PARAMETERS (IF S < 0, STOP ENTER)');
342 lOCHECK (22,lOVAL.PRTON);
343 CODE := 1;
344 READDTTI (CODE,STYy,ST«M,STDO,STHH,STPINP);
345 IF STPINP THEN GOTO ENIN;
346 REAOSNMC (ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STMM,ST00,STPINP);
#:-  STPINP THEN GOTO ENIN;








353 HROl 16 := $FFFF;
354 HRi7'24 := $FFO0;
355 HRAVG1 := 0
356 HRAVG2 := 0
357 HRMINl := 0
355 HS«IN2 := 0
359 HRMAXl := 0
350 HRKAX2 := 0
382 IF INDEXl = 1 THEN
353 BEGIN
365 WRITE (' SELECTING DATA WITHIN A DAY BASE');






372 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y'.'N']) THEN GOTO 10;
373^ IF INCHR = 'N' THEN
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37*^ BEGIN
375 WRITELN ()t$0,«$A,' HOURLY AVERAGES');
376 lOCHECK (26,IOVAL,PRTON);
377 HRSREQ (1 ,HR01 J6,HR17_24);
378 WRITELN ()t$D,l$A,' SELECTING SPECIAL AVERAGES');
379 lOCHECK (27,IOVAL,PRTON);






386 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y'.'N']) THEN GOTO 12;
387 IF INCHR = 'Y' THEN
388 BEGIN
389 HRAVG1 := $FFFF;
390 HRAVG2 := $FFOO;
391 END;
392 IF INCHR = 'N' THEN
393 BEGIN




33'©   WRITELN («$0,S$A,' SELECTING MINIMUN');
400 lOCHECK (32,IOVAL,PRTON);






407 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y','N'])THEN GOTO 14;
408 IF INCHR = 'Y' THEN
409 BEGIN
410 HRMIN1 := $FFFF;
411 HRMIN2 := $FFOO;
412 END;
413 IF INCHR = 'N' THEN •
414 BEGIN




420 WRITELN (S$D,S$A,' SELECTING MAXIMUN');
421 lOCHECK (37,IOVAL,PRTON);
422 15:  WRITE (' DAILY MAXIMUM WANTED ? (Y/N) : ');
423 lOCHECK (38,IOVAL,PRTON);
424 4^   READ (KBD,INCHR);





428 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y','N'])TH£N GOTO 16;
429 IF INCHR = 'Y' THEN
430 BEGIN
431 HRMAX1 := SFFFF;
432 HRMAX2 := $FFOO;
433 END;
434 IF INCHR = 'N' THEN
435 BEGIN





442 30: WRITELN (S$D,«$A,' SELECT MODE : « OF HOURS [1] OR FINAL DATE [2]');
443 lOCHECK (42,IOVAL,PRTON);




448 IF MODE < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
449^ IF MODE = 2 THEN GOTO 50;45(|P IF MODE <> 1 THEN
451 ' BEGIN








460 IF NUMHRS < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
461 IF (NUMHRS < 1) OR (NUMHRS > MAXSELHR) THEN
452 BEGIN





469 5G: CODE := 2;
470 READDTTI (CODE,ENYY,ENKM,ENDD,ENHH,STPINP);
471 IF STPINP THEN GOTO ENIN;
472 NUMHRS := -1;
473 NUMHOURS (STYY,STHH,STDD,STHH,ENYY,EN«M,ENDD,ENHH,NUMHRS,FNHR);
474 IF (NUMHRS > MAXSELHR) OR (NUMHRS <= 0) OR (NOT (FNHR)) THEN475 Mk   BEGIN
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481 END;                        '"      .
483 57: WRITELN (• FILE OUTPUT BLOCK POSITION SELECTION');
484 lOCHECK (50,lOVAL,PRION);
485 WRITE (' ENTER BLOCK COLUMN POSITION (1..5) : ');
486 lOCHECK (SI.IOVAL.PRTON);
487 READLN (BLKCOLM [INDEXl]); .   ,
488 lOCHECK {52,IOVAL,PRTON);
489 IF NOT (BLKCOLK [INDEXl] IN [1..5]) THEN GOTO 57;
491 GOTO 60;






499 IF UPCASE (INCHR) = 'N' THEN GOTO 1;
500^ IF UPCASE (INCHR) <> 'Y' THEN GOTO ENIN;
50 W GOTO SI;






509 RT4 := FALSE;
510 IF NOT (INCHR IN ["V,'I','R','6']) THEN GOTO 60;
511 IF INCHR = 'I' THEN GOTO 1;
512 IF INCHR = 'R' THEN R'^4 := TRUE;
513 IF INCHR = 'G' THEN
514 BEGIN




519 IF NOT (INDEXl IN [1..MAX8LK]) THEN
520 BEGIN
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528 INBLK INDEX1, 1] = STYY;
528 INBLK INDEXl, 2] = Sim-.
530 INBLK INDEX1, 3] = STDD;
531 INBLK INDEXl, 4] = STHH;
532 INBLK INDEXl, 5] = ISTATN;
533 INBLK INDEXl, 5] = IMONCD;
534 INBLK INDEXl, 7] = NUHHRS;
535 INBLK INDEXl, 8] = ENYY;
536 INBLK INDEX1, 9] = ENMM;
537 INBLK INDEXl,10] = ENDO;
538 INBLK INDEXl.11] = ENHH;
539 INBLK INDEXl,12] = MODE;
540 INBLK INDEXl,13] = HR01_16;
541 INBLK INDEXl,14] = HR17J4;
542 INBLK INDEXl.15] = HRAVG1;
543 INBLK INDEXl,16] = HRAVS2;
544 INBLK INDEXl,17] =HRMIN1;
545 INBLK :iNDEX1,18] = HRMIN2;
545 INBLK INDEXl,19] = HRMAX1;
547 INBLK INDEXl,20] = HRKAX2;
548 IN8LK INDEX1,21] = BLKCOLM [INDEXl];
549 IF NOT (RT5) THEN
550 MAXBLK = INOEXn
553
IF RT4 THEN GOTO Efm:
IF RT5 THEN
554 BEGIN
555 ISTR := MAXBLK;
556 I END := IHAXSEL;
557 SOTO K;
558 END;
568 SI IF INDE) 1 <> 1 THEM
561 BEGIN














573 lOCHECK (64,lOVAL.PRTON);     .
574 CLOSE (IIFILE); .
575 lOCHECK (55.lOVAL.PRTON);  . '
576 PRTDOC (fl,6,l>lK,DD,HH,ISTATN,IMONCD,RVLOLD.RVLNEW.PRTBUF);
577 ^FOR INDEXl := 1 TO HAXBLK 00
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57. ^r BEGIN
579 STR (INBLK [INDEX1,5]:2,STR1STN);
580 STR (INBLK [INDEX!,6]:2,STR1MON);
581 STR {INDEX1:4,STRIND);
582 STR (INBLK [INDEX1,7]:4,STRNHR);
583 STR (INBLK [INDEX1,21]:2,STRC0L);
584 STRFORMT (3,INBLK [INOEXI,!],INBLK [IN0EX1,2],INBLK [INDEX1,3],STR1 2U,STR12 5U,STRYMD);
585 STRFORMT (7,INBLK [INDEX1,4],MI»!,DD,STR1HH,STR12JU,STR123JU);
585 PRT8UF := 'BLOCK: '+STRIND+' STN: '+STR1STN+' MON: '+STR1M0N+" STDATE: '+STRYMO+
587 STR1HH+' SKRS: '+STRNHR; {49}
588 STRFOR«T (3,INBLK [INOEXI,8],INBLK [INDEX1,9],INBLK [INDEX1,10],STR1_2U,STR12_5U,STRYMD);
589 STRFORMT (7,INBLK [INDEX1,11],MM,DD,STR1HH,STR12_5U.STR123JU);
591 PRTBUF := PRTBUF + ' ENOATE: •+STRYH0+STR1HH; (76}
592 PRTDOC (3,YY,KM,OD,HH,ISTATN,I!*IONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNElil,PRTBUF);
593 PRTBUF := ' '+
594 ' HRS: '+PRTHEX (INBLK [INOEXI,13])+':'+PRTHEX'(INBLK [INDEX1,14])+.
595 • OAV: '+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,15])+':'+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,16])+
596 • «IN: '+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,n])+':'+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,18])+
597 ' MAX: •+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,19])+':'+PRTHEX (INBLK [INDEXl,20])+

















617 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['A','R']) THEN GOTO 75; '
618 IF INCHR = 'A' THEN FLTYPE := 1; -
519 IF INCHR = 'R' THEM FLTYPE := 2;
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529^^ lOCHECK (72,lOVAL,PRION);
531 FOR IN0EX1 := 1 TO IKAXSEL DO
532 BEGIN
533 DTACCESS (INBLK [INDEX1,5],INSLK [INDEX1,5],INBLK [INDEXl.l],INBLK [INDEX!,2],
534 INBLK [INDEX1,3],INBLK [IN0EX1,4],INBLK [INDEX1,7],ICD,RVLAR);
535 END;
537 L9: PRTDOC (10,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN.I«ONCD,RVLOLD,RVLNEW,PRT8UF);
639 END;
64S END.    .





























FUNCTION  ; SAO PAULO NETWORK DATA INVALIDATION MODULE.
PROGRAMMER ; A. MACHADO
VERSION  : 07-26-1985
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} '
LABEL






STYY , Sim STDD , STHH , ENYY ,




ICD  , NH1
HERO , lEND
RVALUE




ENHH , NUMKRS, lOCODE,
OPCODE, IMONCK, INDEX1,
ISTR , JEN1 , NHR1 ,
LMM  , LCD  , LKH  ,
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170'^'WRITELN (' *** PROGRAM SPNOTINV *«*');
171   lOCHECK (1,I0VAL,PRT0N);




























WRITELN {' SELECT FUNCTION TO PERFORM');
lOCHECK (4,I0VAL,PRT0N);
WRITELN (8$0,S$A,' ENTER INVALIDATION PARAMETERS    01');
lOCHECK (5,I0VAL,PRT0N);
WRITELN (8$D,»$A,' EXECUTE INVALIDATION ON DATA     02');
lOCHECK (6,I0VAL,PRT0N);
WRITELN (S$D,8$A.' EXIT TO DOS 83');
lOCHECK (7,I0VAL,PRT0N);





IF OPCODE = 2 THEN GOTO LI
IF OPCODE = 3 THEN GOTO L9












































ISTR := MAXBLK +1;
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IF NOT (INCHR IN ['Y','N']) THEN GOTO JL;
222 IF INCHR = 'N' THEN GOTO K;
223 RT5 := TRUE;




228 IF NOT (IN0EX1 IN [1..MAX8LK]) THEN
229 BEGIN




234 ISTR := INDEXl;
235 lEND := INDEXl;
236 GOTO K;
237 END;
238 IF UPCASE (INCHR) = 'N' THEN
239 L:8EGIN ^
240 FILLCHAR (INBLK,SIZEOF(INBLK).$FFFF);
241 ISTR := 1;
242 END;
243 IF UPCASE (INCHR) <> 'N' THEN GOTO J;
244 K:FOR INDEXl := ISTR TO lEND DO
245^EE£IN245^ WRITELN (S$0,!?$A,S$A,' VALIDATION BLOCK I : ',INDEXl);
247 lOCHECK (22,IOVA.,PR^ON);
243 WRITELN (' ENTER INVALIDATION PARAMETERS (IF I < 0, STOP INPUT]');
245 lOCHECK (23,I0VAL,PRTON);
250 CODE := 1;
251 READDTTI (CODE,STYY,STKM,STDD,STHH,STPINP);
252 IF STPINP THEN GOTO ENIN;
253 READSNMC (ISTATN,I«ONCD,STYY,STKM,STDD,STPINP);
254 IF STPINP THEN GOTO Ef^IN;
255 WRITELN (' OPR. CODE = 1 (INVALIDATE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS)');
256 lOCHECK (24,ICVAL,PRT0N);
257 WRITELN (' OPR. CODE =2 (CHANGE VALUE)');
258 lOCHECK (25,ICVAL,PRTON);
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272^  lOCHECK (27,IOVAL,PRTON);
273 IF OPCODE < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
274 IF (OPCODE < 1) OR (OPCODE > 2) THEN
275 BEGIN




280 IF OPCODE <> 1 THEN GOTO 40;
282 30: WRITELN (' SELECT MODE : » OF HOURS [1] OR FINAL DATE [2]');
283 lOCHECK (29,ICVAL,PRTON);




288 IF MODE < C THEN GOTO ENIN;       "'"'
289 IF MODE = 2 THEN GOTO 50;
290 IF MODE <> 1 THEN
291 BEGIN




29£^ WRITE (' ENTER S OF HOURS TO INVALIDATE : ');237^  ICCHECK {33,IOVAL,PRTON);
298 READLN (N'JKHRS);
299 lOCHECK (34,IOVAL,PRTON);
300 IF NU«HRS < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
301 IF (NUMKRS < 1) OR (NUWHRS > MAXINVHR) THEN
302 BEGIN




307 GOTO 60; '
309 40: IF OPCODE <> 2 THEN GOTO 50;
310 IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN
31! BEGIN




315      IF RVALUE < 0. THEN GOTO ENIN;
317 END;
318 IF IWCNCD = 7 THEN
319 BEGIN
320 WRITE (' ENTER WD SECTOR : ');
321 lOCHECK (3S,ICVAL,PRION);
322^  READ (ISECT);
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272^  lOCHECK (27,IOVAL,PRTON);    '
273 IF OPCODE < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
274 IF (OPCODE < 1) OR (OPCODE > 2) THEN
2TS BEGIN




280 IF OPCODE <> 1 THEN GOTO 40;
282 30: WRITELN (' SELECT KODE : « OF HOURS [1] OR FINAL DATE [2]';
283 lOCHECK (29,IOVAL,PRTON);




288 IF MODE < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
238 IF MODE = 2 THEN GOTO 50;
290 IF MODE <> 1 THEN
291 BEGIN







300 IF NUMHRS < 0 THEN GOTO ENIN;
301 IF (NUMHRS < 1) OR (NUMHRS > MAXINVHR) THEN
302 BEGIN





296^ Sii'RITE (' ENTER ? OF HOURS TO INVALIDATE : ');297^  lOCHECK (33,lOVAL,PRION);
309 40: IF OPCODE <> 2 THEN GOTO 50;
210    IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN
311 BEGIN




316 IF RVALUE < C. THEN GOTO ENIN;
317 END;
318 IF IMCNCD = 7 THEN
319 BEGIN
320 WRITE (' ENTER WD SECTOR : ');
321 lOCHECK (3S,I0VAL,PRT0N);
322 Jl1   READ (ISECT);
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323 lOCHECK (40,IOVAL,?RTON);









334 52: CODE := 2;
335 READOTTI (CODE,ENYY,ENM!V!,END0,ENHH,STPINP);
336 IF STPINP THEN GOTO ENIN;
337 NUMHOURS (STYY,STm,STDD,STHH,ENYY,ENMM,ENDO,ENHH,NUMHRS,FNHR);
338 IF (NUMHRS > MAXINVHR) OR (NUKHRS <= 0) THEN
339 BEGIN ' -
340 WRITELN (»$0,{t$A,'ENTER ERROR - S HOURS = ',NUMHRS,' OUT OF RANGE',l$A);
34t      GOTO 50;
342 END;
343 GOTO 60;






351 IF UPCASE (INCHR) = 'N' THEN GOTO 1;
352 IF UPCASE (INCHR) <> 'Y' THEN GOTO ENIN;
353 GOTO SORT;





360 lOCHECK (48,I0VAL,PRm'); ͣ
361 RT4 := FALSE;
362 IF NOT (INCHR IN ['V','r,'R','6'j) THEN GOTO 60;
363 IF INCHR = 'I' THEN GOTO 1;
354 IF INCHR = 'R' THEN RT4 := TRUE;
365 IF INCHR =  'G' THEN
356 BEGIN
387  62:  WRITE (' ENTER BLOCK NUMBER TO GO TO : ');
368 lOCHECK (49,lOVAL,PRION);
369 READLN (INDEXl);
370 lOCHECK (50,lOVAL,PRION); ,
371 IF NOT (INDEXl IN [1..«AX8LK]) THEN
372 BEGIN
373^    WRITELN («$D,R$A,'ENTER ERROR - BLOCK NUMBER OUT OF RANGE',8$D,S$A);







378 END;  ͣ
330 INBLK [INOEXl, 1] = STYY;
381 INBLK [INDEX!, 2] = STMH;
382 INBLK [INDEXI, 3] = STDD;
383 INBLK [INDEXI, 4] = STHH;
384 INBLK [INDEXI, 5] = ISTATN;
385 INBLK [INDEX1, 6] = IKONCO;
386 INBLK [INDEXI, 7] = NWHRS;
387 INBLK [INDEXI, 8] = ENYY;
388 INBLK [INDEXI, 9] = EN«H;
389 INBLK [INDEXI,10] = ENDD;
390 INBLK [INDEXI,11] = ENHH;
391 INBLK [INDEXI,12] = lOUTA;
392 INBLK [INDEXI,13] = lOUTB;
393 INBLK [INDEXI,14] = ICUTC;
394 INBLK [INDEXI,15] = OPCODE;
395 INBLK [INDEXI,16] = MODE;
396 ,«1AXBLK = INDEXI;
39£^
399 W
If RT4 THEN GOTO E(ilH;
IF RT5 THEN
40C BEGIN
401 ISTR := flAXBLK;






















= 1 TO MAX8LK - 1 DO





FOR INDEX4 := 1 TO 5 DO
BEGIN
FCHNG := FALSE;
IF INBLK [IN0EX2,INDEX4] < INBLK [INDEX3,INDEX4] THEN GOTO 70;
IF INBLK [INDEX2,IN0EX4] > INBLK [INDEX3,INDEX4] THEN
BEGIN
FOR INDEX5 := 1 TO 20 00
BEGIN
CHANGE [INDEX5] := INBLK [INDEX2,INDEX5];
INBLK [INDEX2,INOEX5j := INBLK [INDEX3,INDEX5];
INBLK [INDEX3,INOEX5] := CHANGE [INDEX5];
FCHNG := TRUE;
END;
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433 FOR INDEX! :^  1 TO KAXBLK DO
440 BEGIN
441 SIR (INBLK [INDEX1,5]:2,STR1STN); -             .,
442 SIR (INBLK [IN0EX1,6]:2,STR1M0N);
443 SIR (INDEX1:4,SIRIN0);
444 SIR (INBLK [INDEX1,7]:4,SIRNHR);
445 STRFORMI (3,IN8LK [INDEXI,!],INBLK [INDEX1,2],INBLK [INDEX1,3],SIR1_2U,SIR12 5U,STRYMD);
446 SIRFORWT (7,INBLK [IND£X1,4],MI»!,DD,SIR1HH,STR12_5U,STR123JU);
447 PRTBUF := '8LK:'+STRIND+' SIN: '+SIR1STN+' K0N:"'+SIR1M0N+' STOT: '+SIRYHD+
44S SIR1HH+' SKRS:'+STRNHR;
449^ STRFORHT (3.INSLK [IN0EX1,E],INBLK [INDEX1,9],INBLK [INDEX1,10],STR1 2U,SIR12 5U,STRYMD);450^ STRFORMI (7,INBLK [IN0EX1,11],K«,DD,SIR1HH,SIR12_5U,STR123_8U);451 INTGREAL (INBLK [INDEX!,12],INBLK [INDEX!,13],INBLK [INDEX?,14],RVLNEW);
452 SIR (RVLNEW:7,STRRNEW);











455 FOR INDEX! := ! TO MAXSLK 00   .
466 BEGIN
457 IF (INBLK [INDEX1,15] = 1) AND (INBLK [INDEX!,16] = 2) THEN
468 BEGIN
453 NUMHOURS (INBLK [INDEX!,;],INBLK [INDEX1,2],INBLK [INDEX!,3],INBLK [INDEX!,4],
470 INBLK [INDEX1,8],INBLK [INDEX!,9j,INBLK [INDEX!,10],
471 INBLK [INDEX!,11],NHR1,FNHR);
472 JEN! ;= NHR1; .
473 GOTO P;
474 END;
475^ IF (INBLK [INDEX!,15] = 1) AND (INBLK [INDEX1,15] = 1) THEN
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476 BEGIN
477 JEN1 := INBLK [INDEX1,7];
478 P:   RVLAR [1] := -1.0;
479 NH1 := 1;
480 FOR IN0EX6 := 1 TO JEN 1 DO
481 BEGIN
482 IND6 := INDEX6 - 1;
483 NEXTHRS (INBLK [INDEXI.I],INBLK [INDEX!,2],INBLK [INDEX1,3],INBLK [INDEX1,4],
484 IND5,LYY,LKH,LDD,LHH); .
485 ICD := -2;
486 DTACCESS (INBLK [INDEX1,5],INBLK [INDEX1,6],LYY,LKM,LDD,LHH,NH1,ICD,RVLAR);
487 END; ,   ͣ
488 END;
489 IF INBLK [INDEX!,15] = 2 THEN
49Q BEGIN
491 INTGREAL (INBLK [INDEX1,13],INBLK [INDEXl,14],INBLK [INDEX1,15],RVLAR [1]);
492 ICD := -1;
493 DTACCESS (INBLK [IN0EX1,5],INBLK [INDEXl,6],INBLK [INDEXl,!],INBLK [INDEXl,2],
434 INBLK [INDEXl.3],INBLK [INDEXl,4],NH1,ICD,RVLAR);
495 END;
496 END;
497 L9: IC0DE2 := 10;
498 PRTDOC (IC0DE2,YY,M,«,DC,HH,ISTATN,IHONCD.RVL0LD,RVLNEW,PRTBUF);
499 END;




4      VERSION   : 07-26-1985
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26 blkhonmax s 125;
27 IMAXINV = 200;
28 I Oval : Integer = 0;
29 lOErr : Boolean = False;
30 PRTON : BOOLEAN = TRUE;
31 PRTOFF : BOOLEAN = FALSE;
32 HONTDAYS : ARRAY [1..12] OF INTEGER = (31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31);
34 TYPE
35 STRING2 = STRING [2];
36 STRING4 = STRING [4];
37 STRINGS = STRING [5];
38 STRINGS = STRING [8];
39 lOSUFF = RECORD
40 lOBLK : ARRAY [1..BLKM0NMAX,1..BLKS£QMAX] OF INTEGER;
41 END;
42 RVALARR = ARRAY [1..750] OF REAL;
43 STRING80 = STRING [80];
44 BOCBUF = RECORD
45 STOBUF : ARRAY [1..200] OF STRING [80];
46 END;
47 IN8UFF = RECORD
48 MAXBLK : INTEGER;
49 INBLK : ARRAY [1..IMAXINV 1..2C] OF INTEGER;
501• END;
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52 VAR
53 I CODE .ISTATN ,INTG2 ,OUTINT ,IYY«M ,100
54 R800A .R8Q0B ,R800C ,RIB«A ,RIBHB ,RIBHC
55 INHR ,INMON ,ISTN ,IINC ,IDOHH ,YY
56 m ,00 .lOUTA ,10UT8 ,IOUTC ,IINA
57 IINB ,HH ,IAOOR ,ISTMC ,JYY ,JM«
58 J DO ,JHH .JO ,J1 ,J2 .10
59 11 .12 ,H0 ,IST1 ,IEN1 ,H24
60 N1 ,INDEX7 .INDEX8 ,IN0EX9 ,C00E1 ,IAC1
51 IREFYY ,INUMDAYS ,0OSYY ,DOSMM ,DOSDD .OOSHH
62 DOSHI .DOSSS ,IC00E4 ,IC00E3 ,IC0DE2 ,IC00E5
63 INT1 ,INT2 ,INT3 ,IND10 ,LPOS ,IKOH!SQ
64 INDEX5 ,INDEX2 ,INDEX3 ,INDEX4 : INTEGER;
65 RIN ,ROUT ,RYYMMOD ,RVLOLD ,RVLNEW ,RCNV : REAL;
66 RVLAR : .RVALARR;
57 FHROK ,FM0NOK .FSTNOK ,F0TOK ,BLKOK ,FYY
53 RT2 ,RT3 ,FeOOL ,FMCSTO : BOOLEAN;
69 INREC : INBUFF;
70 INREC1 : lOBUFF;
71 DOCREC : DOCBUF;
72 INFILE : FILE OF lOBUFF;
73 lOFILE : FILE OF INBUFF;
7t OOCFILE : FILE OF DOCBUF;
7SASTRNG2 : STRIN62;76^^ STRNG4 ,STR4 : STRING4;
77 STRNG5 : STRINGS;
78 STRNG8 : STRING8;
79 STRIND9 : STRING [1];
80 STRYY ,STRMM .STROD ,STRHH ,STR2YY ,STR2M« »
81 STR2DD ,STR2HH ,STR2HI ,STR2SS ,STR1YY ,STR1MM
82 STR1DD ,STR1HH .STRISTN .STRIHON .STRSECI ,STRSEC2
33 STRPER1 ,STRPER2 ,STRINT1 ,STRINT2 ,STRINT3 : STRING [2];
84 STR1 2U : STRING2;
85 STR12_5U : STRINGS;
86 STR123 8U,STRYHD .STRHMS : STRING8;
87 flname' : STRING [14];
88 KEMFLNAME : STRING [14];
89 DOCFILENAME : STRING [12];
90 STRROLO ,STRRNEW : STRING [7];
91 INCHR24 : STRING [24];
92 RSET : RECORD
93 AX,BX,CX,0X,8P,SI,DI,DS,ES,FLA6S INTEGER;
94 END;
95 AUXEUF ,PRTBUF ,»£seuF : STRING80;
97 { }
98 PROCEDURE lOCHECK (lADDR : INTEGER ; VAR lOval : INTEGER ; IPRT : BOOLEAN);
99 {
100 ^^ CHECKS I/O, IF NOT SUCCESFUL INFORM CAUSE AND REGION TO USER.



























































LASTX, LASTY      : INTEGER;
begin
lOVal := lOresult;
lOErr := (lOVal <> 0);







Write(Chr(7), '** I/O ERROR **
case lOVal of




















Write('Fi1e does not exist');
«rite('File not open for input');
Write{'File not open for output');
Write('File not open');
Write('Can"t read from this file');
Write('Can"t write to this file');
UlriteCError in numeric format');
Write('Operation not allowed on a logical device');
WriteCNot allowed in direct mode');
Write('Assign to standard files not allowed');
Write('Record length mismatch');
Write{'Seek beyond end of file');





Write{'Unknown I/O error: '.lOVal':3)








EN:end; { of proc lOCheck }
{ )
PROCEDURE REALINTG (VAR RIN
4
REAL ;VAR lOUTA.IOUTB.IOUTC : INTEGER);
CONVERTS INPUT REAL (3 WORDS) TO 3 OUTPUT INTEGERS.  .



















































lOUTA := MEW« [SEG{RCNV):OFS(RCNV)+0];
lOUTB := MEMW [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+2];
lOUTC := HEMW [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+4];
END;
{ }
PROCEDURE INTGREAL (VAR UNA, IINB, IINC : INTEGER ;VAR ROUT : REAL);
.•




MEMW [SEG(RCNV):OFS{RCNV)+0] := UNA;
HEMW [SEG(RCNV):0FS(RCNV)+2] := IINB;




PROCEDURE 6ETTIHE (VAR ICODE4,DOSYY,DOSM«,0OSD0,D0SHH,DOSKI,DOSES : INTEGER);






OOSYY := RSET.CX - 1900;
DOSMM :=  RSET.DX SHR 8;







= RSET.CX SHR 8;
= RSET.CX AND $FF;
= RSET.DX SHR 8;
PROCEDURE STRFORMT (IC0DE5,INT1,INT2,INT3:INTEGER;VAR STRl 2:STRING2;VAR STR12_5:STRING5;VAR STR123 8:STRIN68);
{
FORMATS 3 INPUT INTEGERS, ACCORDING TO INPUT CODES KEEPING LEADING ZEROS,
TO 3 OUTPUT BUFFERS (2,5, AND 8 BYTES ).
VERSION 06-07-1985
3EGIN
IfILLCHAR (STR1_2,SIZE0F (STRl 2),$FFFF);
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20< FILLCHAR (STR12_5,SIZEOF (STR12_5),$FFFF);
205 FILLCHAR (STR123_8,SIZEOF (STR123_8),$FFFF);
206 SIR (IN'T1:2,STRINT1);






213 IF INT2 < 10 THEN
214 BEGIN
215 DELETE (STRINT2,1.1);
216 INSERT ('0',STRINT2,1); ,
217 END; '
218 STR (INT3:2,STR!NT3);
219 IF 1NT3 < 10 THEN




224 IF IC0DE5 = 1 THEN (AA-BB-CC FORMAT)
225 STR123 8 := STRINT1+'-'+STRINT2+"-'+STRINT3;
226 IF IC00E5 = 2 THEN {AA:88:CC   FORMAT}
227 STR123_8 := STRINTl+':'+STRINT2+':'+STRINT3;
228^1!^ IC0DE5 = 3 THEN {AAE8CC       FORMAT}229^STR123J := STRINT1+STRINT2+STRINT3;
230 IF IC0DE5 = 4 THEN {AA-BB        FORMAT}
231 STR12 5 := STRINTl+'-'+STRINT2;
232 IF IC0DE5 = 5 THEN {AA:BB        FORMAT}
233 STR*2 5 := STRINTH':'+STRINT2;
234 IF IC0DE5 = 6 THEN {AABB          FORMAT}
235 STR12 5 := STRINT1+STRINT2;
236 IF IC0DE5 = 7 THEN {W             FORMAT}
237 STRl 2 := STRINT1;
238 END;
239 { }
240 PROCEDURE PRTTIME (VAR IC0DE3 : INTEGER ;VAR AUXBUF : STRING80);
241 {
242 PRINTS A SYSTEM DATE & TIME HEADER.
244 VERSION : 05-07-1385
245 }
246 BEGIN '
247 IF {IC0DE3 = 1) OR (IC0DE3 = 2) THEN
248 BEGIN
249 IC0DE4 := 1;
250 GETTIME (IC0DE4,D0SYY,00SMM,D0SDD,D0SHH,D0SMI,D0SSS);
251 STRFORMT (1,00SYY,D0SMH,D0SDD,STR1 2U,STR12 SU.STRYMO);
252 STRFORMT (2,00SHH,D0SMI,00SSS,STRr2U,STR12"5U,STRHMS);
253^ FILLCHAR (AUXBUF,SIZEOF (AUXBUF),$FFFF);254 M IF IC0DE3 = 1 THEN
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255 BEGIN
256 AUXBUF :=«$D+' SYSTEM DATE: '+STRY«D+' TIME: •+STRHMS+' ';
257 END;






264 PROCEDURE PRTDOC (ICOOE2,YY,«M,D0,HH,ISTATN,IMONC0 : INTEGER ; VAR RVLOLD.RVLNEW : REAL ; VAR PRTBUF : STRING80);
265 {
266 PRINTS A SET OF MESSAGES RECEIVED OR BUILT TO A SET OF 200 LINES FILE  .
267 (MAX 10 FILES) AND STORES THEM ON DISK. FILE NAME SET BY USER.
269 VERSION : 07-24-1985
270 )
271 LABEL '             '
272 Q, EPR1, S;
273 CONST
274 DOCFLNAHE : ARRAY [1..9] OF STRING [6] = {'INVREQ'.'INVEXE','ACCEXE',
275 'CNVEXE'.'CNVINV'.'SELREQ',
276 'SELEXE',' ','    ');
277 FLNHIN : INTEGER =1;
278 VAR
279^AUX2BUF  : STRING [80];
280 WEGIN
281 WITH DOCREC DO
282 BEGIN
283 IF IC00E2 = 0 THEN {CLEAR WORK AREA, RESET POINTERS}
284 BEGIN '   {STORE HEADER AT FIRST LINE   }
285 IN0EX9 := 0;
286 FLNMIN := YY; {SET FILE NAME BY INDEX IN YY  }
287 FILLCHAR (PRTBUF,SIZEOF (PRTBUF),$FFFF);
288 FILLCHAR (MESBUF,SIZEOF (MESBUF),$FFFF);
289 FILLCHAR (AUX2BUF,SIZEOF (AUX2BUF),$FFFF);
290 FILLCHAR (STOBUF,SIZEOF (STOBUF),$FF);
291 1C0DE3 := 1;
292 PRTTIME (ICODE3,AUX2BUF);
293 PRTBUF := AUX2BUF + fi$D + 8$A + l$A + «$A + fi$40;
294 MOVE (PRTBUF [1],STOBUF [1],LENGTH (PRTBUF)); - ͣ
295 GOTO EPR1;
296 END;




301 STRFORHT (2,YY,««,DD,STR1 2U,STR12 5U,STRYIi!D);
302 STRFORHT (7,HH,MM,D0,STR1HH,STR12_5U,STR123 8U);
303 AUX2BUF := 5$D +' STN: ' + STR1STN + ' MON:"' + STR1M0N + ' DATE: ' +        {36}
304 STRYMO + STRIHH + ' ';
305 AeND;
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306 IF IC0DE2 = 1 THEN AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'VALUE INVALIDATED'; {17}
307 IF IC0DE2 = -1 THEN AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'VALUE VALIDATED';
308 IF IC0DE2 = 2 THEN
309 BEGIN





















331W   STR (I0UTA:2,STRSEC2);
332 STR (IOUTB:2,STRPER2);
333 AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'CHANGED FROM S: ' + STRSEC1 +'%:'+ {40}
334 STRPER1 + ' TO S: ' i STRSEC2 +'%:'+ STRPER2;
335 END;
336 IF IMONCD <> 7 THEN
337 BEGIN
338 AUX2BUF := AUX2BUF + 'CHANGED VALUE FROM: ' + STRROLD + ' TO: ' + STRRNEW;
339 END;
340 END;
341 IF IC0DE2 = 3 THEN
342 BEGIN
343 AUX2BliF := 8$D + PRTBUF;
344 END;
345 IF IC00E2 <> 10 THEN
346 BEGIN
347 FOR IN0EX8 := 1 TO 15000 DO
348 BEGIN
349 IF STOBUF [INDEX8] = l$40 THEN
350 BEGIN
351 FILLCHAR (PRTBUF,SIZEOF(PRTBUF),$FFFF);
352 PRTBUF := AUX2BUF + 1t$A + t$40;
353 IF (LENGTH (PRTBUF) + IN0EX8) > 15996 THEN GOTO Q;
354 MOVE (PRTBUF [1],STOBUF [INDEX8],LENGTH (PRTBUF));
355 GOTO S;
356 A   END;
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357 END;
358 WRITELN («$D,W GENERATION OF DOC FILE ERROR, RESULTS INCOMPLETE',«$A);
359 S:FILLCHAR (KESBUF.SI2E0F (MESBUF),$FFFF);
350 FILLCHAR (AUX2BUF,SIZE0F (AUX2BUF),$FFFF);




366 FILLCHAR (DOCFILENAME.SIZEOF (DOCFILENAHE),$FFFF);





372 lOCHECK (201,IOVAL,PRTON); .
373 CLOSE (DOCFILE);
374 lOCHECK (202,lOVAL.PRTON);
375 IN0EX9 := INDEX9 +1;
376 IF IC00E2 <> 10 THEN . J-
377 BEGIN -     - .    '
378 FILLCHAR (STOBUF.SIZEOF (STOByF),$FF); ...
379 IC0DE3 := 1;
330 PRTTIME (ICODE3,AUX2BUF);
381^ AUX28UF := AUX2BUF + S$0 + «$A + «$A + l$A;382^ WOVE (AUX2BUF [1],ST0BUF [1],LENGTH (AUX2BUF));






390 PROCEDURE   SPNSTDTA (ICODE:INTEGER;VAR !NTG1,INTG2,0UTINT:INTE6ER;VAR RYYMmD:REAL;VAR STRNG4:STRING4;VAR FBOOL:BOOLEAN);
391 {
392 GIVES SAO PAULO NETWORK DATA INFORMATION SETUP TO USER.





399 STNDATA : ARRAY [1..5,1..27] OF INTEGER =
400 ( }





406 f R820401 }
407 ^P ($FFF8,$8C80,$FCD0,$8800,$8080,$8800,$8C80,












«t0  { )




*15  { }










426 «ONCOD  : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER  = (1,2.3,4,5,7,8,9,17,19,26,27,28);
427 { }
428 KONOHN  : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER  = (5,1.7,17.19.4.3,2,8.9,26.0,28);
429 { }
430 MONNAME : ARRAY [1..13] OF STRING[4] = (' S02'.' CO ',' N02',' NO '.'DUST',
431 ' WD ','TERP',' HUM',' WV ',' 03 ','NMHC",' NOX',' CH4');

























ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER = (-3,-2,-3,-3,0,0,-1,-1,-1,-3,-2,-3.-2);
ARRAY [1..13] OF BOOLEAN  = (TRUE,FALSE.TRUE.TRUE.FALSE,FALSE,
FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE);
)
MONUNIT : ARRAY [1..13] OF STRING[4] = (' PPM',' PPM'.' PPK'.' PPM'.'UGM3',
•S %','DGRC'.' %','  H/S',' PPM'.' PPM',' PPM'.' 9?^);
MONMOVAV : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER
}
MONMOVMI : ARRAY [1..13] OF INTEGER
ICONFG, IMONCO, IMONCH, IRANGE, INDX1,
INDX2 , INDX3 , IHONSQ





454  PROCEDURE CHKRAN6E (VAR INTG1, IRANGE : INTEGER ;VAR RYYMMDD : REAL);
455
456 INTERNAL SPNSTDTA PROCEDURE WHICH CHECKS NETWORK CONFIGURATION RANGE
457 A
458 Agin
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459 IF (RYYMMDD >= 810101.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 820401.0) THEN IRANGE := 1;
450 IF (RYYHMDD >= 820401.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 820603.0) THEN IRANGE := 2;
461 IF (RYYMMDD >= 820603.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 840221.0) THEN IRANGE := 3;
452 IF (RYYMMDD >= 840221.0) AND (RYYMMDD < 840813.0) THEN IRANGE := 4;
463 IF (RYYHMDD >= 840813.0) THEN IRANGE := 5;
464 END;
465 BEGIN
466 FBOOL := FALSE; '
467 { ICODE = 1, GIVEN DATE + STATION, GET MONITOR DEFINITION }
458 IF ICODE = 1 THEN
469 BEGIN
470 CHKRANGE (INTG1,1 RANGE,RYYMMDD);
471 ICONFG := STNOATA [IRANGE,INTGl];
472 OUTINT := ICONFG;
473 FBOOL := TRUE;
474 END;
475 ( }
476 { ICODE = 2, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MONITOR CHANNEL }
477 IF ICODE = 2 THEN
478 BEGIN
479 IMONCD := INTG2;
480 IMONCH := 0;
481 FOR IN0X1 := 1 TO 13 00 BEGIN
482 IF HONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN IMONCH := MONCHN [INDX1];
483^ END;
484 W OUTINT :-  IMONCH;
485 IF IHONCH <> 0 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
486 END;
487 { }
488 { ICODE = 3, GIVEN MONITOR CHANNEL (INTG2), GET MONITOR CODE }
489 IF ICODE = 3 THEN
490 BEGIN
491 IMONCH :=  INTG2;
492 IMONCD := 0;
493 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 00 BEGIN
494 IF MONCHN [INDXl] = IMONCH THEN IMONCD := HONCOD [INDX1];
495 END;
496 OUTINT := IMONCD;
497 IF IMONCD <> 0 THEN FBOOL -.= TRUE;
498 END;
499 { }
500 { ICODE = 4, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GET MONITOR NAME }
501 IF ICODE = 4 THEN
502 BEGIN
503 FILLCHAR (STRNG4,SIZEOF(STRNG4),$FfFF);
504 IMONCD := INTG2;
505 IRET3 := FALSE;
506 FOR INDXl := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
507 IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN
508 BEGIN
509 1^ IRET3 := TRUE;
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510 STRNG4 := MONNAME [IN0X1];
511 END;
512 END;
513 IF IRET3 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
514 END;
515 { }
516 { ICODE = 5, GIVEN STATION + MONITOR CODE + DATE, GET MONITOR SEQ. IN THE SYSTEM )
517 { IF MONITOR IS NOT DEFINED IN THAT STATION, IMONSQ := -1 }
518 { ICODE = 6, GIVEN STATION + MONITOR CODE + DATE, GET MONITOR SEQ. IN THE STATION }
519 { IF ICODE = 15 OR 16, GET MONITOR SEQUENCE WITHOUT NOX FOR SYSTEM OR STATION   }
520 IF ICODE IN [5,6,15,15] THEN
521 BEGIN
522 IF ICODE IN [ 5, 6] THEN IRET2 := FALSE;
523 IF ICODE IN [15,15] THEN IRET2 := TRUE;
524 IF ICODE IN [ 5,15] THEN IRET1 := FALSE;
525 IF ICODE IN [ 6,16] THEN IRET1 := TRUE;
525 IMONCD := INTG2;
527 CHKRANGE (INTG1, IRANGE. RYYMMDO); '
528 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
525 IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN IN0X3 := INDX1;
530 END;
531 IMONSQ := -1;
532 IF ((STNDATA [IRAN3E,INTG1] AND VALMASK [INDX3]) <> 0) THEN
533 IMONSQ := 0;
534^ CUTINT := IMONSQ;535^ IF IMONSQ < 0 THEN GOTO EOP;
536 FOR INDX2 := 1 TO INDX3 DO BEGIN
537 IF ((STNDATA [IRANGE,INTG1] AND VALMASK [INDX2]) <> 0) THEN
538 BEGIN
538 IMONSQ := IMONSQ +1;
540 IF IRET2 AND (INDX2 = 12) THEN IMONSQ := IMONSQ - !;
541 END;
542 END;
543 OUTINT := IMONSQ;
544 FBOOL := TRUE;
545 IF IRETl THEN GOTO EOP;
546 FOR INDXl := 1 TO (INTG1 - 1) 00 BEGIN
547 FOR INDX2 := 1 TO 15 DO BEGIN
548 IF ((STNDATA [IRANGE,INDXl] AND VALMASK [INDX2]) <> 0) THEN
549 BEGIN
550 IMONSQ := IMONSQ +1;




555 OUTINT := IMONSQ;
556 END;
557 { }
558 ( ICODE = 7, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG1), GET MONITOR RANGE }
559 ^{ WHEN INTG2 = 1, RETURN MINIMUM (RYYMMDD); WHEN INTG2 = 2, RETURN MAXIMUM)560 AlF ICODE = 7 THEN
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561 BEGIN
562 IMONCD := INTG1;
563 RYYMMDD := -999.98;
564 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 00 BEGIN
565 IF HONCOD [INDX1] = IMONCD THEN RYYMMDD := M0NRAN6E [INTG2,INDX1];
566 END;
557 IF RYYMMDD <> -399.98 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
568 END;
563 { }
570 { ICODE = 8, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INT62), GET MONITOR DECIMAL POIT POSITION }
571 IF ICODE = 8 THEN
572 BEGIN
573 IMONCD := INTG2;
574 OUTINT := 10;
575 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
576 IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN OUTINT := MONDPP [INDX1];
577 END;
578 IF OUTINT <> 10 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
573 END;
580 { }
581 ( ICODE = 9, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), IF MONITOR INVOLVED IN CALIBRATION}
582 { THEN FBOOL = TRUE, ELSE FALSE }
583 IF ICODE = 9 THEN
584 BEGIN
585J^ IMONCD := INTG2;585^W    FOR IN0X1 := 1 TO 13 00 BEGIN




591 { ICODE = 10, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2), GETNONITOR UNIT NAME )
592 IF ICODE = 10 THEN
533 BEGIN
594 FILLCHAR (STRNG4,SI2£0F(STRNG4),$FFFF);
595 IMONCD := INTG2;
536 IRET3 := FALSE;
597 FOR INDXl := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
598 IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN
539 BEGIN
580 IRET3 := TRUE;
601 STRNG4 := HONUNIT [INDXl];
502 END;
6D3 END;
604 IF IRET3 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
605 END;
606 { }
607 ( ICODE =11, GIVEN INDEX (INTG2), GET MONITOR CODE        }
608 IF ICODE = 11 THEN
803 BEGIN
610 IF (INTG2 >= 1) AND (INTG2 <= 13) THEN
611 i ft BEGIN
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612 OUTINT := MONCOD [IKTG2];




617 { ICODE =12, GIVEN MONITOR CODE {INTG2), GET MOVING AVERAGE HOURS }
618 IF ICOOE = 12 THEN
619 BEGIN
620 IHONCD := INTG2;
621 OUTINT := -1;
622 FOR INDX1 := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
523 IF MONCOO [IN0X13 = IMONCD THEN OUTINT := MONMOVAV [INOXI];       -
624 END;
625 IF OUTINT <> -1 THEN FBOOL := TRUE;
626 END;
627 { }
628 { ICOOE = 13, GIVEN MONITOR CODE (INTG2). GET MINIMUM MOVING AVERAGE HOURS }
628 IF ICOOE = 13 THEN
630 BEGIN
631 IHONCD := INTG2;
632 OUTINT := -1;
633 FOR INDXl := 1 TO 13 DO BEGIN
534 IF MONCOD [INDXl] = IMONCD THEN OUTINT := MONMOVKI [INDXl];
635 END;
636^ IF OUTINT <> -1 THEN FSOOL := TRUE;637^ END;
638 { )
639 EOP:ENO;
640 ! }                       ͣ
641 PROCEDURE CHKHR (VAR INHR : INTEGER ;VAR FKROK : BOOLEAN);
542 {
543 CHECKS HOUR. IF OK FHROK = TRUE.
645 VERSION : 06-07-1985
646 }
647 BEGIN
648 FHROK := FALSE;
649 IF (INHR >=1) AND (INHR <= 24) THEN FHROK ;= TRUE;
550 END;
651 { }
552 PROCEDURE CHKMON (VAR INHON : INTEGER ;VAR FMQNOK : BOOLEAN);
653 {
654 CHECKS MONITOR CODE, IF OK FMONOK = TRUE.
656 VERSION : 06-07-1985
657 }
658 BEGIN
659 FMONOK := FALSE;
560 IF INMON = 1 THEN FMONOK
561 ^IF INMON = 2 THEN FMONOK
662 VlF INMON = 3 THEN FMONOK
= TRUE; { S02}
= TRUE; { CO }
= TRUE; { NO )
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563 IF INMON = 4 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { N02}
664 INMON = 5 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; {DUST}
655 INMON = 7 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { WO }
656 INMON = 8 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { T }
667 INHON = 9 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { H }
558 INMON = 17 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { wv }
669 INMON = 19 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { 03 }
570 INHON = 26 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; {NMHC}
571 INMON = 27 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { NOX}
672 INMON = 28 THEN FMONOK = TRUE; { CH4}
673 END;
574 ( }
575 PROCEDURE CHKSTN (VAR ISTN : INTEGER ;VAR FST
576 {
577 CHECKS STATION NUMBER, IF (3K FSTNOK = TRUE.
BOOLEAN);
579    VERSION : 06-07-1935
680  }
581  BEGIN
682 FSTNOK :=  FALSE;
683 IF (ISTN >= 1) AND (ISTN <= 27) THEN FSTNOK := TRUE;
684 END;
685 { )
586  PROCEDURE CHKTIME (VAR IYYMH,IDDHH : INTEGER ;VAR FDTOK : BOOLEAN ;VAR YY,HM,DD,HH : INTEGER);
687^
688W CHECKS TIME (Y.H,D,H), IF OK FDTOK = TRUE.
590 VERSION : 06-07-1985
591 }
592 BEGIN
593 FDTOK := TRUE;
694 YY := lYYMM DIV 100;
695 MM := lYYMM - (YY * 100); '
596 DD := lODHH DIV 100;
687 HH := IDOHH MOD 100;
598 IF (YY < 1) OR (YY > 99) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
599 IF (MM < 1) OR (MM > 12) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
700 IF (DD < 1) OR (DD > 31) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
701 IF (HH < 1) OR (HH > 24) THEN FDTOK := FALSE;
702 END;
703 { }
704 PROCEDURE CHKKONST (VAR ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STHM,STD0:INTEGER
705 {
706 CHECKS IF A MONITOR WAS DEFINED AT A GIVEN TIME ACCORDING
707 CONFIGURATION, IF OK FMCSTO = TRUE.
709 VERSION : 05-07-1985
710 }
711 VAR
712 RYMD   : REAL;
713 i ^STR    : STRING [4];
VAR FMCSTO:BOOLEAN);
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714 BEGIN
715 FMCSTO := FALSE;
716 RYMD  := STYY * 10000.0 + STHH * 100.0 + STDD;
717 ICODE := 5;
718 SPNSTDTA (ICODE,ISTATN,II*!ONCD,I«0NSQ,RYHD,STR,F80OL);
719 IF IMONSQ > 0 THEN FMCSTO := TRUE;
720 END;
721 { }
722 PROCEOUJ^E READDTTI (VAR CODE,YY,MM,DD,HH : INTEGER ;VAR STPINP : BOOLEAN);
723 {
724 READS DATE AND TIME FROM USER AND CHECKS THEM. IF ONE IS < 0 STOP
725 INPUT FLAG STPIN» = TRUE.
727 VERSION : 05-07-1985
728 }
729 LABEL
730 10, 20; "
731 CONST
732 STR : ARRAY [1..2] OF STRING[5] = ('START','FINAL');
733 VAR
734 RYYMMDOHH  : REAL;
735 BEGIN





741 IF RYYMMDDHH < 0.0 THEN
742 BEGIN
743 STPINP := TRUE;
744 GOTO 20;
745 END;
746 lYYMM := ROUND (INT (RYYMMDDHH / 10000.0));
747 IDDHH := ROUND (RYYMHDOHH - (INT (RYYMMODHH / 10000.0) * 10000.0));
748 CHKTIME (lYYKM,IDDHH,FOTOK.YY,MM,DD,HH);
749 IF NOT (FOTOK) THEN
750 BEGIN
751 WRITELN (8$D,I$A,'ENTER ERROR - DATE',»$0,1t$A);
752 lOCHECK (205,IOVAL,PRTON);




757 PROCEDURE READSNMC (VAR ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STHM,STDO : INTEGER ;VAR STPINP : BOOLEAN);
758 {
759 READS STATION AND MONITOR CODE FROM USER AND CHECKS THEM. IF ONE IS < 0
760 STOP INPUT FLAG STPINP = TRUE.
762 VERSION : 07-03-1985
753 }
764 ^IBEL
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765 U, 18, EOP;
766 BEGIN
767 STPINP := FALSE;




772 IF ISTATN < 0 THEN STPINP := TRUE;
773 IF STPINP THEN GOTO EOP;
774 CHKSTN (ISTATN,FSTNOK);
775 IF NOT (FSTNOK) THEN
776 BEGIN




781 WRITELN (' MONITOR CODE : S02 = 1  DUST = 5  CO '=2  03  =19');
782 lOCHECK (209,IOVAL,PRTON);
783 WRITELN (' NO  = 4  N02 = 3  CH4 = 28  NMHC =25');
784 lOCHECK (210,IOVAL,PRTON);
785 WRITELN (' TEMP = 8  HUM = 9  WD  =7  WV  =17');
786 lOCHECK (211,I0VAL,PRT0N);
787 WRITELN (' ALL = 0');
788 lOCHECK (212,I0VAL,PRT0N);
78S^: WRITE (' ENTER MONITOR CODE : ');790" lOCHECK (213,10VAL,PRT0N);
791 READLN (IMONCD);
792 lOCHECK (214,10VAL,PRT0N);
793 IF IMONCD < 0 THEN STPINP := TRUE;
794 IF STPINP THEN GOTO EOP;
795 IF IMONCD = 0 THEN GOTO EOP;
735 CHKMON (IMONCD,FMONOK);
797 IF NOT (FMONOK) THEN
738 BEGIN
739 WRITELN (t$D,S$A,'ENTER ERROR - MONITOR CODE'.»$D,t$A);
800 lOCHECK (215,lOVAL.PRTON);
801 GOTO 18; •
802 END;
803 CHKMONST (ISTATN,IMONCD,STYY,STMM,STDD,FWCSTO);
804 IF NOT (FMCSTO) THEN
805 BEGIN






812 PROCEDURE NEXTHRS (VAR STYY,STMM,STDD,STHH,NHR,ENYY,ENMM,ENOO,ENHH : INTEGER);
813 {
814 CALCULATES A FINAL TIME (Y,M,D,H) AFTER A NUMBER OF HOURS ELAPSED FROM
815 ^ AN INPUT TIME (Y,M,D,H).



























































ST2:J2 := JO OIV 24;
RT2


























IF J2 < 1 THEN J1
^IF J2 = I THEN Jl^JHH := STHH + Jl;
FYY := FALSE;
IF JHH <= 24 THEN GOTO Bl;
JDD := STDD +1;
IF JDD <= MONTDAYS [STMM] THEN GOTO EN2;
IF STMM = 2 THEN
BEGIN
IF STYY MOD 4 = 0 THEN FYY := TRUE;
IF (FYY) AND (JDD =29) THEN GOTO EN2;
END;
JOD := JDD - MONTDAYS [STMM];
IF FYY THEN JDD -.= JOD - 1;
J«M := JMH +1;
IF JMH <= 12 THEN GOTO EN2;
JHH := JMM - 12;  ,
JYY := JYY + 1;







PROCEDURE DTACCESS (ISTATN,IMONCD,YY,MH.DO,HH : INTEGER VAR NHRS.IOCO : INTEGER ; VAR RVLAR : RVALARR);
^ ACCESSES, INVALIDATES AND GETS DATA FROM DISK (SAO PAULO NETWORK
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867 ORGANIZATION FILES). SENDS OPERATIONAL MESSAGES TO PRTDOC.
869 VERSION : 07-26-1985
870 }
871 LABEL
872 75, 80, 90, M, N, ENl; {lOCO = 1, GET DATA INTO RVLAR [INDX]}
873 BEGIN { IF REAL = -1, INVALID }
374 WITH INREC DO {lOCD = -1, CHANGE REAL FROM RVLAR }
875 BEGIN {lOCD = -2. INVALIDATE DATA }
376 WITH INRECl DO               {ON RETURN lOCD = 0. ACCESS DENIED   }
877 BEGIN
878 RT3 := FALSE;
879 75:STRFORMT (3,YY,«M,DD,STR1_2U,STR12 5U,STRYMD);
880 STRFORMT (7,HH,iW,DD,STR1HH,STR12 5U,STR123_8U);
881 FLNAME := 'B:SN'+STRYMO+'.OTA';
882 RYYMMOD := YY * 10000.0 + MM * 100.00 + DD;
883 ICODE := 5; '
884 SPNSTDTA (ICODE,ISTATN,IH0NCD,IM0NSQ,RYYMMDD,STRN64,F800L);
885 IF IHONSQ < 0 THEN
885 BEGIN
887 KESBUF := ' MONCOD: '+STR1M0N+' NOT DEFINED IN STATION: '+STR1STN+  {75}
888 ' ON DATE: '+STRYM0+STR1HH+' ACCESS INCOMPLETE';
889 WRITELN (S$D,«$A,S$A,MES8UF,S$A);
890 lOCHECK (217,IOVAL,PRTON);




896 IF MERFLNAME <> FLNAME THEN
397 BEGIN
898 80: RESET (INFILE);
899 lOCHECK (218,I0VAL,PRT0FF);
900 IF (lOVAL = $01) OR (lOVAL = $02) THEN
901 BEGIN














915 IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN GOTO 80;
917 MEND;
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318^ lYYHM := YY * 100 + KM;
919 IDD  := 00 * 100 + 25;
920 ISTMC := ISTATN * 100 + IMONCD;
321 MEMFLNAME := FLNAHE;
322 FOR IN0EX5 := 1 TO BLKMONMAX DO
923 BEGIN
924 8LKCK := TRUE;
925 IF I08LK [INDEX5,1] <> lYYMM THEN BLKOK := FALSE;
926 IF lOBLK [INDEX5,2] <> lOD  THEN BLKOK := FALSE;
927 IF lOBLK [INOEX5,3] <> ISTMC THEN BLKOK := FALSE;
928 IF BLKOK THEN GOTO 90;
929 END;
930 90:IF NOT (BLKOK) THEN
931 BEGIN
932 lOCD := 0;
S33 MES3UF := ' NOT FOUND BLOCK: STN= '+STR1STN+' MON= '+STR1M0N+




938 GOTO EN1; .
939 END;
940 IF NOT (RT3) THEN
941 BEGIN
942^ HO := HH;3439 '^^^^^^  := 0;
944 10 := NHRS;
945 END;
346 II := 10 DIV 24;
947 12 := HO + 10 - 1;
948 RT3 := FALSE;
949 IF (11 < 1) AND (12 <= 24) THEN
950 BEGIN
951 IST1 := HO; .
952 IEN1 := 12;
353 END;
354 IF 12 > 24 THEN
955 BEGIN
956 IST1 := HO; '   v
957 lENi := 24;
958 10 := 10 - (24 - HO +1);
959 HO := 1;
960 RT3 := TRUE;
961 END;
952 'OR INDEX3 := IST1 TO lENl 00
983 BEGIN
964 IN0EX2 := INDEX2 +1;
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969 INT6REAL (UNA,IINB,UNO,ROUT);
970 IF lOCD = -1 THEN {lOCO = -1, CHANGE REAL}
971 BEGIN {INVALIDATE DAILY AVG. }
972 REALINTG (RVLAR [1NDEX2],I0UTA,I0UTB,I0UTC);
973 lOBLK [INDEX5,INDEX4+0] := lOUTA;
:= lOUTB;
:= lOUTC;
978      IF INDEX3 <= 16 THEN lOBLK [INDEX5,4] := lOBLK [INDEX5,4] OR INVALMASK [INDEX3];
977 IF INDEX3 > 16 THEN I08LK [INDEX5,5] := I08LK [INDEX5,5] OR INVALMASK [INDEX3-16];
978 I08LK [INDEX5,5] := lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [9];
979 PRTDOC (2,YY,MM,00,HH,ISTATN,IMONCD,ROUT,RVLAR [INDEX2],MESBUF);
980 END;
981 IF lOCO = 1 THEN {lOCD = 1, GET DATA  }
982 BEGIN
983 RVLAR [INDEX2] := ROUT;
984 IF (INDEX3 <= 16) AND (lOBLK [INDEX5,4] AND VALMASK [INDEX3] = 0) THEN RVLAR [INDEX2] := -1.0;
985 IF (IN0EX3 > 16) AND (lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND VALMASK [i'nDEX3-16] = 0) THEN RVLAR [INDEX2] := -1.0;
986 END;
387 IF lOCD = -2 THEN {lOCD = -2, INVALIDATE       }
988 BEGIN {INVALIDATE DAILY AVG.+ MIN + MAX}
989 IF INDEX3 <=  16 THEN lOBLK [IN0EX5,4] := lOBLK [INDEX5,4] AND INVALMASK [INDEX3];
930      IF INDEX3 > 15 THEN lOBLK [INDEX5,5] := I08LK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [INDEX3-16];
391 lOBLK [INDEX5,5]
392 lOBLK [INDEX5,5]
333^   lOBLK [INDEX5,5j
:= lOBLK [IN0EX5,5] AND INVALMASK [9];
:= lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [10];
;= lOBLK [INOEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [11];
994^   PRTDOC (1,YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IMONC0,ROUT,RVLAR [INDEX2],MESBUF);
995 END;
996 IF lOCD = 2 THEN {lOCD = 2, VALIDATE        }
937    BEGIN {INVALIDATE DAILY AVG.+ MIN + MAX}
398      IF INDEX3 <= 15 THEN lOBLK [INDEX5,4] := lOBLK [INDEX5,4] AND VALMASK [INDEX3];
993      IF INDEX3 > 16 THEN lOBLK [INDEX5,5] := lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND VALMASK [INDEX3-16];
1000 lOBLK [INDEX5,5] := lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [9];
1001 lOBLK [INDEX5,5] := lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [10];
1002 lOBLK [INDEX5,5] := lOBLK [INDEX5,5] AND INVALMASK [11];
1003 PRTDOC (-l.YY,MM,DD,HH,ISTATN,IMONCD,ROUT,RVLAR [INDEX2],MES8UF);
1004 END;
1005 END;
1006 IF RT3 THEN
1007 BEGIN
1008 H24 := 24;







1015  { )
1017 PROCEDURE DAYYEAR (VAR DYY,DMM,ODD,IC0DE1,IREFYY,NUMOAYS : INTEGER);
1018 J
1019 S CALCULATES NUMBER OF DAYS IN THE YEAR OR RELATIVE TO ANY GIVEN YEAR.
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1021 VERSION : 06-25-1985
1022 }
1023 BEGIN
1024 NURDAYS := DOO;
1025 IF mn  > 1 THEN
1026 BEGIN
102? FOR INDEX? := 1 TO DMM - 1 DO
1028 BEGIN
1029 NUMDAYS := NUMOAYS + MONTDAYS [INDEX?];
1030 IF (INDEX? = 2) AND (DYY MOD 4 = 0) THEN NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS + 1;
1031 END;
1032 END;
1033 IF ICOOEl = 1 THEN
1Q34 BEGIN
1035 FOR INDEX? := IF;EFYY TO DYY - 1 DO
1036 BEGIN                                 "             '
103? NUMDAYS := NUMDAYS +365;





1043 PROCEDURE NUMHOURS (VAR D1YY,DIMM,DIDO,D1HH,D2YY,D2MM,D2DD,02HH,DFHRS:INTEGER;VAR FNHR:BOOLEAN);
1045W CALCULATES NUMBER OF HOURS BETWEEN 2 GIVEN DATES. IF DATE 1 IS AFTER DATE 2




1051 RDFHRS : REAL;
1052 BEGIN
1053 FNHR ;= TRUE;
1054 lYYMM := D1YY * 100 + DIMH;
1055 IDOHH := OIDD * 100 + D1HH;
1056 CHKTIME (lYYMM,IDOHH,FOTOK,YY,MM,DD,HH);
1057 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN FNHR := FALSE; ' .
1058 lYYMM := D2YY * 100 + D2MM;
1059 IDDHH := D2D0 * 100 + D2HH;
1060 CHKTIME (lYYMH,IDOHH,FDTOK,YY,MM,DD,HH);
1061 IF NOT (FDTOK) THEN FNHR := FALSE;
1052 IF FNHR THEN
1063 BEGIN
1064 CODEl := 1;
1055 IREFYY := 80;
1066 DAYYEAR (01YY,DIMM,OIDD,C0DE1,IREFYY,INUMOAYS);
1067 IAC1 := INUMDAYS;
1068 DAYYEAR (02YY,D2MM,0200,C0DE1,IREFYY,INUMOAYS);
105S RDFHRS := (INUMDAYS- IAC1) * 24 - DIHH + 02HH;
1070^ DFHRS := ROUND (RDFHRS);
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•
I  { }
3  PROCEDURE PASSHIORO;
4  {
5    HANDLES PASSWORDS.
7    VERSION : 06-12-1985
8  }
9  LABEL
10   «1, W2, H'3, W4. W5. Wfi;
1!  CONST                         •                    ͣ
12   MAINPSKRD : STRING [S]  = •8ET01562';
13   FLERASE  : STRING [U]    = 'A:SPNDTINV.C0M';
14   DATWASK  : ARRAY [1. .10] OF STRIK-^ [8] = {'SgSfiSgii','»$»'$«','%3§@$$*@',
15            '*&('"%$8','J$''«W*(','§§««&&*','$$&SSei&','@g!S|m','i8«$@&l$',
16            ')(&m&V);
17  TYPE
18   PSWROBUF = RECORD
'19            SEQBLK : ARRAY [1..10j OF STRING [8];
20            NRTRY : INTEGER;
21            END;
22 ADRARR   = ARRAY (1..2] OF INTEGER;
23 JAR
24 •daTREC   : PSWRDBliF;
25   DATFILE  : FILE OF PSHIRDBUF;
26   ITRY ,JNOX INTEGER;
27   PASSWRD STRING [8];
28   CriRl CHAR;
29   AODRARR ADRARR;
30  BEGIN
31  WITH DATREC DO .
32  BEGIN
33   ASSIGN (DATFILE,'SPNDTINV.OAT');
34   RESET (DATFILE);
35   ICCHECK (lOOO.IOVAL.PRTOFF);
36   IF lOVAL <> 0 THEN
37   BEGIN
38     FOR JNDX := 1 TO 10 DO SEQBLK [JNDX] := DATMASK [JNDX];
j  39    NRTRY := 3;
40    REWRITE (DATFILE);
41    lOCHECK (10C1,10VAL,PRTO«);
42   END;
43   READ (DATFILE.DATREC);
44   lOCKECK (10C2,IOVAL,PRTOFF);
45   ITRY := 0;
45   WRITE (S$A,S$A);
47   lOCHECK (1003,IOVAL,PRTON);                             /    .
48  W1:WRITE (S$D,' PASSWORD : ');
49 J^IOCHECK (10C4,IOVAL,PRTON);
50 WREAD (KBD.PASSWRD);
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51 lOCHECK (1Q05,ICVAL,PRTON);
52 IF PASSWRD = KAINPSWRD THEN
BEGIN




58 IF NOT (UPCASE (CHRl) IN ['Y'.'N']) THEN GOTO W2;
58 IF UPCASE (CHRl) = 'Y' THEN
50 BEGIN
61 FOR JNDX := 1 TO 10 DO
52 BEGIN
S3 W3:   WRITE (5$D,8$A,' PASSWORD : '.SEQBLK [JNDX],' CONFIRMED ? lY/N/R) : ');
54 lOCHECK (1008,IOVAL,PRTON);
55 READ (KB0,CHR1);
66 lOCHECK (1009,IOVAL,PRTON);                '             •
57 IF NOT (UPCASE (CHRl) IN ['Y'.'N'.'R']) THEN GOTO W3;
58 IF UPCASE (CHRl) = 'R' THEN GOTO W4;
59 IF UPCASE (CHRl) = 'N' THEN
70 BEGIN
71 WRITE (' INPUT NEW PASSWORD : ');
72 lOCHECK (lClC,iOVAL,PRTON);
73 READ (KBD,SEQBLK [JNDX]);
74 ^                lOCHECK (1011,ICVAL,PRTON);





SO FOR JNDX := 1 TO 10 DO
81 BEGIN
82 IF PASSWRD = SEQBLK [JNDX] THEN GOTO W5;
83 END;
84 ITRY := ITRY +1;
85 IF ITRY < 3 THEN
86 BEGIN
87 WRITE («$7,'    »: MTRY,' WRONG PASSWORD 1!!');
88 GOTO W1;
89 END;                         ͣ





95 WRITE (DATFILE,DATREC);                                "
96 lOCHECK (1019,IOVAL,PRTON);




101 IPf-jRTRY := NRTRY t 1;








103 WRITELN (8$7,' THIRD CONSECUTIVE WRONG PASSWORD
109 HALT;
111 m-.mm := O;
112 REWRITE (DATFILE);
113 lOCHECK (1C16,I0VAL,PRT0N);
114 WRITE (DATFILE,DATREC);
115 lOCHECK (10l7,IOVAL,PRTON)f
116 CLOSE (DATFILE);
117 lOCHECK (1018,IOVAL,PRTON);
118 CLRSCR;
119 END;
120 END;
ACCESS DENIED, BYE...');
